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INTRODUCTION

‘This little game could bring in more money than contracting charter parties for ships

bound for England’, wrote Rodrigo Dias Henriques to Manuel Levy Duarte on 1 No-

vember 1691.‘ Dias Henriques was referring to the ‘game’ of trading shares of the

Dutch East India Company (Verenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie, VOC, founded

1602) and its derivatives* on the Amsterdam securities market. He acted as exchange

agent for Levy Duarte and performed a high number of transactions on his account.

The most notable feature of the exchange dealings of these Portuguese Jewish mer-

chants was that they consisted solely ofvery swift trades; Dias I-Ienriques made sure to

always settle the transactions within a few days or a fortnight at most. He actively

speculated on short-term share price* movements, while at the same time making sure

that his portfolio did not become too risky - and, judging by his quote, he was rather

good at it. Dias Henriques could perform these swift dealings because by the end of

the seventeenth century, a very active secondary market* for securities existed in Am-

sterdam.

Modern securities markets have two functions: price discovery* and the provi-

sion of liquidity*. The interaction of traders in the marketplace, in other words, de-

termines the price of the assets that are traded on the market. The liquidity fiinction

means that as a result of the concentration of traders in the marketplace, traders can

easily buy or sell assets. Straightforward as these market functions may seem, they play

a very important role for investors: they allow investors to reallocate their asset hold-

ings at low cost, enabling them to manage their financial risks according to their per-

sonal preferences? Securities markets thus provide major advantages to investors.

The secondary market for VOC shares became the first securities market in his-

tory that provided these advantages to investors. Hence it was in seventeenth-century

Amsterdam that ‘the global securities market began to take on its modern form’.3 Us-

ing hitherto unexplored source material from the archives of the VOC, judicial institu-

tions of the Dutch Republic and merchants who were active on the securities market,

' Dias Henriques to Levy Duarte, 1 November 1691, SM, PIG, inv. or. 677, pp. 897-8.

‘ Words market with an asterisk (*) are further explained in Appendix C - Glossary.
3‘ Maureen O’Ha.ra, ‘Presidential address: Liquidity and price discovery’, 3:3-Irma! ryffinance 58 (2003)
1335-1354, there 1335.
3 Ranald C. Michie, He global‘ securities market.’ (I histogr (Oxford 2006) 26.

12
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this book analyzes how the secondary market for VOL shares could develop into tl1e

world's first modern securities market.

Context, I'tirmnTograj2fy and £»’:ea:9=

How the secondary market for \-'OC shares started ofi" in the first decade of the seven-

teenth century is well known.‘ In 1602, the States General of the Dutch Republic

granted the \--’()C a charter For a period of 21 years, with the provision that an interim

liquidation would follow after ten yearsf’ Inhabitants of the Dutch Republic were

called upon to invest in the new company. The \-’0(: thus became a priyate.ly-owned

company in which the authorities of the Dtttch Republic had a large say. The capital

subscription was a great success: in Amsterdam alone, 1 143 investors signed up for

f3,6'/'9,9l5.'5 According to a clause on the first page of the subscription book of the

\-'O(:, shareholders could transfer their shares to a third party. On this same page, the

procedure for registering .share transfers was laid down: the buyer and the seller

should go to the East India house where the bookkeeper, after two company directors

had approved the transfer, transferred the share from the seller's to the buyer's ac-

count in the capital book?

These clear rules for ownership and transfer of ownership reduced investors’

hesitaney about trading the valuable shares that existed only on paper. Secondary

market trading therefore took a start immediately after the subscription books were

closed.“ However, the real incentive to trade. shares emerged later. The directors of

the VOL: did not liquidate the company after ten years and at the end of the first char-

ter, in 1623, they requested a prolongation of‘ the charter, which the States General

‘f See, pa1rticula1'ly: Oscar (lelderhlom and _]oost _]onker, ‘Completing a financial remlution: The li-
nance of the Dutch East India trade and the rise of the Amsterdam capital market, l:‘).‘l;‘J-ltilili. 7712'

jmm.=:1't rifernrtnrrtir .f:tr!n.f1' (34 {QUU4} 54 l -572.
7‘ T’or 21 general account of" the Iouliding ol'tl1c \TJ('., se.e:_].A. van (lcr Chijs, (':‘¢’.'-o’n}vdrrt:Li' (fer ,i't.ic.r’Jtt.*ag mm (19
I"e.=r:.eri{gde 0.1’. (Jo-mpr.=gm}r we (fer rzizzatrrgrleri z-urn dc .-'\"m‘er!arrd5r.-is regerirqg brtrrgflérsdr de mart up O:Jst—i’mi.=}"l (L-'(?fJf‘t‘? mm
deer .t'tit‘t'a'i;rg 1‘or:rrygrir1grr1 (Leyden I857}. This book also contains 21 transcription of the 16012 charte r. The
text oflllc first charter can also be lhnntl onlinc: ht1'p://www.vocsite.nl/geschicdcnis/octrooi.html An
English translation is also online available:

|ittp:/ /mvw.austra|iaonthcmaporg.au/<:omcnt/\-'icw/50/59
" The total capital stock of the \’U(: amounted to f6,-129,588; .\'Iiddell)urg coI1trihutedfl,3(lU,~l05
{2U".»"u‘,I, Enkhuizen f54-0,0(}U [3°»'u}, Delft -'l[i9,4Ul] {?°x'u}, Hoorn _f‘.3ti(i,8fi3 {4".«’ujI and Rotterdam
f l ?3,(}fl[l I.’_3“_.=’uj: l-lcnk den Hcijcr, Dr gexirtrooieerde ro:n,bagn.'}?.' de l-''()(.' 9:: dr’ l'i"’:'C‘r1t'.t E-‘t‘.'tJ?'.fn'Jf):"t'.T ma dc’ nrtrtrrifxice
vertrinatsr-r'znp I__De\'enIer ‘?.t]U5_] 61. According to the liistorical purchasing power calculator of the [l'llt"l‘l1£1-
tional Institute of‘ Social History in Amsterdam {see http:/ /\nvw.iisg.nl/hpwlcalculate.pl1p_‘J, the value
olthe I602 subscription would amount to almost C100 million today.
7 A facsimile and transcript of the first page of the subscription book can be found in:J.G. van Dillen,
Ho’. rittafrta rtrt3:deeNirJ1rder5Jrg1'.tte:' t.-rm (fa Ifm.=m':lm.r{ern’mn (.rl€.i' OrJ.t‘t-Iridurlir Cta:.=i;‘)ng7.=:'e tT'l1t' Hztguc I958] 10:‘)-ti.
3 Gt?l(lc'l'l')l0l‘t'I antL]o11ker, Tionipleting‘.

13
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granted. Again, no intermediate liquidation took place. Consequently, the capital

stoek* of the \-"on: became defects fixed.“ In the end, the company would stay in busi-

ness for almost two centuries and the capital stock rernained fixed during the entire

period. Since investors generally do not want their money to be locked up for that a

long period of time, they used the secondary market to sell their shareholdings to a

third party.

The fixed capital stock of the \-"O(: was unique. Shipping companies in late-

medieval Italy and, from the mid-sixteenth century onwards, also in England and the

Low Countries. were often equity*-financed, but these companies were always liqui-

dated after a single expedition to the destination. The same went for the Vomrmnpag-

nt'e§n., the predecessors of the \"O(: that had equipped expeditions to the East Indies

from 1594 onwards. The proceeds of the liquidation were divided among the inves-

tors. In many cases, the company was reestablished immediately after liquidation and

participants were given the opportunity to reinvest their money in the. new partner-

ship. Consequently, there was little need for secondary market trading, be.c.ause after

liquidation, investors eottld decide not to reinvest. Investors knew that they could al-

ways get their money back within a few years" time.'" Likewise, it took until the end of

the seventeenth century before a secondary market for shares emerged in England."

Before that time, there were no joint-stock companies with a sufficiently large fixed

capital to get the development ofa securities market going.” The capital stock of the

English East India Company (1~‘.I(:._ founded 1600'], for example, only became fixed in

165?. Before that time, the tilt: repeatedly issued new stock to fund its fleets; the EIC

was thus basically a series of separate companies that worked together as the BIG. '3

Remarkably, already in the later Middle Ages, secondary markets for public

debt had emerged iI1 Italian city states. Venice, Genoa and Florence were the first

'-’ Den Heijel‘, Dr grr2t‘tmniéerde rnmfmgitie, 59,615.

'“ Oscar Gelderblom, Abe dejong and ‘]oostL]onker, “An Atlrniralty lbt‘ Assia. Isaac le t\-'lai1‘e and con-
[lieting conceptions about the (‘orporate go\'ernant‘e of tl1e \‘U(.'', in: Jonathan 0.5. Koppell [_ed.}, Tire
origins gfsftrirdinlrfer r'm't*nrr3r_‘v I,'Basingstoke, forthcoming 201 l_].

” Anne L. Mttrphy, T716 o:'tfgi:r.r q[En_.g!i.r:‘:_fiarrnriat’ merfrets. Im'e.n'.moit and yieetalation Figfiire the .S'r1tn‘.r‘.= Sea Birbbte
{Cambridge 2009).
'9 Ron Harris, lndrrsfria-t'.i.:in_g :'.€ng!£sl.= Fart‘: rntrrprsrmtrslzijj mar! brts't'rm.s- rngganiaaticrrr, I720-I844 {New York
2000} ll?-8, 120-1, 127.

'3‘ The lixerl capital stock ofithe Ii[(i in 165? amounted to £793.78? W.R. Seott, Tier? ron_c!i!1d1'nn and
_fiH(mrTt’ qfEngh'.rt':. .S'rn££i.r;’: and 1risf:jnin!—.i'tod€ rntnparties to 1720 [I C'nmprIr:t'e.rjhi'florrt;g:: tmdr, rriirmfzrrtion. _fi.:‘a"zirtg
and ntiniaqg (Clanihridge l9] 2} I29. I92. Michiel de_]ongh, ‘De ontwikkeling van zeggelischapsreeltteii
ran aandeelliouders in cle 17*‘ en I8" eeuw", ll"'nrking;mpcr rj2009';u. At the exeliange rate ol‘ I654 ("the I657
rate is unavailableju, 793,782 equaled approximatelyf8.‘.25U.{)U0: N.\’\'. Poslliunius. .M°'rferz’r1r.'r2’s'r:‘tr* prj5ge-
.m":ir3dmi.t' I: (£o:°det'e:r{9:ijzs;r of; 0’! t"mtr.r ran A.r.=:.t‘:‘errt’rr:it r'535—}9I 4. I-"I-"ir_s'.n’kr;r:'.rm re _=I;it.mv.m’a:n F6091’ .9}-I Ley-
dett I94!-3} 592.
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states to consolidate their public debt - a revolution in public finance, because it eased

the process of underwriting new debt issues.” Veiiiee, for example, consolidated all its

outstanding debt in a so-called mtmte in 1262. The original obligations were converted

into shares in the ntrmte and investors could subsequently transfer the title to these

shares by way of assignment. Secondary markets came into being, but these markets

did not have the characteristics of a free market, since new loans were often forced

loans. Hence, the decision to invest was not taken by the investors themselves. lV’Ioreo-

ver, the number of transfers typically rose when a new forced loan was announced,

which indicates that some shareholders were forced to dump their shares on the sec-

ondary market to get the liquidity needed to pay for the upcoming debt issue.‘-3 This

innovation in public finance failed to spread to other parts of Europe, however. In the

Low Countries, the provinces kept issuing short-term debt and it would take until at

least 1672 before secondary trade of any significance took place in government debt in

the Dutch Republic.‘“ The English government recognized the advantages of secon-

dary market trading in the early eighteenth century. It started to use the secondary

market to sell its debt in transferable annuity obligations in the 17203.”

This short overview has identified the factors that led to the emergence of a

secondary market for \-'O(': shares in the Dutch Republic. Very little is known about

the subsequent development of the market, however. Smith studied the trade in de-

rivatives, focusing on official regulations and pamphlets that addressed the share

trade, and Gelderblom ancljonker discussed the history of derivatives trading on the

Amsterdam exchange from 1550 to 1650, mentioning the emergence of several types

of derivatives and analyzing similarities and differences in the trade in equity deriva-

tives and forward* contracts that were used in the grain trade.” Apart from these

" Set‘, partiI:‘ular1_v: Reinhold C. .\-ltlcllcr, ‘Ute l-"flatten lacing}-' r:m.='ket: barrio‘, prtriirs. arm’ the public debt, .’2()t')—
f500 {Baltimore 1997}.
'7‘_]tI1ius Kirshner, 'EncL;ml:Icring private claims to public debt in renaissance Florence”, in: Vito Pier-
giovanni {cd,), 73:? grater?! rgftfm batik (I5 ir.=.rt:}‘i:ti'ni.' mm’ the drtlelnfiiiient iji;";ii:iii:_ei.'—im.ti:m.r {aw [Berlin 1993} 19-76.

Meir Kohn, ‘The capital market before 1600’, Dm‘tmauh‘t C'o£t'egt> ttnnlring fmfier nr. 99-06 (1999) 10-1 1.
'“_]amcs D. Tracy. .--lfinarsriat rt'::at':ttion in the Habsbtrig .-'\'é?tIrei'i"niir!.<.‘ Rama and r.cw:‘rrn'e:'s in the roam! ' :3fHm.'i"mrrt'.
!.5!5-1565 (Berkeley 19851. Oscar Gelclerblom and _]oos1_]onker, ‘A cr_unditio:1::| miracle. ’I"l1c market
forces that shaped Holl:mcl's public debt rnanagement’, l|"nrkirig,‘Jtzper (12010) ‘.21 , ‘.2-1-7.
'7 Larry Neal, The’ Hit? -r3;f,‘inarii‘ir:I rrIfJitru’i.i1rt.' intmmtiana! rnpitaf i::ri:'.{'rLs' in I'll? Age ufRmsrm {_CIamhridgc 19‘:}(l_‘_I
10.

”‘ ;\-'l.I'" Smith, Tgjral-(gflirir::'.i' in gflécteit mm rile: Ain.s'tera’r:.=:i.i't':‘tr bett.='.\' (The Hague 1919:]. Oscar Gelderbloni
and Joost Junker, ‘Amsterdam as the cradle of modern futures and options trading, 155-U~1(i5ll’. in:
\\’illiam N. Goetzmann and K. Gccrt Rouwenhorsl ['ec|s.}. 77:2 nrigin.i' :if:,wi’m?.' Jiiefinanrinl 3'rinnt'm'ioi:.i' flint
c‘i':’r1i'.r’r1' rrindetn rrtfiifnl .mark£l.r Oxford 2005} 189-205. The article 'Con1pleting°, by the same authors, has
been mentioned above. This article Ibeused on the funding offiast India trade in the Dutch Republic

15
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studies, most economic historians merely marveled at the sophistication of the market

in the late seventeenth eentuiy. They iisedjosseph de la \*'ega’s high-flown description

of the share trade in Corgjiuiéri de cargfitsiaaes, the famous account of the share market

dating from 1688"‘, as a starting point for their work?“ Others tried to catch the sig-

nificance of the market in very general phrases. Barbour, for example, wrote that

‘Amsterdam gave [existing financial instruments] more precise formulation, greater

flexibility and extension, and used them effectively over a wider field.’2' Braudel"s in-

terpretation of the financial developments in Amsterdam was that ‘ce qui est nouveau

51 Amsterdam, c’est le volume, la lluidité, la publicité, la liberté speculative des transac-

tions. Le jeu s’y méle de facon lréiiétique, lejeu pour le jeu."3'-’ Superficial as these ob-

servations may seem, they touch upon some very important aspects of the market.

The flexibility and enhanced formulation of the financial instruments meant that in-

vestors could use them to manage their financial risks. Moreover, the market could

iiiliill its core functions price discovery and liquidity only because of the increase in

trading activity. This raises the questions which factors led to the sophistication of

financial instruments in Amsterdam? And what caused trading activity to increase on

the Amsterdam market?

In this book, the development of the market will be examined from an institu-

tional perspective. In the most widely used definition, institutions ‘are the rules of the

game in a society or, more formally, are the humanly devised constraints that shape

human interaction."="3 Institutions consist of formal and informal rules. Informal rules

are not enforceable by law; they mostly depend on social sanctions for their enforce-

ment. Formal institutions, such as laws and official regulations, are enforced by the

ant] argued that the emergence ofa secondary market for shares completed tl1e financial revolution of
the sixteenth ccnttlry, as has been advanced hyjalnes D. Tracy: Tracy, /l_firmm:iriI irrzzr,-Ztttiori.

'9 Dutch translation oi'l)e la \"ega’s work, with a good introduction by ;\-'I,I*'._j. Smithzjossepli Pt-nso de
la Vega, Crirgfirntin dc’ cnrgfi4.s‘i:Jnr.i' Ifl[i88_], 31.17,]. Smith [:ed.} (The Hague I939"). The best English {abridged}
cditinnzjossttp I1 Penso dc la \-"cga, Chrgfitrinrt dr rn:gfi:.rione.r t'g1']o.re,‘i:‘i dr la Vega I688. Porn‘.-m.r de.i‘rn‘;;tir;e gf‘(i".=e

.=lm.n‘erdmn Si‘.-ark Etrfiaagr (I688) Hermann Kellenbenz cd. [Cambridge 1957}.
‘~“'jona1han Israel, amongst others, relies heavily on De la \-"cga._ for example in: Jonathan 1. Israel,
'_]ews and the stock exchange: the Amsterdam Iinancial erasli of 1688‘, in: idem ('cti._}, i'J.=}:.r,mra_s- a'itfl':.5n :1
dia.g()ora.']m-'.r, C9‘p:'u-j’rzc.r mm’ the tt.'rm.'d maritime rnipir.r.i' {}.'340- I 740) {_Le‘\_-‘clen 2UC'2_} 4-=1-9-87. Also: Charles
Wilson, .-lnglr)—1)m‘r/: r:mm1ri'r.r.’ rlnrljinmw in the r.'igl:£t*ert{:’: F-t‘.'.'ftt9' r._CaInbridgc l9-ll, reprinted in l9{i('i]:. Geof-
frey Poitras, Tire er.-rfv ltiitnpr qfifinrinrial .=2rmioma"r.c, H78— .-’77€.'frnm rarm:ie?:'r1'm’ aiffftiitefit.‘ In :'g',.I'?? nn:tr:z'£ir.s mm’

_,ir;ir1t.r£or!r.r [Cheltenh:u'n 2000:] 315. 385-7.

9' Violet Barbour. C':2p:'ma'i.w::: .Fr:..im.r!.v:'r1'r.-m in we a‘r'z'rntt>r::fl': ren£m_'J' {Baltimore 1950} 142.
9'-9 Fernand Brande], Lé'5js.*.=.*.\' rte i"r'r!'mng.°.=. C‘izI.i:’i.i'rztinrr ninléiielfe. émnnmie rt ra,rJftaa"i.rn.=.r4. .\'l’e—.\'I-‘me .n'én’e II (Paris
1979} 8 [-2.

1"‘ l.)ouglass C. North, :':c.m'!ution:.'_, in.r£itu.'irmrn' ritaiqgr am’ .err;.-wm.='r ;;rg£-izmarirr {Clan1lJri(i_s,rt- i990‘: 3.
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state. The. institutional framework of markets generally consists ofa combination of

formal and informal institutions.

The theory of institutional economics argues that institutional innovation takes

place because economic actors always search for ways to reduce transaction costs. Put

another way, economic actors always search for ways to obtain benefits from eco-

nomic interaction at the lowest transaction costs possible.“ Acemoglu,johnso11 and

Robinson divide transactions costs into three categories: ‘ll those that increased the

mobility of capital; 2) those that lowered information costs; and 3) those that spread

risk.’93‘ These three categories will be addressed in this study. I will show how the de-

velopment of a sophisticated enforcement mechanism ensured traders that their traits-

actions would be consummated by the market. Because traders had a high level of

certainty that their trades would be completed, they were more inclined towards trad-

ing, which increased the mobility of capital. The market also lowered information

costs. The. use of intermediaries and particularly the creation of trading clubs, whose

participants could easily monitor each other’s beltavior, meant that less effort was

needed to check a possible cottnte1party’s creditworthiness. Furthermore, as a result of

the high trading activity, the share price was constantly updated to the beliefs of the

trading populations.‘-"“ This reduced the need for investors with long-term investment

horizons to find price-relevant information; they could rely on the prices quoted on

the exchange. Lastly, the range of derivative instruments available to the traders by

the second half of the seventeenth century allowed them to mitigate the risk of their

investment portfolios.

55.0/Jr and .r£rttrt.‘m'e

The scope of this book is limited to the seventeenth-century Amsterdam market for

\-'00 shares. The focus on the. scve.nteenth century flows, in the first place, from the

fact that it is widely known, mainly front De la Vega's work, that Amsterdam boasted

‘-"' Sheilagh Ogilvie, "‘\\-'hate\'er is, is right"? Economic institutions in pre-industrial Europe’, Eraimmir
!2in‘rii_1= i'e*viz’tt' tit} I'I‘2tJ07) 541.1-U8-l, [here (558.

l\'orlli, l'it_wt.=}'::ti:ii:3, I25. Daron Aczetnoglu, Simon _jo|1nsou am:l_]ames A. Robinson, ‘Institutions as a
fundamental cause of long-run growth", in: Philippe Aghion and Steven N. Uurlauf [_eds._j:, HamJ'btirJil' of
mmwiiir gmztrlzi [Anistcrclarn 2t_)05_'i 38.3-472.
2" According to Ross I.e\-inc. markets with high trading activity provide an incentive for traders to
gather‘ prict:-relevant ittlurmationi 'Intuiti\'ely, with larger and more liquid ntarkets. it is easier lbr an
agent who has acquired inforntation to tlisgtiise this private information and make money by trading in
the market.‘ As a result, prices on liquid markets reveal relatively move information about" the assets
that are being tradt‘.(l. Ross Levine, ‘Finan('e and growth: Lheory and evidt‘1it‘c", in: Philippe .-\ghion and
Steven N . Dui'latil‘t'etls.'], flrtririburtl‘ r_:f:r:mamir'grmrfli '.'Amsterdam 2‘t)t}5jI 865-93-l-. there 872.
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a highly sophisticated securities market by the end of the seventeenth century, but the

path of development towards becoming the first modern securities market has re-

mained obscure. Secondly, a study on the seventeenth-century Amsterdam securities

market provides new material for fixture research on the transfer of‘ financial know-

how from Amsterdam to London in the late seventeenth century. The London securi-

ties market started developing quickly from around 1688 onwards - shortly after the

invasion and subsequent accession to the English throne of Dutch stadhoider W'illia:n

111. Although Murphy has recently argued that the London market developed largely

by itself; the timing of the stock market boom in London still suggests that the Dutch

experience must have had some influence on the developments in England.” This

book on the securities market in Amsterdam will aid new researchers in identifying to

what extent the London financial markets profited from Dutch financial experience.

It is important to note that Amsterdam was not the only city in the seven-

teenth-centuiy Dutch Republic where a secondary market for company equity ex-

isted. The organizational structure of‘ the \-''O(:, with six semi-independent chambers,

resulted in the emergence of six separate markets. However, due to the smaller capital

stock of‘ the Middelburg, linkhuizen, Hoorn, Delft and Rotterdam cliambers, these

peripheral markets experienced different development paths. Shares in these cham-

bers were, of course, occasionally transferred, but what this study tries to unravel is

how the transition took place from a market where company shares were occasionally

transferred to a tliriving securities market that provided its participants a range of fi-

nancial services. This happened only in Ains-terdam.33 I will also pay some attention to

Middelburg, however. The Middelburg chamber of the \-’OC: had the second-largest

capital stock and consequently, the development of the l\-"Iiddelburg market came clos-

est to that of Amsterdam. As I will show in chapter 5, traders used the liquidity of the

l\-licldelhurg market for arbitrage* purposes; they tried to be the first to use informa-

tion available on the Amsterdam market For transactions 011 the Micldelburg market

and vice versa.'-’‘’ Finally, shares in the Dutch “lest India Company (WICJ, founded

1623) were also traded on the secondary market. However, investors generally kept

away from these shares. The disproportionately large government interference in the

37 .\'Iu1'plty. 775:2 or{gfrr.i' .'y"Eng{n':‘t_/r::(r:rt'iaE m(n'!rt*.*.r, .'-J.
‘J3 The development o['thc markets in equity olithe smallest chambers stalled soon after the suhsc ription
of I602. Sec cliapter 2. section Divcrgient dcvelopnientsz Alnsterdttln and peripheral markets on page
68 fl‘.

1"-' Cf. page I59 ll”.
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it-‘lt: made investors afraid that the company management would behave too opportu-

nistically. Moreox-'er, investors were well aware that the it-'I(.: was a financial disaster. I

will therefore focus on the trade in \-'O(: shares only.

My analysis of the development of the secondary market for \--‘()C: shares into

the first modern securities market is structured in two parts. Part I treats the seven-

teenlh—century history of the market in general. Part It explores in more detail how the

market was organized.

Part 1 starts, in chapter 1, with a chronological overview of the key develop-

ments that shaped the market during the seventeenth century. Subsequently, chapter

2 analyzes long-term developments, such as the increase in trading activity on the

market, the. number of active. traders, the dividend policy of the \-’O(: and the diverg-

ing development of the Amsterdam market in comparison with the peripheral share

markets in the Dutch Republic. The findings of part I show that afier the important

first decade of the century in which the market emerged, the Amsterdam market for

\-'00 shares entered into a second stage. of deve.lopment in the period 1630-50; this

stage brought about the transition into a modern securities market. The two principal

developments during this period were a staggering increase. in trading activity and the

appearance of new groups of traders on the market.

Part 11 goes deeper into the developments that made the organization of risky

financial transactions possible in a market that grew in size and bec.an1e increasingly

anonymous and hence answers the question how the market for \-‘DC: shares could

develop into a modern securities market. Chapter 3 discusses the formal and informal

institutions that guaranteed that traders lived up to their agreements. My argument is

that the traders built a private enforcement mechanism on top of a formal legal

framework. The private enforcement mechanism was needed because. large parts of

the forward trade were unenforceable by law. Because of the existence of a clear legal

framework, which took shape through official regulations and court judgments in the

first three decades of the sevenl;eentl‘t century, traders knew exactly which transactions

were unenforceable by law. This awareness was key to the good fiinctioniug of the.

market: the traders recognized the risks of die forward trade and adjusted their deal-

ings accordingly.

In chapter 4-, I discuss how traders could use the market to manage and con-

trol their financial risks - this being the principal purpose of investors in modern fi-

nancial markets. The chapter therefore explores the evolution of the various types of
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transactions that were available on the market. Using data from private records of

traders, I first focus on the way in which traders could adjust the level ofcounterparty

risk* of their transactions. Thereafter, I show how traders used derivatives to leverage

or mitigate the. risk of their portfolios. The possibilities ibr risk management and con-

trol really took off after the entry of a large pool of speculators on the market. These

speculators were specialized in trading risks and hence also enabled other investors to

man age and control their risks.

Chapter 5 focuses on information. Financial information about the \-'0C was

hard to come by on the market - the company did not publish financial statements -

but investors nevertheless put their money in VOL: shares. This chapter explores, on

the basis of share traders’ correspondence, how shareholders obtained information

needed for their investment decisions and how the share price reacted to new informa-

tion. .-Vly analysis shows how the market changed over the course of the century. In

the early decades, the information that was publicly available on the exchange. sufficed

for the predominantly long-term investment strategies of the traders. The shift to more

speculative trade later in the seventeenth century, however, resulted in the need for

speculators to be the first to obtain relevant information. Due to the competition be-

tween traders, only those traders with private information networks could make short-

term profits on the market. As a result, trading activity became increasingly concen-

trated in the hands of a relatively small number of ‘professionaf traders -- traders

whose main occupation was trading shares. This reduced transaction costs {both

search costs and the costs ofpossible litigation), because these traders knew that their

counterparties were all specialized traders who were familiar with the rules and the

customs of the trade; the chance that they would not live up to their agreements was

very small. This situation resembles present-day stock exchanges*, where only author-

ized dealers are allowed to trade; private individuals cannot access the exchange, but

give their trading orders to a stockbroker. The developments on the secondary market

for \'O(: shares in the. second half of the seventeenth century thus transformed the se-

curities market into the world’s first stock exchange.

.S'om'res

The capital ledgers of the Amsterdam chamber of the \-'t)(: have formed the starting

point of the archival research for this book. Every shareholder had his own account,

specifying the nominal value ofhis investment in the \’O(: and the amount of dividend
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distributed on l1is share. Furthermore, the company bookkeeper registered all muta-

tions (i.e. share transfers) on these accounts. The capital ledgers are available from

1628 onwards. For the first decade (1602-12), the transferjournal has survived, which

together with the subscription book of 1602 yields the same data as the capital ledgers.

I have taken five samples from the transfer data: 1609-] 1, 1636-4], 1664-7, 1672 and

1688.3" The sample periods are geared to the availability of other sources, mostly from

the archives of legal institutions. In these sources. data from years with 21 high number

of share-trade-related conflicts are overrepresented. The last three sample periods

witnessed large share price fluctuations and tlierefore also a relatively high number of

conflicts. As a result of Isaac le Maire’s attempts to bring the share price down, the

period 1609-! 1 also yielded many legal data. Lastly, the period 1636-41 was chosen to

bridge the gap between 161 l and 1664. Moreox-rer, in this period, the share price rose

steeply. The transfer ledgers allow for a check on whether this rise incited people to

start participating in the market.

Even though the. capital books list all share transfers that took place in the

capital stock of the 1'-‘tmsterdam chamber of the \-"'00, they provide only a very limited

picture of the secondary market for \--'O(.' shares as a whole. Share traders performed

many transactions without ever going to the East India house to register a share trans-

fer. In the first place, they tried to combine several spot transactions into a single share

transfer. If, for example, trader A sold a share to B, and B sold a similar one to (I, a

single share transfer from A to C: suliieed to settle both transactions. Trader B did not

liave to go to the East India house; he would only be involved in a money transfer

widi traders A and G. Another option for share traders was to contract a forward or

op1ion* transaction. These kinds of transactions could be settled without actually

transferring a share. At or before the expiry date of the contract, the. traders could

come together to negotiate a money settlement or they could cancel out their contract

with another contract. Hence, only part ofthe transactions on the market ended up in

the ofiicial ledgers and the pairs of sltareholders involved in a share transfer had not

necessarily tracled with each other.

The transfer data are nevertheless interesting. Firstly, they give information on

the nuinher of shareholders of the Amsterdam chamber of the \-"DC". and the number

of active. shareholders (i.e. shareholders who occasionally transferred a share) in a

-3" Oscar Gelclerhlolli and Joost Junker moremter geiierously sllared the transfer data [1602-I 1] they
collecttxd For their article ‘Completing’ with me. I have not used their data in this book, llowever.
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given period. Secondly, the ledgeis allow for an analysis of patterns in the trade. Even

despite the shortcomings mentioned above, peaks in the number of share transfers will

have coincided with peaks in the number of share transactions. Lastly, these capital

ledgers are the only source that can be used to estimate the level of market activity. I

will treat this issue in chapter 2.

To gain a more complete picture of the development of the market, I have

supplemented the data from the capital ledgers with qualitative data fI‘OI‘l'l official insti-

tutions, Amsterdam notaries andjudicial institutions, on the one side, and private ar-

chives on the other. The data from the notaries and the courts of law give information

on all kinds of transactions performed on the market, but they must be treated cau-

tiously. Traders went to a notary or started litigation only when their transaction went

sour or when one of the parties feared that something could go wrong in the near fu-

ture. In the ease of lawsuits brought before one of the law courts of Holland, the.re

was, of course, always a conflict of some kind. Consequently, the data from notarial

deeds and court cases are biased; riskier transactions are more likely to be found in

these sources. The data they yield are nonetheless very usable: they give information

on the kinds of transactions performed on the market, the conditions of‘ the contracts

and the circumstances that could lead to conflicts. Additionally, the descriptions of the

conflicts often give information on the number of traders involved in a single transac-

tion and the. way traders went about settling their contracts. Lastly, they usually men-

tion the part played by intermediaries in negotiating the transac.tion.

I have Focused my research. in the notarial protocols on the same sample peri-

ods that were used for the capital ledgers. Almost all of the deeds dating from the first

decade of the share trade were executed before notaIy_]an Fransz. Bruyningh, whose

protocol happens to be very well represented in a notarial card index available in the

Amsterdam City Archives. I have covered this period by solely using this card index.

Naturally, I have also retrieved the cards for the rest of the seventeenth century. The

card index thus also yielded the data for the periods 1636-41 and 1664-67. Tlic selec-

tion criteria that were used in compiling this card index are unknown. As the. repre-

sentativeness of the cards in the index cannot be determined, the: data the cards yield

cannot be used as the basis For grand theses. This flaw does not stand in the way of my

use of the card index, however. I have only collected circumstantial data from this

source; mainly share prices and qualitative. information on the kinds of transactions

performed on the market.

11
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The card index contains an increasingly smaller amount of‘ data for tl1e last

thirty years oftlie S('2\-’ti'I"ll.Cf'.‘l’l[l‘l century. So, to complement these data, I have studied

the entire protocol of‘ one notary for the years 1672 and 1688: notary Adriaen Lock

for [672 and Dirk van der Groe For 1688. These not-aries executed the bulk of‘ the

deeds related to the share trade.“ This approach certainly does not cover all deeds

relating to share transactions available in the protocols of Amsterdam‘s notaries, but it

suffices for the purpose for which I use the data from this source.

For my research i11 courts’ archives, I have used the name indiees of the Court

of‘ Holland and the High Court. I have looked up court cases in which familiar names

or Sephardic names appeared; familiar names being those names that also appear in

notarial deeds or in the capital ledgers of the \’()C:. I hax-'e covered the Court of‘ Hol-

land’s extended sentences for the entire seventeenth century and those of the High

Court for the years before 1625 and after l{3?6 - thus covering the years in which

most conflicts arose.-‘L’ Using this approach, I am confident that I have seen the large

majority of‘ lawsuits concerning share transactions. The archives of‘ the Court of‘Al—

dermen in Amsterdam have been lost, so it was not possible to study the cases that

were brought only before this court. The extended sentences of the higher courts do

give some information about the procedure before the local court, however, since liti-

gants always mentioned how the court in Amsterdam had ruled in first instance.

Finally, I have used a number of private archives. Anthoine l’Empereur°s pa-

pers in the Bibliotheca Thysiana in Leyden contain correspondence with his nephew

in Amsterdam who informed him about the share trade and who performed transac-

tions on his account. The Detttz family archive contains ledgers and journals ofjoseph

Detttz and his mother Elisabeth Coymans, who both participated actively in the share

market. Joseph Deutz’ great bookkeeping skills have provided insights in the more

complicated transactions. Louis Trip‘s journals and ledgers have also survived.

Jeronitnus Velters kept letter books containing regular corresponclence with share

traders in Middclburg and informants from The and overseas. Finally, the

archives of‘ the Portuguese-_]cwish congregation in Amsterdam contain the. papers of

Jacob Athias and Manuel Levy Duarte, two Sephardic merchant jewelers. They kept

5” I ha\'e. of course. also glanced over the protocols ofiseveral other notaries to arrive at this conclusion.
Lock was no longer active as 21 notary in I688. I have also gone through \-"an der Groe's protocol of
1672, but this yielded Far less data than his mas protocol, indicating that he took over I.oc|t’s position
as prime notary providing services to share lrtlclers after Lock quit his profession.
39 Conflicts from I672 would not have come up lit-tore the High Clourt lJt-fore. IGFG.
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ledgers of their activities in share trading clubs in the 1680s and Levy Duarte also

saved his correspondence with his exchange agent Rodiigo Dias I-Icnriques for some

years in the 1690s.

These private individuals are not representative for the trading community as

a whole. The wealth of traders like Deutz and Trip, for example, enabled them to

frequently act as moneylenders in repo* transactions. As a result, their ledgers show a

high level of activity on the share market, but their dealings are not typical for the

average market participant. Moreover, it niust be kept in mind that .share traders’

correspondence reveals the attitudes only of the individuals who wrote the letters. I

will therefore once again be cautious about treating this data as being representative

for the secondary market for \’OC shares as a whole.

This book will end with an epilogue, in which I relate my findings to josseph

dc la V-’cga's famous Chrzjizsitirr de rorgfioiones. His, at first sight rather cryptic, remark

‘sabed clue ha traqado la necessidad hazér deste negocio juegow [‘please note that this

trade became a game ottt ofnecessity"], in the first ‘Fictitious dialogue, turns out to en-

compass the main argtilnent of this study.

35‘ De la Vega. (Jargfionin (ii-’ rt::9fit.~.-£:;:rc.v, -1- (13. ‘ll in the I688 edition}.
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PARTI

TAKING THE MEASURE OF THE MARKET
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l A CHRONOLOGY OF THE MARKET

In£rorz'tt.:'t3'r,m.

The aim of this chapter is to give a general overview of the development of the secon-

dary market for \-'()C shares. For that purpose, it discusses the main events that shaped

the market in chronological order. Naturally, this overview starts with the subscription

of 1602 and the basic rules for share transfers. Thereafter, the introduction of deriva-

tives, the bear-trading* syndicate oflsaac le Maire, trading locations, the first dividend

distributions, the relation between the company and its shareholclers, the role of mar-

ket makers and brokers, the growing participation of Portuguese Jews and the intro-

duction of trading clubs will be discussed. This overview will show, and the long-term

analysis ofchapter 2 will corroborate this finding, that the development of the market

gained momentum in the period 1630-50. In these two decades, new groups ot"inves-

tors started participating in the market and the market activity increased considerably.

Investors now used the market because 01' the financial services it provided rather than

because they were interested in the East India trade.

I602 -- The .s'ub.s'tr:'t'[)£iti.rz

The States General of the Dutch Republic granted the \-’O(: its charter in March

1602.‘ The charter invited the inhabitants of the United Provinces to subsc.ribe to the

capital stock of the new company. The companv’s regsters would be open for sub-

scriptions from April 1 unt_il August 31 in six dilTerent cities: Amsterdam, Enkhuizen,

Hoorn, Delft and Rotterdam in the province of Holland and Middelhurg in Zeeland,

the seats of the six semi-independent chambers that together formed the \«'0(:. The

chambers were independent in the sense that each had its own management and fitted

out its own ships, which sailed in combined fleets (i.c. together with the ships of the

other chambers) to the East Indies and back. Once they had returned to the Dutch

Republic, they went back to the chamber that had equipped them. Hence, each

clrarnher received its own cargo and subsequently organized its own auction of the

imported goods. The proceeds of the individual chambers, however, were added to-

gether and then allocated back to the chambers according to their share in the total

' For more details on the Founding oI'the \-"()t:_. see e.g. V2111 Dillcn, Aaridselfraitden-rc;gi.r!e-i‘. I I-20.
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company stock. Put another way, independent of the success of its own operations,

each chamber always received a fixed share ofthe total profit?

This somewhat complicated company structure influenced the organization of

the secondary market for \-'0(: shares. Investors subscribed their capital to one of the

chambers and thereupon received a share in that particular c.hamber. Although these

shares were intrinsically equal, they were not exchangeable. A share in the Delft

cltamber, for instance, cottld not be transferred in the books of the Amsterdam cham-

ber. Hence, after the subscription books closed on 31 August 1602, six clifferent com-

pany stocks had been formed.

The subscription was a big success - particularly in Amsterdam, where it took

place in the private house oi‘Dirck van Os, one of the company’s founders and mem-

ber oi‘ the first board of directors of the Amsterdam chamber.3 The l 143 investors in

the Arnsterdarn chamber signed up for slightly more than 57 percent of the eornpany’s

total stock.J' The first page of the subscription book informed the invc.stors that they

could transfer their shares. Investors who had agreed on a share transaction were to

go to the East India house to ask the company bookkeeper to oflicially tralisfer the

share from the seller’s to the buyer‘s account in the eompany’s capital ledgcrs. The

bookkeeper executed the transfer only after two directors agreed on it.-3 The directors’

role in this procedure was to check whether the traders had observed all the com-

pany’s rules regarding share transfers. In practice, this came down to verifying

whether the seller actually owned the share he was about to sell. An official transfer in

the capital books involved transaction costs amounting to f2.8[}: the bookkeeper

chargedf0.5O per transaction and the stamp tax on the deed oftransfe1‘wasf2.2.U.“

Trading began almost immediately after the closing of the subscription books,

even though the. last installment of the subscription was due only in 1606. Hence be-

fore that time investors traded the right to invest rather than real shares. Gelclerblom

andjonker have shown that peaks in the transfer register coincided with the periods in

which subscribers had to pay their installments (spring 1603, December 1604, De-

3 .-'\ concise history of the \-"Off: Fcmme Gaaslra, Dr ge.trt'.=irtfr.=:i.r t-‘rm dc l-"OC {Haarlctn 1982; last revised
edition Zutphcn ‘.2[lU9}. (}aastra’s book has been translatctl into linglislt as: Fcmtnc S. Caastra. T/tr
Dem‘: Ens! Irmir: (.'nrr;,9mg1'.' ex-,ban.s-inn ana’a'rrt'ir1e{')Ct1tpl1eI1 2U(}3_‘.I. Vail Dillcn. .-1:1itr1’eeIl2nr:ds:'.s'rqg2'.:'tar. 3.3.
5‘ Van Dillen, Artrtden’/to:tr2’r:'.trrggi.t'!er, 31')-6.

‘I See footnote 5 on page 2.
5 Transcripl of this page: Van Dillen, Aanderllrotrdn:'.wr'cgiIctr:'. 10:3-ti.
" Pieter van Dam, Be.t‘r.r’n_r_1t'ingr can :2’? On.s'tindi<r!ar C.-Jnifmgnir l;\ :'l?fJl}. F.\\'. Stapel ted.) [The Hague 1927}
l-"$5.
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cember 1605), which indicates that in these years share transfers were partly driven by

subscribers being unable to pay an installment rather than by regular trade.‘

The trade in \"O(: shares looked a bit different front today's share trading.

There was no standard denomination for ‘one \-'00 share’, so share traders always had

to mention the nominal value of the share they traded." Therefore, the market value

of shares was expressed as a percentage of nominal value. Moreover, the \--’0(': never

issued stock certificates - bearer shares did not exist. The only evidence of an inves-

tor’s share ownership was a positive balance on the account under his name in the

capital books of the VOC.

The East India house was therefore one of the locations in the city frequented

by share traders. The actual trade, however, did not take place in the immediate. vicin-

ity of the East India house. Although there was as yet no designated place in the city

for the dealings, traders grouped together at a few locations in Amsterdam. In the first

decade of the seventeenth century, these centered on the Niettwe Brug, the bridge

crossing the Damrak by the harbor. Unsurprisingly, these were the same locations

where commodities traders gathered; the same merchants also dominated the trade in

financial securities.

Map 1.1 shows these locations. The Nieuwe Brug had been the principal

location for commercial trade in the city since 1561, when the city authorities in-

structed merehants to use that bridge for their trade.” Until that time, exchange deal-

ings had taken place in Warmoesstraat, the main thoroughlare of the medieval part of

the city, but this became problematic with the increasing economic activity in the city:

the merchants clogged the street and shop entrances. The Nieuwe Brug, right by Am-

sterdam’s harbor, was a good location for commercial dealings: ships from overseas

delivered international mail at the ‘Paelltuysgetf (2), a small building on the west side

of the bridge. The merchants present on the bridge were thus quickly abreast of the

latest commercial information. On rainy days, however, merchants still sought shelter

under the porches of the W'21rmoesst1‘aat shops (31, until in 1586, the city government

allowed the merchants to use the nearby St. Olofs-chapel {El} and also, occasionally,

l Gelderblnm at1djtJi1kt'r, 'Comp|cting’_. (356. See for oansaetion data figure 3 in let‘. cit.
“ It is true, however. that shares with at nominal value of_f3,U[l0 soon became the standard (see, for

more details. section 1630s and lti4—[ls on page 36 iii"). l\'evcI1'|1c|ess. sluircs of other denominations
could he translerrerl tlimughont the existence oflhe \'()t:.

‘-‘_].G. van Dillcn, ‘Termi_inhanrle| te .-\ntsl'erdam in de 16"“ en 17"" ee1_n\-", Dr Ero:te;.ui_s'! 76 [l9'.27"J 503-
523, there 503.
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the Old Church (5) during bad weather.'“ The office of the notary who executed most

commercial and financial deeds, Jan Fransz. Bruyningh, was also close by: he held

office in I-Ieintje Hoekssteeg (6), within five minutes walking distance from the

bridge."

1607 — The eniergenre rift: deri:i(z£it'es' ma-flare!

Soon after the foutidilig of the \-’()C, traders also started to trade share derivatives --

financial securities derived from shares, such as forwards, options and repos. These

types of transactions had \’OC shares as underlying assets; they allowed traders to par-

ticipate in the share trade without necessarily having to pay the full value of the shares

they traded.

Forward contracts, obligations to buy a share at a fixed price at a certain date

in the future, start appearing frequently in the protocols of Amsterdam notaries in

1607. The Amsterdam merchant community was already familiar with forward con-

tracting before the trade in \-“QC shares developed. Grain traders, predominantly from

Antwerp, had frequently used forward contracts on the Amsterdam grain market from

the mid-sixteenth century onwards. *3 The forward market became the most important

part of the market for \-‘QC; shares in the second hall‘ of the seventeenth century; sev-

eral stockjobbers had a large turnover of forwards without ever transferring a share i11

the capital books of the. \-'()C.

It was still only a minor division of the market in 1607, but the most remark-

able difference with the later seventeenth century was that traders registered their for-

ward transactions with notaries. They were willing to pay the notary's fee, which

amounted to at leastfl.2U (excluding stamp tax and additional fees for authentic cop-

ies), for a formal registration of their contracts.” Moreover, the contracts in the proto-

'“ (Jlé Lesger, Hrmdrt’ in .4nm‘erra’a.=u tau tgjdr arm: dc’ (){;s'!ar::i.‘ ;l‘oopfim":=n_. r'ourr;ieirir'e?r r.rpm.=sir an :,'rmudrrir.zg in tie
r::t'r:ta°Iij£'r erormniir can (fr _.'\-'i’dert'riim’m rd. }.‘350—rrt. I630 [Hilversum '.3[]l]l] 237. Van Dillen, ‘Termijnhan-
del’. 1303. All example ofa share transaction that was negotiated in the Old Church in April [610 can

be found i11 Haringcarspel es. Meerhout, \‘;\, Court ofHolland, inv. nr. 632, nr. 161'-l-39.
'1 Lesger, Hairdo’ in .‘lm.n‘em’mn, 238.
'9 See for the use o|‘Io:-warcl transactions in the grain trade in the 15505; and 15605: .\-lilja van Tielhol‘,
Dr Hoilrmdse gmatiliartdri. F470-}.3?0.' korem tip dc’ z'lnia'!ei'dnrit.\'e m.nl't*n [The Hague 1995) ‘.2 15-219. Participa-
tion in fonx-':1I'd share trade was far more widcspreatl than in commodities trade. In early modern An t-
werp and Aunsterdam, only traders of a specific commodity traded the (|erivt1tivc.s of that particular
trade. In the case of the forward share trade, also non-specializ.ecl merchants participated: Gelderblom
and_]tn1ker, ‘r\ms1e1‘da111 as [he cradlc', I94.
'3 Throughout the seventeenth century, notaries charged a lixcd fee for standard deeds. A register of
fees charged by public notary Dirck Dan('ke1‘1s: 5f\J\‘ Notaries, inv. nr. §285[i. A bill fol‘ nola1'y's services
{I (586-1691): .‘-i;\.-’\, PH}, inv. nr. 678, nr. 476.
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col ol‘ notary _]an Fransz. Bruyningh (25 in the first five months of 1607) show that

traders made sure to ollicially register every step in the process of a forward transac-

lion; they all came back to the notary’s oflice to register contractual changes and,

eventually, the contrat-t‘s settlernent.” Soon after 1607, however, hardly any forward

contracts were registered with notaries; traders had turned to contracting these deals

privately, thus lowering transaction costs.

The first ibnvard share traders were probably wary of using pr'ivate contracts,

because they anticipated a resolution of the States General that would declare invalid

those derivative share contracts that had not been executed by either a city’s alderman

or a notary. This resolution would also make it compulsory for share tradeis to inform

the \-'O(‘. bookkeeper and two directors of all transactions - even those that did not

result in an actual share transfer. The States General passed this resolution on l3June

1630?, stating that the rule would shortly be publicly announced‘-'‘’, but there is no trace

that this resolution was ever publicly proclaimed. To be sure, by 1514, the provincial

court of‘ Holland had enforced several private forward contracts that had not been

registered by any oflicial institution'“, which indicates that this rule was very short-

lived -- ifit had ever been in force at all.

These court rulings paved the way {or the development of a market with very

low transaction costs. From now on, the only requirement for a forward transaction

was a written contract signed by the buyer and the seller. The large amounts of money

at stake in the Forward share trade created an incentive for forging these contracts, but

the lbllowing procedure prevented this. When the contractors had come to an agree-

ment on all the details of the contract, they drafted two handwritten contracts, or, in

later years, filled out a standard printed form for fonvard transactions. Two standard

foiward contracts were printed on a single piece of paper, where three embellished

letters (A, B and C) separated the two contracts (see Figure l.l for an exainple). After

the traders had filled out the. contracts, they separated the form by c.utting through the

letters, and they each received a signed copy. \'Vhen they settled their contract, either

through a transfer of the share and the money payable or through paying the price

difference, the contractors exchanged their contracts and checked their authenticity. If

" Bruyningh was specialized in linancial contracts. .*.-3.\,\, Notaries, in\'. ms. lllfr-8.
'5‘ Resolution oli States General. 13 June 1507, N. Japiksc and I-l.'H.P. Rijperman {_e(ls._}, Retufttliéir def
S!rmvn—Cma:'aaa" em: {$3767.-:-I I609 xl\' )'607- I609 {The Hague I970), 3(.lfi.
"'3 See eg. Hans van Loon at. Isaac le Maire I-l_]uly I6]-1-",1, N.-\, Court olll-lolland, inv. nr. 533, nr. llil-'l-
l02; Dirck Semeij t-ls‘. Maertt-I1 de Nlt'l_iL‘.i‘t‘, NA, Court olllolland, im‘. nr. 636, nr. 1615-138.
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the letters did not fit perfectly, the traders knew tl1at one of the parties had c.heated.

Once the transaction had been settled successfully, the traders tore up their contracts.

The judgments of the Court of Holland, moreover, were proof that the legal

system of the Dutch Republic officially recognized the derivatives trade. This may

seem all too obvious from a twenty-first-century perspective, but Banner has argued

that transactions in which a good or a service was moved only in time (and not in

place) were regularly deemed useless and not legally valid in the early modern era.”

They were considered a form of usury: earning money by just moving it in time,

rather than buying or building anything with it -- putting it to use, in other words.

Usury regulation ce1'tainly existed in the Dutch Republic; rnoneylenders were allowed

to charge ordinary people 5% and merchants and shopkeepers - who were more fat-

miliar with money - 8%.”‘ Some forwards definitely exceeded the usury iimitm, but

neither the courts nor the traders themselves ever called upon usury regulation to de-

clare a transaction null and void.

I contend that the courts regarded the forward share trade as a trade in which

only well-to-do merchants could participate; there was therefore no risk that ordinary

citizens would be directly affected by the transactions and the trade was thereiere not

usurious in the strictest sense. The high counterparty risk of forward contracts caused

this market to be confined to well-to-do merchants. The contractors of a forward

made no payments when they agreed on the transaction. Hence, large share price

movements during the contract’s term provided an incentive for either the buyer or

the seller of the contract to renege rather than to comply with the contract -- counter-

party risk, in other words. Ifa trader chose to renege, the other party could start litiga-

tion in order to try to force his counterparty to comply with the contract, but this was

a very costly procedure and traders generally tried to avoid going to courtf3" As a re-

sult of these characteristics of the forward market, forward traders entered into con-

"" 5-ituztrl Banner, ;-lrrgz‘o—.«!rHr.’r‘t}.'r::.= .\‘:°r'rrJifie.t n.;g7n’r:t‘irm. Cirittrrrtf amt’ prn’fr:'rrn‘ nm.'.t. i69r‘J—.’86fJ {Cam|)ridgc lEl98','I
15.

"“Jol1annes Cloppenburch, C?.=:-isfctlgfrfae ortdemrjringr mm rurrsrkewj. itrtermrrr. map mm rmz‘ew. eerie rzt'fsr&jr:' tt'in.tz'en
me! get! [_Amsterdam 1633’) 20- I . Hugo de Groot wrote in I631 that the. usury rate was set at (j"r"u in the
Dutch Republic, adding to this that the :t1tI_horities tolerated interest rates up to 8%: Hugo de Groot.
Itrleirfinge tot dc Ho.-’£a::a’.rr'I:r rrrfttr-grfrerdfrrid (1531) I, Fockema Andreae ed. .':'\I‘nhcm I939) book It].
part 10. §l(), HU-2. The usury limit was cut back to 4"r’o in 16:35: Hugo de Groot. Ina'£°.ia’ingc Int (Ire Hrifla-rari-
rrkr .=rdt!.s'-geIcc:'d:’trir:' [_l63l} ll .-‘lerttrkertiaqgm. Fockema Andreae ed. '.Arnl1em I939} 25?.
W Nicolaas .\'Iuys van Holy, rlrfiddsfezr an nrntiwt rm: fret f:0}Jr?H rffl :,Ier'kopr.=.= rm: Oa.rt— on I-l"'m'.—1rtdfs:‘fze artim. div
Hie! gsztrrrnsjinrfeert zc.'erdrn.... tr {m'zs.wrm me! ma :'mfm.r.f_. ms Miraezse my list gemterme frmd rt: (fr .-stern’ .--'Im.r!eerriam {Am-
sterdam H38?) 7.

1"" See cltapter 3.
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tracts only with well-known traders with a high reputation, thus reducing the risk that

the eounterparty could be tempted to renege. Put another way, the forward market

was accessible only for wealthy traders who regularly performed transactions on the

exchange and who had a reputation that was known to other forward traders?"

It would take until the second half of the centttry before the forward market

also became. accessible to participants of lower standing. From around the 1660s on-

wards, trading clubs, where traders regularly gathered together to trade forwards,

emerged [see section 16603 - Trading clubs and rescontre on page 45 if). Amongst

the participants of these clubs, peer pressure took over the role olia reputation based

on wealth or built up over a large nttmber of tra11sac.tions. Secondly, traders started

using repo transactions. A repo replicated a forward by combining a share transfer

and a loan (see chapter 4 For more details}. The main aclvantage of a repo over a For-

ward was that the lender received collateral* in the form of a share for the loan he

granted to the. borrower. This significantly reduced eounterparty risk, for the lender

could sell oflithe collateral in case of default and thus reduce his loss. Repos made the

derivatives market accessible for a larger pool of traders from at least the late 1610s

onwards - the earliest example I have found dates f'rornjune 16189‘-’ - but they were

not suitable for the speculative trade of stockjobbers, for a single repo int-'ol\-’ed several

share and money transfers, thus also involving higher transaction costs and more has-

sle.

Options, finally, which allow traders to insure their portfolios against price

changes or to speculate on price changes at low cost”, were widely used on the market

in the second half of the seventeenth century. The earliest reference to an option cott-

tract I have found, in the financial records of Louis Trip, dates from January 1660.3“

It is possible, though, that traders adopted the use of this derix-‘ate at an earlier stage; if

all option contracts were settled successfully, they left no traces in the notarial ar-

chives. It is definitely true, however, that neither Hans and Anthoni Thijs nor Elisa-

beth Coyrnans, whose financial records predate the Trip files, traded options. Also,

1” Cl. infra. chapter 1 section ltilitls Trading clubs on page 4:3 ll. and chapter 3 section l’ri\'ate en-
f{)t‘CIZ‘lI]t‘.l1l mechanism on page 10?‘ ll‘.
'33 |3'l', in\'. nr. I I 3, lb. 4?. Gelderblom t1I1Eh]t]I]kt'.]' argue that repos were already ttsed in the lirst decade
0]‘ the seventeenth eentur}-'. but I am not (‘Ol‘1\-'lI1(‘f‘.(l that what they obset‘ved in the portfolio of‘ Hans
Thijs actually inxrolred the use of repos: ‘Completing’.
'-"‘ Set: chapter -1-, section Pot‘tlolio risk on page 134 ll‘.
'?*,]ournal entry 16_]anuan_-‘ I660, S.-\.\, Metrltattts’ accounts, ll1\‘. nr. 50.
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the official brokers’ regulations mentioned a special tariif for options only in 1689.35 I

contend that this can be explained by the observation that the share trade became of

speculative nature only in the second half of the seventeenth century. Forwards and

repos were the perfect derivatives for investors who wanted to participate in the East

India trade and be entitled to dividends without locking up a large amount of money

in a share. These derivatives were thus already widely used in the first decades of the

century. Options, on the other hand, are the most suitable derivative for risk seeking

and risk mitigating purposes -- but the. share traders of the eariy seventeenth century

were not yet interested in these issues.

I 609-! 0 -- Isaac He Mrttire

Apart from lowering transaction costs, the use of derivatives proxided yet another ad-

vantage: they allowed traders to go short on shares. The \-'OC bookkeeper was of

course not allowed to overdraft shareholders’ accounts, but derivatives bypassed the

company’s capital books. On expiration ofa forward short sale*, for example, there

were two possibilities: either the contractors opted for money settlement, in which case

the price difference between the forward price stipulated in the contract and the mar-

ket price on the expiration date was paid, or they chose to actually transfer the share.

In the latter case, of course, the seller had to make sure that he possessed a share to be

able to transfer it to the buyer.

Short selling is often associated with speculators who seek to gain from inten-

tionally bringing the. price of a security down. This is of course objectionable behavior,

bttt short selling is at the same time an indispensable financial technique, because it

enables traders with a zero or small positive position in a certain stock t.o trade on

negative information. On a market where short selling restrictions are in plac.e, on the

contrary, traders can choose only between buying a share and doing nothing. This

could lead to a situation in which only optimistic. traders will act when both positive

and negative information become available, which could lead to overvaluzttion of the

share - a price bubble?“ The possibility to go short thus leads to a better pricing of

securities.

3-‘ Gelderlilom andjonker. ‘Amsterdam as the crad|e',20;'J. Smith, T§;k!—:y§Tr:i:'rx. 82.
9"‘ Edward M. Miller, ‘Risk, uncertainty and divergence of opitiiori‘,]mrma{ ty‘:,’i.wmrr 32 {l97?l I15}-
l 168. Harrison Hong,_]ost’= Sclieinkman and \"i"ei Xiong, ‘Asset iloat and specLtl2tti\‘e l)t1l')l)les’,j’r;t¢'i:-‘rm’ {if

_,t';5mt::r‘r'f5| [:2UOG_‘,I I073-I I I7.
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True, however, as the Amsterdam share market experienced i11 1609, short

selling is indeed the preferred trading technique of traders who deliberately try to

bring the price down. This induced the directors of the Amsterdam chamber to sub-

mit a petition to the States of Holland, requesting a ban on short selling of \-‘Qt:

shares.537 The States ultimately acceded to their request. The discussion that preceded

this lirst example of government intervention in the share market is worth examining

closely, because it sheds light on the directors’ attitude towards the share trade and on

the relation between the shareholders and the directors.

The \’()C} directors explained in their petition to the States of Holland that a

group ofsliare traders had conspired to sell a large number of forward contracts. They

had sold many times the value of the shares actually registered on their accounts in the

company’s capital books. When the agreed date of delivery approached, the sellers

began to spread bad rumors about the company, thus bringing the share price down.

Subsequently, this bear trading syndicate offered a small amount of stock lbr sale at a

still lower price, thus reinforcing the downward motion of the share prices. Hence the

short sellers could buy shares at far lower prices than agreed upon in the forward sales

contracts and make a good profit.

The company directors argued that these practices were objectionable; inno-

cent in\-'estors had become the victims of the bear traders. ‘Nidows and orphans, they

wrote, could be harmed by the low share prices -- they would be unable to wait until

the share price recovered if they were in sudden need of liquidity. By stressing the vul-

nerable position of widows and orphans, the directors clearly tried to take advantage

of the Christian morality of the members of the States of Holland; the Eighth Com-

mandment, which treats theft and usury, states that harming the needy is to be highly

condemned.‘-J3

The directors lin'ther argued that the presence of heat traders could discour-

age people from investing money in the \-'0(:. Finally, they suspected the involvement

of competing foreign East India Companies, which tried to weaken the Dutch com-

pany and the young Dutch Republic. They thus claimed that one could tell the well

'3? Petition pul)lislit:t_l in _].G. \-"an Dillen, ‘Isaac Le l\-'laire en de hanclel in actien der Oust-htdisclre
Compagnie‘. Ernnanrisrfr Hi.st.-rrti-mijaa:'r‘m/t I6 t I 930') 1-I65, there 31-2 (doe. nr. '2'].
93 Van Deursen has sludictl the position oi‘ the Ten Cornriiandnictits in Dutch seventecnth-century
socif‘t_\': .-'\.Th. van Dcurscn, Rim’ Mir! r'rJm'rl(rt‘ gy as r.-an bflfifffi beret.‘ Jr Tran Gwridrn in air’ 1?? mire: [Kanipen
2001}. See for the Eighllt Commandment pp. I80-9-'l.
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being of the Dutch Republic by looking at the \-‘OE; share price.'3" The directors asked

the States to issue a decree that would force all Forward traders to settle their contracts

and register them in the capital books ofthe \-'00 within a month’; time.

In their petition, the directors avoided mentioning the name of' the leader of

the bear-trading consortium. They tried to persuade the States of Holland to take

measures, arguing that this was a problem that affected all participants of the market.

In fact, however, it was rather a conflict between opposing directors. The syndicate’s

leader was Isaac le Maire (1558-1624) who had been one of the founding directors of

the \-’()C: in 1602.30 He had subscribed a staggt-:n'ngf85,U00 to the company"s capital

stock, but his important position in the VOC did not last long: he resigned from the

board of directors in 1605. The immediate cause was probably a Failure on the part of

Le Maire to present his expense account of the equipment of a fleet - the directors

were entitled to a percentage of the company expenditure for rigging out lleets - and

thus Le i\rIaire implicated himself in cheating. Le Maire and the directors were unable

to solve this conflict and subsequently, out ol'resent'ment. Le Maire kept searching for

ways to thwart the cornpan_\-'.-'“

One of these ways was the bear-trading consortiam'~"?, which failed to achieve

its objectives. The consortium sold most of its forwards, with one- or two-year terms,

between June 1609 and January 1610. Their sales seem to initially have brought the

share price down33, but the price started an upward trend after March 1610 -- proba-

bly initiated by the Iirsl dividend distribution of 75% oi‘ the nominal value of the capi-

3“ Neil De Marchi and Paul Harrison. ‘Trading "in the wind” and with guilt-: The lroulJlesome matter
0l'tl1e short selling of shares in sex-'enlI:<:I1tl1-century Holland’. in: Neil De .\'Iarcl1i and ;\rIar}-‘ S. .\'I0r§t11
I_eds.], Htggiiitg: Iiaitmctnrx.1;ir1't.Irs>i:'.*::::rt?i‘t3t‘.t in Hie ftittop-' r_Jfeenan:::ir5 {Durhan1 I994-I -I7-G5, there. 5 I-2.
7"‘ The [hllowirtg is based on Van Dillen, ‘Isaac le .\Iaire', I-28.
3“ He tried to by-pass the company‘.~: monopoly by finding a new sea route to the East Indies and was
im'ol\-‘ed in the preparations of the liluntling olia French East India Colnpany. The plan was called olii

when Henry I\-' died in 1610. A Iew years later, in I614, Le ;\Iaire foultdecl the Australian Company
and equippecl two ships to discover a passage south of the Strait of Magellan by then the only known
passage in South America, which also Iormed part ofthe cliztrter ol‘ the \-"QC. This expedition, led by

one of Isaac's sons ‘Jacob, diseo\'ered Cape Horn and thus by-passed the companfs monopoly. The
St:1tes—Gcneral and Dutch courts ollaw. however, ruled that the route via Cape Horn was part of the
Dutch West India CompaIty‘s monopoly. Le I\-Iaire’s ellorts had been to no avail. See also Di1'1<_]an
Barreveld, figs}: dc I-Irerm van de I-"OC. I.-mac {e .-“I-{dire ea ale arttdekkiitg arm de fiiriqb Harm! {The Hague 2002)
Iii-32.

*3 Le Maire hirns-ell" participated for 4/15 in the consortitmiz Hans Bouwer had a 2‘,-’2/1.3 share;
Cornelis Ackersloot. Cornelis \-'an F()I'(ft:.‘il. \\-"illen‘t l3rasser,_]an Henrixcz. Rotgans, Jacques Damman
and Marteni dc .\-Ie}-‘ere I/I5 each; Haermen Rosecrans and Steven Gerritsz. l':’-:/ 1:") each: \-'an Dillen.
‘Isaac le Maire’, I21.
33‘ From October [609 until l\"Iarch 16 I U the Amsterdain cliamber shares traded at l2.")-129%: H1". in\'.

m". 2l;'i_. nrs. A-1-/’ I 2. Bl / I. Van Dillen, ‘Isaac le Maire’, 58. .‘5A.v\, Notaries, I I9. Io. 23v.
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tal stock in n1ace.~"*‘* The price increase came too soon for the bear traders. They

quickly tried to settle a large part of their contracts before things got even worse for

them, but they nevertheless incurred substantial losses; Van Dillen estimated the con-

sortium’s total loss atf45,U00. Isaac le Maire fled the city of Amsterdam in 161 I and

settled in Egmond aan den Hoef. Several other members of the consortium went

bankrupt.

Although the share trading community generally condemned Le IV-'Iaire’s be-

l1a\=ior35, they were also ill-disposed towards a ban on short selling. A number of

shareholders reacted to the directors’ petition by also submitting one. They argued

that the company itself was to blame for the recent decrease of the share price. To

substantiate their argument, they explained meticulously how the share prices had

reacted to the company‘s successes and failures in the East Indies. Additionally, they

stressed that there would be no fear ofa further decrease of the share price ifthe com-

pany were managed properly - focusing on profitable trade rather than spending

large amounts of money on warfare. According to them, a curtailment of the share

trade would be meaningless and would have the opposite result from the directors’

intentions. They referred to the price of shares of the other five chambers of the \-'OC:

they were cheaper than the Amsterdam chamber shares, which could only be attrib-

uted to the fact that the shares were more actively traded in Amsterdam. Curtailment

would thus lead to a price decrease. Finally, the shareholders warned of the unin-

tended consequences of the registration rule: the directors who watched over the regis-

tration would be fed with a constant stream of transaction information, providing

them an information advantage that they could use in their own dealings.“"

In addition to these petitions, a memorandum on the state of the share trade

and the \-’O(: in general was sent to Johan van Oldebarnevelt, the most influential

Dutch politician of the time. This memo, attributed to Isaac le Maire, is considered to

be the first manifestation of shareholder activism in history.‘-” It did not have the de-

sired eifect, however; the States General followed the company directors’ petition and

3" See section I609-I8 First dividend distributions on page 28 ll‘.
357‘ Dc Velaer, for example, called Le l\'l.airc‘s behavior ‘olajrrrtionable’ tndietm: Dc Velaer to I’lCn1perc1Ir,
8L]ar1uary 1610. HT, inv. nr. 215, or. B] / l.
3“ Petition shareholders to Slates of Holland, I509: \-"an Dillen. ‘Isaac le Maire", 34-8 i_Clt)t‘. nr. 3}. See

also doc. ms. ‘-1 and 9. De .\-'lar'r|1i and Harrison, ‘Trztding “in the wir1d'", 52-3. Paul Frelitrop, A :"1i5!rig'
ryfr.-iiprz-mt»? go:.'o'::rmre*_. I603-LNJ02 I.‘Brussc-.|s Qlltlfil 74.
3” l\*Ien1nraItt|um. 24_]a11tlary l{iU_‘J: Van Dillen, ‘Isaac le Maire’, «I-U-3 [cloc. nr. 415]. F'renl'rnp, Chrfirirnfy
gm.'erm:a:'er, 7 I-3.
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issued a ban on short selling on ‘27 February 1610.33 The ban stated that all forward

transactions should be registered in the company’s books within a month's time after

the conclusion of the deal. The bookkeeper transferred shares that were the subject of

a forward contract to a special ‘time account’ for the duration of the contract. This

time account was linked to the ‘normal’ account of the seller - he still held the ec.o-

nomic ownership* of the share. If the traders ofa forward failed to register the trans-

action within a month’s time, the buyer could let the transaction be declared null and

void.

The States General never intended to declare the entire forward market illegal

- probably understanding that this was an important and fully legitimate method of

trade that had existed in the Netherlands in the commodities trade since the sixteenth

century; they only ruled against short sales. The ban had Far-reaching consequences

for the development of the. market. The traders generally ignored the ban; they know-

ingly continued drawing up short sale contracts that were unenforceable by the law. I

will explain in chapter 3 how informal institutions guaranteed the functioning of the

forward market.

I609-I6 - Firs! dividend distributions

The 1610 ban on short selling brought about a large number of .fmintta£ie5* of lbrward

buyers who feared that their eounterparties were short sellers. Interestingly, moreover,

these iminttaties show that the forward traders were not sure how to deal with dividend

distributions. Due to inexperience with the forward share trade, many lbrward con-

tracts did not stipulate whether the buyer or the seller should collect the dividend. It is

important to arrange for possible interim dividends, for the forward price should be

adjusted if the buyer collects the dividend and likewise the buyer should be compen-

sated if the seller receives an interim dividend. To complicate matters, the first divi-

dend distributions of the \--’0(: were in kind. This led to conflicts between forward buy-

ers and sellers about how the dividend should be valued.

Shareholders could collect their first dividend in April 1610: 7;3"..»"u of the nomi-

nal value of their share in mace.” In November of that same year, another 50% in

3*” The full text of the ban can be Iound in: Cornelis (Ian tel al.}._ Grunt ;i{zit‘rzet-bores‘, :.rm:'rit‘trndr dz’ ,':t'(tr.':u'uu.
urriririrrnntien and.-’ ed.I'r.*‘.m t-‘rm dc’... Stalm G.om'r:£Z der Wrrrnigltdr .-Vkderfanderi, mdr i'.'fl.fl dc... .S't'rire.u mm Hotfilrmdl or

l-I"ent— l«";'ie.cltind!J {The Hague I658) 554-.355. See also Smith, }'i,t'a’—:g§E1.=':'e.c, 57-8.
3" De Velacr to l"F.n1peI'cur, I53) l\[aI‘('h 1510, HI‘, inv. nr. 21.3, In‘. B1 /5. (}.C, Klerk dc Reus mistakenly
dated this dividend on Augttst 30, I610: G.C. {Clerk dc Reus, (£m'rIiirl:tlit‘!:rr C5'brrblr]:ul.' drr adu:ir:i.rtrri!iz:er.=,
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pepper was clistributed, together with 7.5% in cash - the latter distribution was only

for those shareholders who had also collected the pepper. In March i612, a distribu-

tion of 30% in nutmeg followed.“ Shareholders who had collected all dividends in

kind had received a total of l6‘2.5% of the nominal value of their shares, but the mar-

ket value of the spices proved to be significantly lower. Shareholders complained that

the distributed dividends had a market value of only 125“/n'”; the sudden abundance

of spices on tile market had brought the prices down.

The bttyers of contracts without dividend stipulations argued that the sellers

should collect the dividend and subtrac.t the value determined by the \’OC {plus inter-

est over the remaining term) from the forward price. The sellers, for their part, argued

that there was no obligation to collect the dividend. In their opinion, the buyers

should simply wait until the contract expired and then decide for themselves whether

to collect the diyidend or not. Their position was stronger: in the absence ofa special

clause in the contract that specified the procedure in case ofa dividend distribution,

the. seller could not be forced to collect the dividend. To prevent similar conflicts from

arising again, a clause that stipulated how the contractors would go about dividend

distributions during a contracts term became standard after this episode.

The first dividend distributions yielded yet another problem. Nlany of the

shareholders did not collect the dividend. These shareholders probably did not know

what to do with the spices and therefore chose not to collect them, but it is also possi-

ble that the company’s warehouses contained an as yet insullieient quantity of spices

to provide all shareholders with a dividend.” In any case, this resulted in a situation

where different types of shares were in circulation: shares on which no dividend had

been received and shares 011 which either mace, or pepper or nutmeg or combinations

of these distributions had been received. This complicated the trade in shares, all the

more so because the shareholders did not value the dividends in the same way as the

rerftflirlren ttttrfflttaricieflen Entttrirkfttitg rler..-\-icaire:1’fi:.=(t'i.u'r.’ten—O.rtinr1ii't‘I'ten C'nrn;‘;r{_gnt'e [The Hague l894l Appendix
\-'‘I. I-KW. Stapel. the editor ol‘\-'an Daltfs Bfl.§tI)l!D't't?tg£'. already noticed this error: Van Dam, Bs.trl:{1r:.-wig?
I.-L 4-33.

“‘ See Appendix B llividend distributions \-'t}t;, 1602-1700 for a list ol‘all dividend ciistrilmtiotis dur-
ing the seventeenth century.
” Transcription of the i.r.'.t.=}tttr:tie [16 December 16] Van Dillen._ .»lrt.'t(t’t°e;’:‘totttz'ers'r¢jg:5.t!e.=', l00-‘.2. Nalnes oi‘
the complaining s|ia1'cholders: Pieter C}errits'x.. Ruytcnburgh. Pelgrom van Droncltelaer, Leonart Rans.
Gerson i\-iclsue, Antlries Rijckaert. Sytnen Lodewijeks van Alteren. Pieter dc Seliildt-I',_]an van Wely,
Baltl1asar_]acol, .\-Iaximiliaetl van Geel. .\liehiel van l\-'IerlJeet.'k, Daniel van Geel, Pieter Mtlnniex and

Joan van Geel. See also Den Heijer, 1): _.:;::nt‘t:'unim'rit° r.'arr.=pr:gt:.=‘e*, 88.
*'-’_Iacc;ues dc \-"elaer aclvisecl his uncle Anthoine l’Empcreur to collect the mace and not to wait too long
before tiollecting it. He expeclt’.(‘l that the mace would be readily dispost’.(‘l of: De \-"'elae‘r to l°E1npr'.rettr,
I9 i\-"larch I6] 0, RT, inv. nr. 215, nr. B] /5.
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company did. Shareholders now traded shares of all conceivable denominations and

with widely diverging rights on dividends, leading to complex negotiations over prices.

The \-'O(: managed to bring this situation to an end. The company decided to

distribute dividends in cash (57.5% in 1612, 42.5% in 1613 and 62.5% in 1618)” to

those shareholders who had not collected the dividends in kind. So, after 1618, all

shareholders had received lti2.."}".r"o on their shares. Those shareholders who had col-

lected the distributions in cash had the advantage that their dividend was actually

worth 162.5%, but the shareholders who had collected the dividends in kind had the

advantage that had they received the distributions earlier and hence earned interest

on the proceeds of the dividends. In the end, both groups had received more or less

the same. Most importantly, though, is that henceforth I have encountered no refer-

ences to shares on which less than the total amount of dividends had been collected.

So, after 1618, all dividend controversies had come to an end. The company did re-

turn to distributing dividends in kind {e.g. in 1623 and again twelve times between

1635 and 1644), but the dividend policy left no more room for discussion.“

I6‘! I - Exchange bmilding

As the trade in Amsterdam grew larger, it became clear that the Nieuwe Brug would

have to be replaced with a more permanent trading location. The city government

therefore ordered the. building of an Exchange, after the example of the Antwerp Ex-

change, in 1607. Figure 1.2 shows the building, designed by Hendrick de Keyser, and

ollicially opened on 1 August 161 135 Figure L3 gives an impression of the interior of

the Excl1ange'“5. The building consisted ofa covered stone passage around a large rec-

tangular courtyard. Each commodity that was traded on the Exchange had its own

designated location by one of the pillars that held the roof of the passage. The dealings

in financial securities took place by one of the pillars at the back oithe Excliange.

Five days l)eibre the opening of the Exchalige, on July 26, the magistrate is»

sued a bye-law on trade in the city. Trade was to take place only in the Exchange,

every day of the week except Sundays, from ll a.m. to noon and, during summer

months (May-August), from 6.30 to 7.30 p.rn. During winter, the Exchange was open

‘*3’ See .*\ppendix B - Dividelld distI'ibt:tion.<; \'t)(:_. 1[i()2—l?UU.
l" I will come back to the eon1pany’s dividend policy in chapter 2, section Share price and dividends on
page 6:3 fl‘.
+3 Van Dillcn, ‘Tern1ijnl1andel'. 503.
"9 In this book, ‘Extrliangei {writtt-Ii u-"itli a (‘.api1:s.l E} refers to the Amsterdam Exchange, the building
designed by Hendrick dc Keyser; ‘excl1ange‘ refers to the general meaning oftlte word.
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during the last thirty minutes before the bells of the city gates rang.“ The limited

opening hours reveal that the city government was keen on concentrating the trade in

a single location. This has several advantages: a concentration of traders increases a

market’s liquidity, because it makes it easier to iind eounterparties willing to trade.

l\*Ioreover, interaction between traders also reveals information that can be valuable

for other traders. In 1613, the magistrate issued another bye-law to press home their

objective. This bye—law declared legally void those commercial transactions that had

been concluded during exchange hours, but outside the Exchange. The city govern-

ment made the regulations even more stringent in 1619; from now on, brokers were

not allowed to linger around the Exchange or on Darn Square after exchange hours.‘”-"

The city magistrate’s intentions seem laudable, but they could not prevent

trade from also taking place outside the opening hours of the Exchange. The share

traders, for example, frequently met on Dam Square."*‘ In the second half of the cen-

tury, rnoreover, the Kalverstraat inns were crowded with share traders at night. So,

the opening of the Exchange did not result in a single location where all the trading in

the city converged, but it did move the cluster oflocations where share trading took

place from the harbor front some six hundred meters south. I have plotted these loca-

tions on Map 1.2. The Exchange was located just off Dam Square (2), which was

also the site of the city hall that housed the Exchange bank founded in 1609. The

city hall on the map is the famous building (now royal palace) that opened its doors in

1655. The Front cover of this book also shows Dam Square with the new town hall.

Prior to that, the medieval city hall that stood at the same location had housed the

Exchange bank. The notaries who specialized in commercial and financial deeds also

moved their offices to the Dam Square area (4). They held office either in Beurssteeg,

the street alongside the length of the Exchange, now called Rokin, or in Kromelle-

boogsteeg, the bent alley that connected the Exeliange to Dam Square.-'_“‘ There were

many inns in Kalverstraat, but the one called ‘Plaetse Royael‘ (5) is the only one where

*7 Smith, 'I7J‘d-¢gfi’£tirrs_. 20.

“G. Van Dille 11, Brormen for tile gcsrkisdmn car: that t5rd;i',r}§Iert.wi an /m‘ gJ'1’(lr£?E£-’e’.Z(?H rrrm .-'1 m.s'trJ'dam 1! {The Hague
l9.'53}n1‘s. ll-l and 570. Lcsgcr, Hattrfet in:l::t.ttrrr.tmn._ 52 19.
"",]cronimus V’eltt‘1‘s. who started writing about sliarc tmltsactions to several correspondetlts in 1li7 l .
reported more often that he had been on Dam Square than in the Excliangc: S.-\.1\. \'elters. in\'. ms. l-Ll-.
3” The olliccs ofnotarics Lock and Van dcr Croc, whose protocols l have studied cxtcnsix-'t-Iy. were both
in Bcursslecg. It1[orn1at.iot1 about the locations of notary’s oflices in Amsterdam can be Found in: .=\.I_
Bosnia, Rrfirrtoriurri mm .r.=.9mn'.t.mt rt=.tirt’r.=r?rta'r’ in Antsfrrrdnrn, .~l:rt.it£i'l'mta’, ant:9rtcht.rftert'.'§}'!:frrde;t cm _.c;e*rmir.eu't*errt'r gs-
ineratm tmnsterdani I 998).
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I am sure that share traders often gathered in the seventeenth C€l1[l1f)'.5l Finally, the

East India house (6) was not Far away either. If a share transaction led to an actual

transfer, the traders could walk the short distance to the East India house to transfer

the share in the \-’OC: capital books and to the Excllange bank to deal with the money

transfer.

I622 - 77:8 refatirm between the ranzflaigy and its 5Ita1'ef1ol'deis'

1622 saw the start oia debate about the corporate governance of the \'OC, highlight-

ing the relations between the company and its shareholders. A number of pamphlets

expressed the shareholders’ discontent with the company management. Interestingly,

the debate followed a period of relatively uncomplicated relations between the com-

pany's stakeholders and its directors. The only utterance of friction took place in i613,

when a group of shareholders served an iasiauatir on the directors of the Amsterdam

chamber, claiming that the directors managed the company badly. According to

them, the corrtpany was charged with too many warfare responsibilities whereas it

would be more profitable if the company solely focused on trade.-32 This iasinueiir did

not impress the directors, however, probably because its authors did not gain large

support for their cause. Additionally, it was simply a bad time to start shareholder ac-

{l\-'lSIT1Z this was a period in which most of the shareholders were satisfied with the way

things went. The company had started distributing dividends, shareholders calculated

that the goods brought ashore so far already covered 80% of the initial investment and

only positive news came from the East Indies.“ The bearish atmosphere had faded

away and the share price rose to 230% in early 161 l and around 270% in 1612-3.54

The relation between the company and its shareholders became subject of dis-

cussion in 1622 because this year marked the end of the VOC charter. The sharehold-

ers had awaited this moment for a long time: the company‘s balance would be pre-

pared and the shareholders would finally get information about the financial state of

the company - the \-*(_)(‘. had not published any financial reports during the first char-

ter - allowing the shareholders to monitor the performance of the company manage-

ment. But the directors had other plans: they asked the States General to renew the

31 See section Ililifls Trading clubs on page 45 IT.
Transcription oflhe inririrtarie { lfi Decelnbcr [(313]: Van Dilleu, Arrndmliroirrfr:'5.rt§.gi.n‘er'. l0[.l-‘.2.

-35* De Velaer to l”F.mpereL1r, 30 Septenlher 1610, HI", in\-'. ur. ‘.?l5, 11:‘. B1 /1 I.
5" De Velat-r to |‘Empereur, 9 May lfil I, 131'. im-'. In". 215, nr. B2/5. B1‘, im-‘. or. I I2, nr. til .
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charter for another fifty years.-*5 If the States General would follow up on this request,

the current shareholders would not get any ollicial inforrnation about the company

they co-owned during their lifetimes.

It is no wonder, then, that the shareholders protested strongly against this re-

quest; 1622 saw the publication ofa number of pamphlets directed against a continua-

tion ofthe charter. These protests resulted in the States General granting only another

21-year charter. The new charter moreover allowed the shareholders a form of super-

vision of the company management: the VOC would give inspection of its financial

records to a special commission of shareholders. Finally, it changed the rights and

privileges of the company directors, to avoid the semblance of personal enrichment on

their part.-"‘5

The pamphlets clearly show that the shareholdels had their doubts about the

good intentions of the company directors. They accused them of enriching themselves

to the disadvantage of the shareholders by rigging out too many ships -- thereby pock-

eting a percentage. They argued that the large number of ships that were still out on

the seas at the end of the first charter proved their accusation; a company that was

about to he liquidated should not equip new fleets. The directors merely tried to

maximize their personal income rather than the company’s.57 Moreover, shareholders

suspected the company directors of trying to profit from manipulating the share price.

Directors were obliged to hold a considerable share capital (f{i,DOU nominal for the

Amsterdam directors) as a token of their commitment to the voe. But according to

the writers of the pamphlets, some of them traded actively on the secondary market,

thtts revealing that they tried to make short-term profits on their transactions. A sin-

eere director, however, should try to maximize the company value over the long-term,

securing the largest profits on his share capital by simply holding on to his possessions.

Thus, or so the pamphlets suggested, the directors did not show the right commit~

ment.-7”‘

35‘ Simon van '.\-'l_iddelgeesl, ..-'\-'}Ja£z£.'er.=o’io’1 rfficorers rgfl verfoorfr arm drr french-rrrogerrde Jieerrrr Hat.-3:: gerrerarrt' can dc‘
parririparrten drr On.9!-.’m:’i.wr\’ir (.‘nn:pagnie regain‘ €mei:rt!:ebbe=ns' {s.l. I622].
-""" Den Heijer, Dr gmrrm:;m.°rde r.'am;Ja_gm'e, 65-7, 82-4. I’re1itrop_. Chrpnrnre gavrmanrr, 84-95.
7'7 Van Middelgwst, _..\'}mm-‘t°:.=r!ir/z rli.s-r'mtr.v. i‘a'i:rte r.=errz:g_)'_s’i:.=gke tier Bert-in.‘!m!}be:3' Regierirzgr {_s.|. 1622}, lb. 3v. Iii.-.=‘te'

.--l€.u.rc51-‘.s'irtg:‘:r’ arm (I: Merrie prtgffjfmr die (is Prr:'i‘iri,fJan!erI r=rrrm'.e' Iegerizttirrrr.-{gr gFreot'£rg-‘cards ()a_t!-1'r.=rfia'r.'/2:’ Cornfiaigrtir
dram’ I9. jrrrm :’:t'f;£rt*:: gftenritm. errdr zawr rgrt! ‘I.-.'ez’r.'e it grxprrifrrt 0]) def im‘ rrir:uzc'r (ren.r£aert(fe f)ct‘rq1-' dor (1? E.II.r'vI.
Hmm .S'!a!em (imeraef deer in matrix €£,':?J"r."PH e'e.=:r:}m (s.|. I622].

Simon van .\Iidtlelgeest, Tuvedr non.*—wend{gezr ra'.='.r:rnm «J33 wrrnnrlr arm ails !rzm'—!ir'z.w:n’<°, arm dc parri.-:r',oa'nter.=
(fer ()o.s.'—Indi.n't=!'u? (.'rJ.=.rrpr:gr:1'£, !@:’n.r bm.’:inM'ebFJer'.r.' he ’!Jiar:1'mr—t';1 t'tt.'I'.=m'r.-’.=, (fer ortgfraalane refimirrge r.\'s.|. 15223. Iiiuriy
rw.=:rg-sfrrg/re, -'|-. I-Eentrmrft am dc» En’. Ho, Mu. Herm: .S'!m'm Gwrrerael. mu:_graencir rt’? rqgrrtulririrrfigc Rqgerirzgr :,'m.= de
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Although tl1e States General cleclarecl the pamphlet ..-Vnrititeeadifcie afircours libel-

ous*"5’, they did give in to many of the shareholders’ requests on paper, at least. The

pamphlets certainly contributed to persuading the States General to change the cor-

porate governance of the \--'C)(‘.:, but the most forceful demonstration of shareholder

power was the refusal of many investors to subscribe to the ‘West India Company's

stock - the Wit: was about to be granted a founding charter similar to the \-’()(..' charter

of 1502. Thus they showed that the current charter was not the right frameworlt for

workable relations between ajoint-stock company and its SI1flI‘El10lfl€I'S.5"

The. following changes with respect to shareholder relations were enacted in

the new charter. First of all, it provided for the establishment of boards of so-called

ehiefparticipants (__a‘tao_flf)ai'£ic.{pan!en). Chief participants were given several rights. They

got permission to inspect the company’s annual report and in later years, they were

also allowed to be present when the company management read the letters from the

East India branch and when they inspected the cargo of the return fleet. Finally, the

chief participants could nominate a number of candidates for a vacant director’s seat.

To become a chief participant, the same requirements applied as to become eligible

for a directorship: For shareholders ofthe Amsterdam Cl]aI't‘1l)(‘.lf‘ this implied a nominal

position of at least _f6_,0O0. The charter made two further changes to the corporate

governance. It stipulated that henceforth directors would be appointed for only three

years instead of for life; afterwards, they could be re-elected, but only after a three-

year period outside the board of directors. Relatives could not l‘li1\-‘C a seat in the same

board. Secondly, the charter abolished the commission directors received on equip-

ment costs, but they retained the right to receive a 1"/o-commission on the Value of the

return cargo - besides their fixed salary.“

Despite these promises, the. shareholder activism of 1622 had little effect. Soon

after the renewal of the. charter, the chief participants evolt-'ed into deputy company

directors, rather than the protectors of shareholders’ interests. The omens were point-

ing this way already during the first chiefparticipants’ election. A large number of the

8ezr.fr:!!:reb!:eis um: die ()a.s't-!a:di.\rke* Chraijsrirrgir, entice Jtmrzwl (in! den .§'mrrI'! e.'m.' ‘I :'.m.=(f.*. a".a.rr rrrragiielegm .5.r_. (fat! (is m'z,r
imrtrreri deer‘ goerie Orders’ beret irirtrfi garages‘! tt.'r1ra’e:.= {'s.l. lfi‘.?‘.?l.
5“ Pltrrcrwf ie;gfte°n.r .m?:‘krr _}‘I1r1m.*_; libel, gein£il::l'm'!, ..-"v'iJn!:c-'radig)'r a’:'srrmr.r_. ryle I-"mongfi time’? /...,! Mater: ffivneinrf,
t-'r:r1r1'e=2;3~r:r.tt':.‘z;ti:1!I:‘r?:'t def Ou.s't—Indi.s'c!'tt* C‘mnpag?:ie*. tiger: rip bear-“int/iecfibrrrri {Tl1(_‘. Hague I622].
"” Iirentrop. Citiifiriirrtt’gtirlminntrn 100. Den Heijer. Dr_gmr!.='or:ieerde rornpegrtie. 53.
‘*1 Frcntrop, (.'m;!.=nrruc* gm:e‘rm'mre*, 95. Interestingly, Irwin has suggested that the \‘{}(l achieved supremacy
in the East India Trade through its managerial incentive scheme: Douglas A. Irwin, 'Mercantilism as
strategic trade policy: The Anglo-Dutch rivalry for the East India trade‘, 'i'}’:e=jniirrial' nffjofiticrtl errm.-in} 99
<'|99l‘.-129E3—13l-'|-.
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candidates and of the shareholders who had exerted themselves to go to the election

were relatives of (former) company directors. Consequently, the boards of ehiefpar-

ticipants did not become the independent supervisory bodies the activist shareholders

had probably hoped for.'33 In fact, the chief participants originated from the same

clique that furnished the company directors.

The obedient behavior of the chief participants is a clear indication of their

dependency on the company management. First of all, they were only very rarely

given the opportunity to inspect the company’s financial records, but they did not pro-

test against this breach of the charter of 1623. They were allowed to take a look at the

books in 1622, but the next inspection did not take place until 1547 - when the States

General renewed the charter once again. Henceforth, the \'OC presented its annual

report to a commission of chief participants and a commission of members of the

States General at four-year intervals. But the financial reporting did not take place

‘with open doors and windows’, as stated in the first renewal of the charter. It was, to

the contrary, a closed meeting.“ Moreover, the commissions of chief participants and

members of the States General did not have to report on their findings to the regular

shareholders. The latter were, according to the charter. not in a position to judge the

managemenfs decisions on their merits.“

Secondly, they had access to the correspondence between the branches of the

\'()t_': in the United Provinces and abroad and were allowed on the ships of the return

ileet to examine the size and quality of the cargo, but they never opposed any of the

decisions taken by the management. VVhat is more, the information they had access to

was confidential; they were not allowed to share it with the shareholders outside their

committee of chief participants. Lastly, they did not make any effort to enforce the

maximum term of the directors’ appointments - it was in their personal interest to

refrain from enforcing this rule too strictly, because their own appointment was sub-

ject to the same rule. Put another way, they could stay on for life themselves as long as

they did not complain about the appointment term of the directors.“-"‘

‘*9 e”.-nrrrizmr giwfiorrririr am‘ (is a'e.='f.‘ir.rir.=_gc tire‘ iirrrafl—pn-rrirfprmmr. tut Ire! upnenm: z-‘rm do res:—er.=-tz.rt'£;r!idy'r:r{g¢? rereri.'mi:.'-
gs (fer U05!-Inrfirrlte t'..'om{Jng?gt‘r [_s.l. I I523}.
“5* Van Dam. Be.rr}tg'i«'ingr l.\, 357.
'*" \-"rm Dam. B.«°srit{}'t-'ingc IA. 291-2. In Van Danfs words: ‘[. ..] dat die sake niet soudc mogcn wcrdcn
gedivulgeert. nog o\-'ergege\'eI1 in handen van de particuliere participallten, die volgens 't octroy gem:
qtra-!if{rj'£!'1addm rm: kemz.='s.rrr1’aa::'nn tr antigen’ [emphasis added].
‘*5’ Van Dam, Brscltgwirigr IA, 302-8. Please note that the chief participants received a salary for their
duty to look after the sharel1olders' interests (in I622 set at f‘.?['JU per year]: Den Heijcr. Dr grarfineieerdr
rrmfirrsgrzir, 84.
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The new charter did not provide any additional monitoring rights to the com-

pany's regular shareholders, nor were their interests properly looked after by the chief

participants. Conversely, in the same period, the English East India Company granted

many more rights to its shareholders. Dejongh has argued that this dillerence ema-

nated from the different origins of the two companies. The l';lC: was originally a termi-

rtable joint-stock company, meaning that the company management had to make sure

at regular intervals that there was sullieient support to continue the. company. The

best way to do this was to maintain good relations with its shareltoldersfiil The \-’OC

was not dependent on investors for new stock issues or continuation of the company.

Furthermore, the dividend policy of the company kept shareholders satisfied; the \-‘DC

began to distribute dividends on a regular basis shortly after the start of the second

charter - biennial dividends in the 16205 and first half of the 1630s, and Front 1635

onwards every year. These dividends provided information about the financial state of

the company to the sltareholders.“7 Therefore, another corporate governance debate

like the one. of 1622 did not occur.

I 63 05 and 1 6419.9 - Irrlerntediation and at citartging r.'o1nposi£irm cf#18 trading cattztrtttttigr

The best proof that the shareholders accepted their limited rights is the fact that trad-

ing activity on the secondary market increased rapidly during the 16305 and 16405.

This was a major development, because it suggests that investors increasingly used the

market for purely financial purposes - they aimed increasingly at earning short-term

profits rather than at holding a long—term position in the \-‘DC to support the company

and its trade with the East Indies. The increasing market activity coincided with the

growing importance of intermediary services by brokers and market makers on the

market. The brokers’ guild had existed in Amsterdam long before the secondary mar-

ket for \-‘DC shares came into being and in the early seventeenth century a number oi‘

brokers specialized in share transactions. The service they provided was to bring trad-

ers together; brokers were. not allowed to take a position in the stock themselves. The

“'3 The \'Ut‘., howexer, was a tnerger of the l’a:irt~::;;tpagnieé?t. lnvestots had not ittvestecl directly in these
companies; the subscription took place via one ofthe directors. Hence. there v.-‘as no direct relationship
|)et‘wt:‘en the company and its shareholders; each di:'ector knew some ofthe shareholders personally and
maintained the relations inclividually. This structure. obstructed the (‘\-'0ilJt.l0l1 of shareholrler rights. The
\-"UL': did not use the same method fin‘ subscribing money to the company stock, but it did copy the
corporate governance S1!'1.lCl.tIt‘(‘. of the l"notrart:p(tgrticéh. ln stun. the diverging shareltoldcrs‘ relations in
early modern \-\'estcrn Ettrope were a matter ofpath dependency: Dejongh, ‘zeggcnscltapsrceliten van
aancleellioudersi, l'l’i.=ril‘ing{1aprt'(2005)), [9-‘.20, 72, 99-101.
'57 I will go deeper into this sttbject in eltapter 5.
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broker’s commission on share transactions was ll} .ttaz'z,'er.t perf 100 nominal value (as

of 1 January 1613) and this rate was reduced to 4 .t*tttiLrer.t perfl0[} nominal value in

February 1647. Hence, from the late 1640s onwards, the total brokerage on the most

frequently traded shares off3,{J0O amounted toffi [both the buyer and the seller paid

f3} - on average less than 0.05% of the money involved in a spot transaction.'3”

However, the part played by brokers was fairly small in the earliest decades of

the development of the secondary market. Of all the transactions that took place in

the period 1609-16125‘-’, for example, I have found only four that had been concluded

through a sworn broken?" The rest of the transactions were no doubt concluded with-

out intermediation of a broker; my data stem from legal documents and plaintiffs

would certainly have mentioned the intermediation of a broker as this would only

have made their argument stronger. Traders apparently held the opinion that they

were perfectly able to prepare their transactions themselves.

Brokers did become more important later in the seventeenth century, but an-

other group of intermediaries, market makers, were the first to start playing a signifi-

cant role on the market. l\/Iarket makers constantly hold a positive position in a certain

share to make sure that they can always sell a share ifa prospective buyer approaches

them. At the same time, they are always willing to buy shares. Henc.e they simplify the

process of finding a counterparty for both buyers and sellers. The advantage for share

traders is that they can always turn to a market maker if they want to make a transac-

tion, but they will, of course, be charged for the services they get from the market

maker. In return for the liquidity they provide, market makers pay less than the mar-

ket price for a purchase and ask more than the market price for a sale. The difference

between these prices is called the bid/ask spread. This spread represents the fee for

the market maker. Market makers thus try to earn money by trading as many shares

as possible rather than by holding shares for capital gain.“

"*5 Hermannus Noord.kerk [ed.}_. Iilandtmsfen; qflr PriL=il£gier: ertde orlrrgym .' r:tt'£ignr1'er.r z:.ril'i'eJ'rt°t:re?:r, .-:o.rtaimrH. or-
donnantieti are ftaH(im"i.>igen 0'93‘ skid Am.t!eirrdam.' to! do: £‘(‘.".F!t’.*i‘ Friar. 1747 tier:-'otf,grt. inst L'rrtr!tetdr .n'.uJ'd‘m 3.-wm..
:.*t£Ltga(t’:»r.c in aware aridere .r:.~!n'tl"tl1'ng_gebr'agl / or am‘ (ff ntidtga regi.ttw:t t'oer.»:ir.=n ll tAnistct'd-an) 1748] H163. Smith,
'l’1t'c1'-rgglE:i:'e*:.', 65. In I689, the broker's lee was cltanged again, but this measure was reversed shortly
etfterwards: Smith, T_i}'d-rg_.I?et're5, 81-2.

W h-[any sources are available for these yeats, since the activities of Le i\-Iaire’s hear-traditig synclicate
and the first di\'i(lt':I1(l tlistrihtttious harl led to quarrels lictwcen share trztders.
7” Names ofthe brokers: Isaac I‘1l{)!'i2ll'ILlS.. Melchior van Dorlmont, Balthasar Get‘rardtsz, References to

the transactions that were concluclcd via 21 broker: 3'1‘, inr. nr. 21:’), nr. .-\3/6. 151‘. ll‘I\'. nr. I I2. nr. (:2.
\-‘an Dillen, ‘Isaac le l\-'Iaire‘, 46 (due. nr. {5‘.. .'-S.-\_-\. Notaries, inv. nr. 1 I 7, fo. 81.

7‘ Ananth i\-Iaclhavan, Tvlarktét microstrtlctttre. A s1t1\-'t-y”,_j‘ttt:.t‘rm'!' rgflfinatrrial :.t'attl‘m‘.t 3 {‘.3U[lll','- 205-253.
there 2] 2.
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On the Amsterdam market for shares, market maker was not an oflieial profes-

sion; the traders who started to provide these services to the market in the 16305 sim-

ply saw a possibility to earn a profit by providing liquidity to the market. Between

1626 and 1642, the Raphoen brothers, Christollel andjan, were the first to become

market makers. They transferred an impressive amount of shares (both sales and pur-

cliases} on their joint account with the \--'(J(:. Table 1.1 summarizes their share trans-

fers in this period. They performed a large number of transactions, especially in 1633,

1638 and 164-1, which, incidentally, does not mean that they were market makers.

There are convincing indications, liowex-'e.r, that they were indeed market makers.

Firstly, their invested nominal capital lluctuated around a relatively low average. [11

June 1630 they owned a nominal share capital offl3,200. Their position grew to

f2l,450 in October 1633 and then declined t.of3,00[l-4,000 between 1636 and 1641.

Their share capital was thus veiy small relative to the amount of shares they trans-

ferred, which indicates that they did not either enlarge their capital because they ex-

pected the \-’OC: to prosper in the future or reduce it because of an expected fall in the

share price; they transferred shares because they made a profitjust by trading.

‘_.-’\"imtbz'r 0 '.frr:n.i'r!.-.‘t."an.r

2

_ I.
1. U T. '
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1595! ID 34500

2'-}(:-tltl 2 F00!)

24001) _ Qattltltl
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3 1800

3 24 I 3

INS)

t3{)5(}8

36628

:54-2
Table l. 1 Spot transactions of Christoffel andjan Raphoen, 1626-42
Source: NA, V00, inv. nr. 7068, fa. 210, 249, 274, 281, 299, 310, 326, 344,
369, 387, 431, 474, 501.

Secondly, and most convincingly, they consistently bought small shares, i.e.

shares smaller than f3,000. At the same time, however, they mostly sold f3,00[}
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shares. By the 1630s, it had already become customary on the .~’\msterdam market to

tradef3,00[} shares.” Forward transactions nearly always involved shares of_f3,0[}0 or

a multiple of this amount. But many people owned a share capital that did not

amount Lof3,0U{} or an exact multiple. These ‘non-standard’ shares were less liquid

than the ‘standard’f3,0U0 shares. Tl1ey could, for example, generally not be used in

forward contracts and clearing of multiple transactions in a single payment and share

transfer also required shares of the same denomination. Over the years 1636-41 the

Raphoen brothers bought 41 shares of denominations smaller than _f3,U{]U, which

means that they were involved in l l percent of the total number of transferred shares

ofless thanf3,0U[}.?~"5 In these same years, the average nominal value ofa share bought

by Christolfel and _]an Raphoen was f2,6l3_, while the average sale amounted to

f3,0'§}8. They sold significantly moref3,00f) shares than they bought. They thus pro-

vided liquidity to the. market for awkward denominations and contributed to the stan-

dardization of the market for \'‘O(: shares.

Finally, the Raphoen brothers made the market more accessible for sharehold-

€l‘S. Investors could always turn to them to btty or sell a share and it cannot have been

dillieult to {ind them: Christollel lived on Nes, the main tl1oroughf'are behind the Ex-

cl1ange.“ They probably visited the Exchange on a daily basis.“ By constantly being

willing to trade, they helped to overcome the asynchronous timing of investor orders,

a major problem of many markets.” The Raphoen brothers were the missing link

between a trader willing to sell and a trader willing to buy, who happened to be not at

the same place at the same time. Moreover, it seems that they specifically made the

market more accessible for infrequent traders and traders who were inexperienced

with exchange dealings in general. The \-’()C capital books do not allow for a social

study of the people who traded with Cliristofiel and Jan Raphoen (only the names of

traders are specified}, but it is beyond doubt that the people who bought from the Ra~

79 I11 1610, slighdy less tlzan 300:1. of the share transfers registered in the capital books of the ."\lT]Stt’l‘ClEll‘t1
chamber involved shares with a nominal value of exactlyf3.UU[l. Share transfers of exact multiples
counted for an extra 2.31-".—-"ii: _\‘.-\, \‘t.‘J('.‘., inv. nr. 7U[i-6. The share ol'_f3,0[}[l shares had grown to 82% in

164-] and 92.5% it‘ multiples o[‘f3,()00 are also taken into account: X.-\, \-'(}(:, inv. nr. T088.
7“ Total number of shares transferred in the period |[if5f5—|6-1-I: 3614, total number of share Iran.-sI‘ers
<;‘3,0o0: 363.

7"].G. Frederiks and l’,j. FI‘('(lt‘.I'ii(S [c-.r|.=;.';., }{iJ};ir:' E.-‘(TH dffl Itxrerftrinrlrrrtlttrrt {Jrnrnhg mnt':lm_s'(rrrt’rmr M n:tda:':‘::1o:'{gr
[lt.'rtm'.m.' rJI’?.l' I631 [Amstr-t‘(la111 1890) To. 236. Cliristtnflel Raphoctt was 21 relatively wealthy man. His
property was taxed atf=l-0,000 in 163 l.
71‘ t\'olaria| deeds show Ihat they were also ecamrnodity merchants, shipping goods to se\'eI‘al places in
Europe: BAA. nolarial card index.
7"" Maltreeli O'Hara, ‘Optimal mic1'ostrut"tures‘, Ertrnpvrtnfl::r:;ict'n{ mrtnngmtmf .3 t,_'.2U{l7i 825-832, there
83 I .
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pl1oe11 brothers were generally well-to—do merchants whose names appear fiequently

in the capital books and in any study on the economic history of seventeenth«cer1tury

Amsterdam, whereas the traders who sold to them were relatively unknown and infre-

quent traders. This indicates that Christofl"el and Jan Raphoen stood in-between the

community of frequent traders and investors with limited access possibilities to the

market.77

The Raphoen brothers were certainly not the only market makers active on

the exchange throughout the seventeenth century, but the characteristics described

above distinguish Christollel and Jan Raphoen as market makers. Market makers who

only provided liquidity for standard denominations can less clearly be identified, for a

trader with a large turnover does not necessarily have to be a market maker. Anthony

Lopes Suasso, For example, bought 41 and sold 47 shares in 16647", but this did not

automatically make him a market maker. He rather acted as a banker, granting loans

on the collateral ofa share. These shares were temporarily transferred to his account,

thus explaining the high turnover on his account. Incidentally, Lopes Suasso’s role on

the market was not unimportant either, but he did not provide services similar to those

ofCl1ristof’fel andjan Raphoen.

The appearance of market makers coincided with a rapid increase in the share

price and in trading activity on the securities market in Amsterdam. These three

events were interrelated. The share price increase, mainiy caused by a change in divi-

dend policy of the \-'()(.‘73', gave long-time owners oiisharcs -- e.g. investors who had

subscribed money in I602 or who had inherited a share - a good opportunity to sell

their shares with a considerable profit. The market makers made it easier For them to

access the market. Hence, more shares became available for active traders, which en-

hanced trading possibilities. The result of this can be seen in Figure 2.2 (on page 7?},

which depicts the number and nominal value of share transfers in the records of the

Amsterclani chamber for 1639. In this year, 713 share transfers were registered in the

i7 This hears resemblance to die findings ofAnn Carlos, Larry Neal and Kirsten Wandsclineider. Using
-.1 (lalaset ol‘(i,844 Bank of [England shares transactions performed in N20, tliey conclude that the trad-
ers whom they desigmtte as market tnakcrs were more often involved in large transactions and traI1s21e—
tions in which women and/or investors from outside London were a contracting party. In other words:
the market makers matlc the niarkct more accessible for those. traders with less iniiorniation/access

possibilities to the market l_\\'ome11 and people from outside Lonrlonj and For those who needed to sell
011' a large block of shares and were lllerefiire in need of liquidity providers: Ann Carlos, Larry Neal and

Kirsten lt'\"andschneidcr, ‘Networks and market makers in Bank of‘ England sliarcs: London I720’,
I-'I"hi'kir1g prrfm‘ [2l.)0}"_I 4, 12.
7“ ;\'.-\, \'{J(.', in\'. nr. i070.

7" See rltapter 2. section Share price on page 65 IT.
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East India house - a marked increase in trading activity compared to the 365 share

transfers ol‘1609 [see Figure 2.1 on page 76}.

‘With so much more trade going on, it does not come as a surprise that the

market participants increasingly used the services of brokers. The market became ever

more complex, which made it harder for an individual trader to obtain all the infor-

mation necessary to perform a transaction. It now paid to hire a broker who was spe-

cialized in collecting infonrtation about possible counterparties. The real upswing iii

the demand for brokerage services took place in the 16403. This observation is cor-

roborated by the member lists of the brokers’ guild: almost all brokers who dealt fre-

quently in share transactions became members of the guild during or alter the

16405.3“ Moreover, the Amsterdam city authorities justified their reduction ofthe bro-

kerage fees in 164? by pointing to the recent increase in market activity and demand

for brokers’ services.“ But since t.he market had already started to expand signilicantly

during the 16305, the growing demand for brokers’ services a decade later cannot be

fully explained by market growth alone. I contend that a structural change in the

contposition of the trading community, with the appearance of Portuguese Jews as its

most conspicuous Feature, explains the growing demand for brokerage in the 16405.

The sources do not allow for a comprehensive social analysis of" the trading

community in general and, more specifically, an analysis of who traded with whom,

for the capital books of the \-'O('; and the records from SE'\-‘t';‘.1“al_jtlCllClal institutions give

only the names of the traders. And even these names must be treated with caution,

because it is always possible that people performed transactions on the accounts oi"

others - the names that turn up in the regsters do not have to be the names of the

actual parties to a specific transaction. Still, a simple analysis of the trading commu-

'“' Menilficrsliip list oftltc brokers guild: S.-Lt, Brokers‘ guild, ll]\-'. nrs. I071, l I 15. lnv. nr. 1 115 lists the
Jewish members. Tltese registers do not sptrcily the goods or services in which a particular broker spe-

cialized. I llEt\‘t' l]1erel'ore looked up names ol‘l)rokers that are mentioned in other sources.
In addition to the oflicial brokers, there were also imerlopers .r‘;§lo,!Jer.t, persons who perl'ornied broker-
age a('ti\-'ities without lacing members of the brokers’ guild active on the market. Their names were

never mentioned in ollieial documents, since transfers that had been contracted through an interloper
were legally‘ \-'oid and the traders involved liable to 21 line. The liles olithc arbitration board olthe bro-
keIs' guild indicate that interlopcts‘ involvement in the share trade was limited: only 21 very small part of‘
the disputes over interlopers concerned the share trade. Swetschinski, who lbcused on Jewish interlop-
ers, cottntcd only two cases concerning the trade in \'t)t: shares over the period I6-ll-82. By way of
comparison: in the saint.‘ period, there. were 5? conllicts over intcrlopers contrernirtg bills olt:xcli:1Itg'e:
.‘5;\.\, Brokers’ guild. in\'. nr. i289. Daniel Swetschirtski. R€l:rt'lanl r.-1.t'rrttif;oz’it'r:37.i'.' tire I’orr1t_g:rm'e_]ett=5' r_:fm:t*rr-

i'rrnrl:—rrritt:§i' _4ms:‘rra’m:t { London 2000) I45.
‘ll Noortlkerk. Ha'nd::r.‘.i~lrn ll, I063. Smith, Tfja’—q{}'Fii'rrJ, 65.Tl1e justiiication gives the impression that the
city authorities reasoned that brokers would still be able to make a living if they only earitedffi per
transaction.
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nity is possible, using the names of all the people that transferred a share at the East

India house in a certain year as a proxy For that year’s trading cormnunity. In the first

decade of the seventeenth century, shares were mostly traded by the wealthiest Am-

sterdam merchants, many of whom were of South Netherlandish descent and/or

member of the board of directors. This changed from the 1630s onwards. From now

on, also lesser-known merchants participated in the trade and the market makers such

as Cl11‘istoflel and Jan Raphoen allowed people who were inexperienced with ex-

change dealings to occasionally trade a share.

The most Far-reaching c.hange in composition of the trading community

started in the 1640s, however. In that decade, Portuguese Jews began to become in-

volved in the trade in \--'OC: shares and they soon dominated the market. The start of

Portuguese Jewish participation in the market coincided with the onset of their great

commercial success in Amsterdam. A large number of Portuguese jeuislt merchants

had been active in commerce in the Dutch Republic during the Twelve Years’ Truce

[1609-21) in the war between Spain and the Dutch Republic. During the truce, trade

restrictions with the Iberian Peninsula were lifted, allowing the Portuguese Jewish

merchants to benefit from their strong trading networks in that part of Europe. When

the truce came to an end, and trade restrictions were again implemented, a large part

ofA1nsterdam’s_]ewislt population left for Hamburg and later also for Dutch Brazil -

the Dutch colony where governorjohn Maurice ol‘Nassau-Sieger. granted a high level

of religious freedom to Jews. During the 1640s several circumstances again provided

an incentive for Portuguescjews to settle in Ainsterdatn.Jol1n Maurice was forced to

come back to the Netherlands and a little later the Dutch lost control over Dutch Bra-

zil. l\'Ioreover, Portugal gained independence from Spain in 1640, which made trade

with Portugal from the Dutch Republic possible. Finally, peace with Spain was signed

in 1648, after which the Portuguesejews could again exploit their trading networks on

the entire Iberian Peninsula.33 Their strong participation i11 commerce is visible in the

number of Portuguese Jewish accountholders in the Amsterdam Exchange Bank,

which more than dottbled during the 16403.93

It did not take long before they invested their newly gained wealth in shares of

the \-’0(: and from the l6G0s onwards, they dominated the trade. The Portuguese-

“? SwclscI1inski_ Jfrittrtrmt rrmna;fm££t'art.s-, I 09-] 3.
“5*j.G. van Dillcn. ‘Dc cconomischt‘ positie en Iirfteltcnis dcrjoden in dc Rcpuhliek en in dc Nederlancl-
st‘ kolrmiale werclCl‘._ in: H. Brugnians and A. Frank {etls.",', (}r.i'r‘!iirdrr.=.5.u' u'rr_}'na'r;.r in ...\"}m’e:'lrt::d {.-\|nsterdani
l9~"’r[]} 561-6] I5, there 56+.
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Jewish synagogue responded with amazing speed to these developments: in 1641, it

imposed a community imparts on the trade in shares and in 1662 the congregation’s

board of directors decided to halve the tax, because the number of transactions per-

formed by Jews had grown significantly.“ Portuguese-Jewish sh-are traders often

traded within their community. This is not surprising, for the simple fact that there

were so many Portuguese-_]ewish share traders. Moreover, they met eac.h other regu-

larly: they tended to live in tl1e same neighborhood where they sometimes traded

when they encountered each other in the street“-"' and sources give evidence that they

also traded shares when they attended the weekly service in the synagogue?“ "inally,

the trading clubs (to which I will turn in the next section) were almost full}-'_]ewish.

All this does not mean that transactions between Jewish and Christian share

traders never occurred, however. The capital books give proof of frequent share trans-

fers between members of the two religious groups, but to conclude from this that both

groups of share traders were fully integrated would stretch the truth. Notatial deeds

from 1672 suggest that _]ewish and Christian traders preferre.d to conclude forward

transactions, the transactions involving the highest risk, within their own community.

Intercommunal transactions occurred more often for less risky deals: repo and spot

transactions occurred frequently between the two religious groups!”

It is plausible that this diversification of the trading community resulted in a11

increase in the demand for brokerage services. The traders who dominated the share

trade in the earliest decades of the seventeenth century all belonged to the Christian

merchant community; they met each other regularly in the Exchange and were often

even connected through marriage. The interconnectedness of the traders and the

small number of active traders made it easy to get information on possible counterpar-

ties for a transaction. Moreover, the traders could easily obtain information about a

ll" Swctscliinski, Rnittrtaitt ro.ttmif;n.’t'tm.=.t, I45.
“-3 Several notarial deetls give evidence that Portttgttese-_]t-wisli sltare traders regularly traded on the
streets of the_]ewish quarter. An attestation dated 13 September I688, for exaniple, gives information
about a transaction that had been concluded on jodettbrecstraat. in the heart of the _It'.wisb qttarter.

Four Portuguesejemt acob da Costa Athias. Isaack de_]acob Belmonte, Isaack Gabaij Henriques and
Gttillclmo Vegajt and one Porttlgucsc-_]ewish broker [Samuel l’cret‘o'j: were irtvolvcd in this transaction:
S.-\.-\, Notaries. inv. I11‘. BFU4, F0. 448.

:'\n anonymous English description of the stock excliange postulates that shares were traded daily ‘at
eight in the morning i11 Il1e_]cwes-street’, but I have no eviden('e that conlirrns this. A De.rrn]Jz‘inn ty”Hnt’-
land, trrittlt srmis rtem.rm_'1' dr.=rrt£mi.rfl:.r mo": rtr Erttetid to trrttri titrotrgft tz"t:r [’r'ot:im'er gfliatiarrrt t_l.ot1don 1691]
Cited in: Israel. "lihc Arnsterdant linancial crash of 1683’, =1-:')=l-.

3“ ln I677, when it had been forbidden for some time already for brokers to talk business bt‘.foI‘c or after
prayers in the synagogue, the t\-lahaniad also prohibited shares being traded on the patio of the syna-
gogue. or i11 its immediztte vicinity: Swetschiliski, Rn'.'.=tt‘t‘a.r1t‘m.rtnoptit'itrtn.i', 208.
"7 S.-\A, Notaries, inv. nrs. 223 8-4-0.
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possible eottnterparn/’s reputation - particttlarly important for transactions with high

counterpart}: risk such as Forward transactions. Moreover, reputaI.ion mattered greatly

to members of the merchant community, because loss of reputation (e.g. after reneg-

ing on a forward) would severely hamper a merchant's career.” The entry oi‘ new

groups ofparticipants on the secondary market for \-'O(‘. shares made the market more

complex and thus significantly raised the cost ofinformation, which created possibili-

ties for brokers to expand their activity on the market: the brokers specialized in gath-

ering information, both about supply and demand of shares on the market, but also

about the reputation of traders.”

Various sources give evidence that the part played by brokers had become

very important by the last quarter of the century._]eronimus Velters, for example, kept

a register of share transactions [December 1691 - August 1692} in which he noted

which broker had negotiated the transaction. The word ‘sonder’, meaning that he had

concluded the transaction without interniecliation of a broker, appears only very rarely

in his register.‘"' The brokers’ bills in the business papers of Manuel Levy Duarte, dat-

ing mainly from the 15805, show that the same held for the traders who belonged to

the Sephardic eornmunity.-"1 Furtliennore, when a eonilict arose over a share transfer,

plaintiffs almost without exception mentioned the name of the broker who had nego-

tiated the deal. The large number ofbrokers attesting before a notary in cases relating

to the share trade also indicates their important position.”9

ll" 'l‘|1i.-.4 is based on the c-Jneept ‘learning'. It has been slum-'n traders Could enter into Itigh-risk transac~

lions after sttticessliilly completing a ntlinber oi‘ lots-‘er-risk t1‘ansactions. The trading community
'lear11er_l' about 21 l'1‘aclet".~: (,‘l't‘,tlif.\\‘l.l.t‘tllil'lf:$5 in the l..‘()l.ll‘St_‘ 01‘ ctmipleting tllese luwet‘-risk t1‘ansaCti(Jt1s.
Conversely, contract non—('ornpliance in a certain transaction would also have ilifluencetl a trader's
ability‘ to enter into transactions on other nia1'kets. Peter Ternilt, ‘Financial inlerm ediation in the early‘
Roman Empire‘, 7?tejrmr:rnl if rrnnnrnir ins.-io:_j‘ 64 {20U—'l] 705-733, there 710. Ann M. Carlos. _]enni|}:r
Key and Jill L. Dupree, ‘Lcarnitig and the creation of stock-rnarltet institutions: evidence from the

Royal African and Hudson's Bay CCI['I‘I]JEll‘IiL‘.S_. I670-1700', ]'7se*_;‘vt.-nml r_i,I"t=e'artu:uir !:i.s'tar_1' 58 (1998) 318.
34-4, passim.
“V Broker Cornelia tle Bruijn. who intermediatetl in a l'ransa('tion between Philips cle Bacher and Willem

Muijlman in September 1644. for example, lirst approached De Bacher on the Exchange. asking him
whether he was interestctl in btI)-'ing a_,f'3,'lJU[l share. Dc Bacher anstrered that his ttzillingness to buy a

share depended on the price and the counterparty. De Bruijn then made the Iirst bid and assured De
Bacher that his client was ‘a very good man’: Philips tie Baeher rs. ‘Willem M L1i_ilman [:l65l]}. ;\'.-\, Case
liles, IIBQ74.

‘”’ '1‘l1('..~se. I'egistt‘r.s can be found in \-"elte1's° letter book: .'-§,-\.\. \-"elte1's, int". 111'. "-1-.
"1 The bills are scattered throughout his papers. i\-"lost ofthem can be lbtlnd in: SA-\, PIG‘, iI‘l\'. tir. 585a-
b.

'-'9 Atteslations were often registered before a public notan; in preparation ofa civil lawsuit: Aries van
i\-let:teI‘en, Of; Iron]; 1.-rm aHt‘0::l"rI’.' t'rt.of?mm?iiler£'fitniiitgebnrik gat'r}ril'be:.r{rt‘itti::g in Ixialrn in dr gczieritiertrfr term:
{'_Hi|\‘ersu:n 2006) I72.
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The intermediation by brokers in the late seventeenth century went beyond

simply bringing together a trader willing to buy a share and a trader willing to sell one.

Traders often only learnt who their counterparty was after the deal was made.” Put

another way, brokers took care of the entire negotiations and the traders themselves

only needed to sign the contractf“ Brokers thus evolved from intermediaries into

business partners. The. 1672 notarial data indicate that traders Fully trusted the infor-

mation provided by brokers as long as the risk involved in the transaction was not too

high. In the case of forward contracts, where the incentive to renege was considerably

higher, they wanted to know their counterparty personally and tllerefore relied more

strongly on community ties.

I660: - Tinding r.*.’ub.r and resrunire

The emergence of trading etubs in the second lralfol‘ the seventeenth century created

sub-markets with very strong internal ties. The basics of these clubs can be explained

in a single sentence: a delimited group of traders met on fixed dates in an inn or cof-

feehouse to trade shares. The importance oi‘ the clubs, however, was Far-reaching and

needs further elaboration. There were several closely connected advantages of trading

on one of the sub-markets. Firstly, all members traded frequently. Hence they formed

a community of active traders, who were all very experienced with the rules and cus-

toms of the share trade. Secondly, because they traded frequently, their reputation

mattered greatly to them. It is easy to see why: for traders who only traded once, it did

not matter if they got a bad name, because they never intended to return to the mar-

ket in the first place. Frequent traders, on the contrary, were dependent on their good

reputation to be able to keep participating in the trade. As a result, in a community

that consisted solely of frequent traders, the chances that a trader would renege were

smaller than on the market as a whole. Moreover, the confined community size e.n-

abled its members to monitor each other; peer pressure made sure that everybody

obeyed the rules. This was very diilerent from the secondary market for VOC shares as

a whole: contranj to today’s stock markets, there were no membership requirements

"3‘ E.g. attestation 129 December 16? 2. s,.\.-\. Notaries, inv. nr. 2240. lo. 892. Irmimrrtir l5June 1688, 5.-\:\.
Notaries. inv. nr. 4133.

'-"' Tlie brol<et‘s' ordinance of l£:3E~l3 indicates that by that time it had become -rttstomary for brokers to
eoneltlde a deal and only then hand it over to their clients. The ortlinance decreed that brokers should
always report to their Clients within ‘.24 hours" time and that they were not allowed to sign in the name
oltlteir clients: Smith, "Iii?!-rg[]E:ire.s', 83.
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for entering the Exchange building, let alone formal requirements to participate in the

market on the. stree.ts.5’*"

The literature suggests that there existed separate Jewish trading clubs. The

sharp price Fall of August 1688, for example, would have been initiated in Jewish

clubs."“ However, I have not found any evidence in the sources of exclusively Jewish

trading clubs. The documents of the Portuguese-Jewish share traders_]acob Athias and

Manuel Levy Duarte show that they frequented trading clubs, but these clubs were

not attended solely by members of the Jewish community. True, however, most par-

ticipants ofthese particular meetings we re Portuguese _Iews.5’7

I have found direct evidence of one trading club: the Ceiflegie made At‘tienistm,

which existed from at least 1872 until 1678. The club’s name - meaning corporation

of share traders (actionixt is derived from attire, the seventeenth-century Dutch word for

share} - was ofIicial_._ lior traders mentioned it in a court ease.9‘-" The traders gathered in

the inn De Plaetse Royael on Kalverstraat in the evening. The inn stood at the corner

of Kalverstraat and Papenbroekssteeg (nr. 5 on Map 1.52), the latter named after the

family who owned the inn in the seventeentli century. The inn had the perfect loca-

tion to attract the stock exchange crowd: it stood exactly halfway between the Ex-

change and Dam Square. In 1747, the owner of De Plaetse Royael expanded the inn

[which had been transformed into a coffeehouse) and customers could now also enter

via Betti-ssteeg, the bent street that directly connected the Exchange to Dam Square --

the Favorite location of several notaries who specialized in trade-related deeds. The inn

was thus located at the very heart o{"Amsterdam"s financial district.”

'l-‘'' The Paris Bourse was the First to impose a type or access restrictions. From the 1720s onwards, the

Paris Bourse was publicly ac.cessil)le :j'-albeit Ior men only}, but only the ollicial tzgmts (fr rftmtgr were al-
lowed to perform transactions: Eugene N. \\"l1itcf, ‘The Paris Bourse, l7'.3-’l-- I31-i-: Experiments in micro-
strucItIre°. in: Stanlev L. Engcrman et al. [_cds.). F}'t:rmre. r'n!e.=medt}'.'?ie.t. rma’ erommrtr det-'et'op:r:mt t'C‘-anibrirlge

2003} 3-iv-H», there 42. The London Stock Exchange set up membership requirements on its foundation
in I801. In the preceding years, people alreatly had to pay 21 [cc to enter the exeliange building: Ranald
C. .\-Iichie, '37:? Ixxnrirxrt zitnrni‘ e.\'r!ta.rtgt.=. A !ti.s'tap' {Oxford I999} 35.
"" Israel, ‘The Anisterdant financial crash of I688‘. 4-72--‘I. Israel bases. his argument on Dela \-"ega’s
C'nn_fi!,ririt? (fr .r‘o;gji:.rior:r.c.
"?_]aco|.a Alhias and Mantle} I.c\-'}-' Duarte kept Iedgers ol‘ their clealings in trading clubs: 5.-\.-\, PIG. inv.
nrs. 687-8.

"5 Cf. Footnote ltll.

'-”‘ jaap \"erscput at the Amsterdam City Arcliivcs helped me find the exact location of De Plaetse
Royael. Information on the expansion of the inn and its proprietors‘: transcript ol'a deed in the register
o|‘dise.|1a1'ges {27_january I747], ."i.-\.-\, Registers oI‘(liscl1etrge.s, book 12 I , f'o. I96-v-Tv.
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There are few direct references to these trading sessions in the sources.l'"‘ An-

thony Alvares Machado and I-luhertus Pollius made a deal there on a Monday night

in early August 1678. They described the inn, in a court case that arose from a conflict

over the contingency claim in their contract, as a place where a lot of trading in \--'O(:

shares took place. ""1 Jeronimus Velters wrote to one of his correspondents that he had

visited De Plaetse Royael on 126 February 1672 to trade shares. Interestingly, he had

also been in the Exchange and on Darn Square to trade shares that very same day.'“9

It could well be that this was the same trading club whe.re Athias and Levy Duarte

regularly traded shares; the names of Velters and Machado also turn up in the ledger

they kept of the trading sessions. If this is true, then the C'oll€git4 was a predominantly

Jewish affair; the names in the ledger are largely of Sephardic origin. The fact that

Velters went to De Plaetse Royael on a Friday night is inconsistent with this line of

reasoning, however. The _]ewish Sabbath starts irom sundown on Friday night, which

must have happened too early in February for thcjews to attend the trading session. It

is also possible that the trading sessions took place every night; I have not been able to

discern a pattern in the dates of the sessions that would contradict this. The Friday

night sessions would then have dillercd from the sessions on other nights by there be-

ing no_]ews present.

The scarcity of references to the nightly trading sessions might indicate that

there was some kind of private regulatory mechanism in place. The word rolfegie im-

piies that the. meetings had an oflicial character, with some kind ol‘ committee that

organized and chaired the meetings. It could well be that this committee also adjudi-

cated conllicts. This point takes up a large part of chapter 3, but it is important to

stress at this point that peer pressure and easy monitoring reduced the chances of re-

neging and hence of costly litigation. Ifpeer pressure alone could not prevent a con-

ilict from arising, the presence of the board could prevent the necessity of filing an

ofiicial lawsuit. Moreover, the high concentration of information in the enllqgie -

'”" .-\part from the two examples in the text, I have found only an attestation before a notary public that
mentioned De Plactsc Royael as the place where two traders had met: attestation Samuel Pcreira ('25
October 1672}, .‘:‘.v\.-\. Notaries, ill\-'. nr. 2240, p. 4lJt.l.
'”‘ .-\nthony Alvares Nlachadti and Hubertus Pollius had agretwcl in the (‘allergic on a lbrwa1‘d deal that led
to a coltllirt. This deal was contingent on a possible peace treaty between the Dutch Republic and
l~‘ranee {and its allies) in the Franco-Dtlteh War n,"1ti72-8}. but dissension arose between them over the
delinition oi‘ peace: .«\nthony .«'\lvares 1\"laL‘l'I2lCl{J at. ]3.tigell)e1‘l dc Geyselazti‘ [guardian of Pol.lius" heirs},
_\‘,\, Clottrt o|‘Ho11antl, lI‘l\-'. nr. 816. nr. 1681-55.

‘"2 \-"cllers to Bnijsero, 96 February l6?2, 5..-\A, \-"elters, in\'. nr. 1. lo. 252. \-'elt-rrs also regularly went to
Dam Square in the evcliiiigs, which suggests that there must have been parallel evening trading ses-
stons.
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brought together by all its members — reduced the traders’ search costs. There was less

need for indix-"idual traders to gather as much information as possible, for the t'raI1sac-

{ions during the trading sessions would disclose the available information. Lastly, the

concentration of traders made it easier to find a counterparty willing to trade. Broker-

age services were simply redundant within the rollegie. The advantages of trading clubs

such as the rot’!egz'e can thus all be translated into transaction-cost benefits: information

costs were lower and chance that enforcement ofa deal would require costly litigation

was smaller within the trading club.

Besides the rollqgis, and possibly similar trading clubs, there existed another

gathering of share traders: the monthly res‘t'antre*. Every holder of a forward contract

that was due on the first day of the next month could participate in the rsscorttie; trad-

ers came together in the rerrorttrr to mutually settle their Forward contracts. It was of

course also possible to negotiate a rollover for a forward during the meetings and,

since there were many traders present, it is also likely that traders made all kinds of

other deals. Still, however, the re5::onb‘r was principally a meeting for settling contracts,

rather than a sub-market in its own right, such as the trading clubs.

To understand the resrcmtrr, it is important to trace the evolution of the use of

the word throughout the seventeenth century. The general meaning of J"E?.§Ct'H'2f1".£’ is

‘meeting’.'“-°‘ Merchants gave the word a more specific meaning, using it mainly to

describe the meeting of two traders on the expiration date ofa contract to settle the

contract or even more specifically to cancel out a transaction with another transaction.

The earliest mention of the. word resmntrc in connection with the share trade, dating

from 1510, had the latter meaning: Franchoijs Alewijnsen informed his eounterparty

that he wanted to settle their contract; if they would not come to an agreement, he

would try to resell his contract or cancel it out by making an opposite transaction,

which he called r1rs‘cn:1t:'erera.”"' From around the 1660:; onwards, re.s'mntre gained yet a

different meaning. It was now also used melonymically to refer to the meeting where

share traders gathered to settle their contracts. So it was no longer a meeting between

'”-" In sexenteentli-centur}-' Dutch, the word re.rrr;m‘:e Ijirorrririlrv in Italian: re5mm.’r£ seems to he 2l gallicized
loan word] was often used in the description ol‘|)att'Jcs the place where two armies meet.
"“.=\|ewiji1sen had bought a Forward. He could cancel it out by selling a similar lhI'wa1'(| to a third party.
[n.ri.=mn'lirr Franchois _-\lewi_jnsen (28 April I610}: S.-\.n\, Notaries, in\'. Iir. 120, fo. 9\'. See also Van Dillen.
‘Isaac le Maire’, 87 tftlor. nr. 29].
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two traders who had a contract between them; sources now refer to the -resrnntne -

n“10nll"1ly meetings that took place on the last Tltursday of each month.“-*5

The settlement procedure of the resromre had its roots in late medieval trading:

there were settlement meetings for merchants with bills of exchange during the

Champagne fairs. At that time, however, the remrmtre was a quarterly event. The mer-

chants met in February, May, August and November; unsurprisingly, these were the

exact same months in which the rmrantre of the Amsterdam share trade took place in

the eighteenth century when the frequency had been decreased to quarterly r.e.tmnt:'e

days. ‘"5 The system of fixed settlement dates had been very advantageous to late me-

dieval trading: it simplified international payments because a large number of mer-

chants from all parts of Europe came together at the same location, all holding pay-

ment orders that were due in the same month. Continuous trading, which first ap-

peared in sixteenth-century Antwerp, technically rendered the settlement dates super-

lluous. Nevertheless, they stayed in existence, mainly because the concentration of

trade provided advantagcs.“’7

This was also true for the share trade. It was advantageous to have many con-

tracts that were due on the same day, because this made it easier to settle them by

cancelling ottt two contracts, which only required a relatively small money payment.

But to get a high number of contracts that were due on the same date, the forward

trade first needed to become standardized. Signs of a process of standardization are

visible in the printed contracts used in the trade. On the earliest printed forward con-

tract that has survived until today, dating from 1629, only the standard forward trans-

action clauses appear pre-printed, stipulating for example that the seller could deduc.t

any interim dividend from the forward price. There were open spaces for the contrac-

tors to enter their names, the forward price, the interest rate on the possible dividend

deduction and the term of the contract. The settlement date was thus calculated as the

contract date pltts a certain term.‘”“ A printed forward contract from 1644» shows that

traders could now choose to specify the contract’s term or its exact scttlcrnent date (see

'”-'"' Kg. 28 October and 30 Decemiier 1683: MA, PIG, iuv. nr. (388, fo. F, 1.3. 2| August IGBT: .‘-5,-\.»\,
Veltcrs, inv. nr. 4, f0. 52'. 26 :'\ugtIst 1688: S.-\.-\, N()t:t1ies, inv. nr. 3704, fo. 448. ?7_]anua1y H398: Dias
Hcnriques to Lexy Dnarlc, 27_]anuary I698, H..\.-\, PIG. in\'. nr. 681]), pp. I52-3. It is unknown where
the rat-rantrr mcctiltgs took place. It is possible that the rrs'rrm£r.v traders met in the I-Exchange, but since
this was a very crowded place. it is more plattsihle that they met in a separate room of an inn.
"“" Smith, 'T:_i;h’-rgfl?:t'r'r:-, I30.
"'7 Interestingly. in a sctzst-.. the :'e°.trnn£.='r days have survived until today; around the world, option con-
tracts expire on the third Friday of the month.
'”" A picture ofthis contract can be fClLll‘Id in: Gclderblom antl_]onker, ‘.—\rnsterclam as the cratlle’. 199.
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Figure l.l).'”“ From at least 1633 onwards, however, the settlement date was always

the first day of the month: prime was pre-printed, followed by an empty space where

the contractors could write down the month.‘”' Between 1683 and 1688, a clause was

added to the bottom of the printed forward contracts in order to make sure that the

resconm? proceeded smoothly. It specified the terms of delivery and payment of a share.

A transaction should always be completed [i.e. transferred, rolled over*, cancelled out

or paid for tl1c price difference.) 20 days after the original expi1'ati011 date. This en-

abled the traders to submit the share or the rollover* to the next rssromre meeting. ' '1

The printed contracts are a usable indication for the changing customs on the

forward market, bttt it was of course not the book printer responsible for printing and

selling these contracts, Aart Dirksz. Oossaan (whose shop was located right by the

Exchange building on the corner of Dam Square and Beurssteeg) or the city authori-

ties that initiated these changes. On the contrary, the developments in printed con-

tracts followed on developments in trading customs. Notarial deeds show that the for-

ward trade became standardized from the 1660s onwards, when forward trades had

almost without exception the first day of a month as settlement date“? The stan-

dardization of the 16605 paved the way For mcarttre meetings.

Data from the transfer registers from the Amsterdam chamber of the VOC: cor-

roborate this dating. I will elaborate further on this in chapter 2, but a quick glance at

Figure 2.3 (page 78) reveals my point: the {irst days of March, May, September and

November of 1667 witnessed a higher than average number of share transfers. The

November peak is particularly interesting: the return fleet had arrived in the previous

month, generating a lot of information relevant to the share trade."3” However, share

'”" Contract between \'\-"illern i\-luiilman anti Philips de Baclter (2 September l6-l-='lf], N.-\, Case files, ll]\'.
nr. ]tI£‘.’.T4-.

'“' Contract between \"incent van Bronclthorst and Sebastiaen Cotinho t'_2.'i_]L:ne 1683), \’.\, Case files,
inv. nr. HK98. l’lt-ase note that the dates mentioned are not Ijnecessarilyjt the dates when the new fomis
started to appeal‘. Since very few forward contracts have sttrvired, I am not able to date these events
more precisely.

As a result of two bye-laws of l689. the local courts of Amsterdam refused to judge in cortllicts where
no oliieial printed contracts existed. The city attthorities wanted to oblige the traders to use the oflieial
contracts, for they had just imposed a tax on share transactions and the most workable. way to collect
this tax was to put a levy on the contracts. Consequently, this forcecl the traders to pick the first day of
the month as settlement date for their transztctions. Noordkerk, Hartd:.'e.a'tm I]. ll}? l.

"' Contract l)t'tween DavidA|)ra|1am Cjardoso and_]an Schott {I 4_]une l{i88_‘,u_. ts.-\.\. Pit}, inv. nr. 654.
'1?’ S.-\.\, Notaries. Card index. Please note that the original corttracts were not registered with a notary.
Tltesc data stem from so-called r'rm'r:.=:eties-, where one of the contracting parties summons the other party
to perform a certain action.
"3 Exact arrival dates: October 9th ('3). ltlth t1}, 2] til}, 22 ll], ‘.25 (-1-): Data about all \'('Jt". voyages can
be found in:.].R. Bruijn. I-KS. Gaastm and I. Scltolfer. .t')rttdt-.4_s'iatit‘ .i'!:t;!;{;i:t__r; in the l'7t'.t't mm’ Hit}: manna [3
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traders did not react to the new information in the spot market; they bought forwards

that were due on November 1. This enabled them to trade on the information with

low transaction costs: chances were high that they would find somebody in the rarrantrr

to settle their contract with. However, it could occur that transactions could not be

cleared or that traders c.ould not find a cottnterparty to roll over their contracts. Con-

sequently, the impact of the rarrortzre on the number of share transfers is visible in the

number of share translers around the first days of the month. A similar pattern of

transfer peaks during the first clays ofa month is not visible in, for example, the graph

of 1639 {Figure 2.2, page 77), which gives evidence for my argument that the ?'t’.ft'.'(J."I['.-".‘_‘

did 11ot exist yet in that year.

The concentration of traders in the 3'rrcon£t'r provided liquidity to the forward

market. Forward price data show that share traders recognized this advantage and

they were willing to pay a liquidity premium for participating in the forward market.

Over the period I675-94, the premium on forwards that were dtte in one or two

months’ time, converted into a yearly rate, ranged from 3 to 8 percent, whereas for-

wards due within two weeks’ time had premiums of between 15 and 20 percent."'*

This dilference can have been caused only by a liquidity premium. The liquidity pre-

mium was similar for short- and longer-term contracts, but it had a relatively larger

weight in the short-term contracts. ' ‘-3

The r:.°.r.cr;-airs thus yielded much the same advantages as the rolirgie. It provided

liquidity and the deals that were made during the meetings revealed information to

other participants. The res.-:'am.’re meetings thus reduced transaction costs. However,

because the tt3.rc0.eh'e was not a sub-market, brokers’ services were still needed for the

forward deals that were concluded outside the meeting. In the case of the rollhgie, o11

the other hand, brokers’ services were redundant; there was no need for intermediar-

ies to bring parties together nor was it necessary to buy information about a possible

counterpart}/‘s creditworthiness - the structure of the trading club made sure that

\‘ols._. The Hague |9?9-87). I will hereafter refer to this source as ‘IIMS’. The data can also be accessed

online: l1tlp:/ /\\-wt-t'.i11gl1ist.nl/Oncierzoelv Projectett/DAS
”* On 25 July I887, for exaniplc, the spot" prict‘ was 485.5 and the price for a forward due on Atlgust
l-“'. 6 days later, 48?. The li'n‘wartl premium, c()t1\'ertetl into a yt-:a1‘ly rate. is 13.8 percent. The data can
be Found in \-’t-.lters' letter books: .*3.-\.-\, Velters archive t_'2_\., in\'. nos. l-4.

"5 This l]t".('.0l'['lt'S clear by writing the p rice of a forward t:onl't‘at‘t in an equation. The price ofa l'orvt-'ard
. . . '\- 1«' .. -5, _"*-"'-" . .

that Is due at a future time Tcan Inc written as lollowst Iv‘ *9 , where S, Is the spot price of
the share at time I and r is the interest rate. Ifa liquidity prcmiuni I is added, the pricing equation be--‘ ' I i '--l -" I I I I I I I

Comes: 13"‘ ‘SM "'6 l. This efllizitlon clearll’ Sltows that the ll‘-'[utd1t)' Premtttm llias a relal1\'t'l)'
larger weight in short temt contracts, where (Ta!) is small. :'_l owe this point to Peter Kou-:|ijs.‘.-
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traders would live up to their agreements. I have not found indications of access re-

strictions other than holding one or several forward contracts to the resrrmtre meet-

ings. There is evidence, however, that in the eighteenth century a distinction was

made between ‘qualified’ and ‘nomqualified’ rercoatre participants"“', which suggests

that the re.rcart.€re traders also recogiized the advantages of an admission policy that

created better monitoring possibilities. Interestingly, the developments of both the

Co:’J'egie sands Arh'on.i.r£ea and the monthly re5ran.frr meetings therefore trace the origins of

modern stock exchanges where entrance is restricted to professional traders who are

aliiliated to financial institutions that pay fees to be allowed to trade on the ex-

change. ' '7

Cl)flCfELfttJflJ‘

This chapter has discussed the main developments that shaped the market in the sev-

enteenth century, After a first formative stage in the first decades of the seventeenth

century, the market entered into a second stage of development in the period 1630-50.

New participants entered the market, where brokers and market makers stood ready

to assist them in contracting a deal. In the years thereafter, the trading clubs enabled

the market to process the increasingly complex nature of the trade.

It is interesting to remark that the share traders themselves initiated all devel-

opments that took shape after 1610. The corporate governance debate of the 1620s

could have resulted in greater involvement in the share market on the part of the

company, but it seems as if the outcome of the debate was rather a state of mutual

disregard. The shareholders, for their part, were highly interested in the company’s

dividend distributions, but it hardly mattered to them that they did not have a say in

the company management, nor that they only received scattered bits of information

about the financial state of" the company. After the period 1630-50, investors were

'1“ Smith, Tijd-r'fl?tii's.r, I35-8.

'” Several authors have stressed the importance of the emergence, in I683, of trade in dttcrrton \"('J(.'.
shares shares with a nominal value ol‘f30(} instead of_f3,000 that was also organized in a club-like
environrncnt. This devcloprncnt would have attracted new participants to the market: Israel, "l'hc li-
nancial crash’, 4-[$4. Swetschinski, Rrlurlnat rt.=.mto;‘JtJl.it‘rtrr.i', 14;’)-6. Van Dillen, ‘Tc rmi_jnl1andel', 520. Their
information is based on De la Vega, (.b:gfit.s'i:iH dz’ rriryirsioaex, 203. See also: Smith, 'I_ijd—(t{,f.airr.r, 94-. The
trade in drtmtnri sliares did not diller sulastantially from [l1(' tratlc in trading clubs. It was not a structural
development. but rnerely a convention to trade smaller shares. which might incidentally have lowered
barriers to entry in the market: Gclclerhlom andjonke I‘. ‘Amsterdam as the cradle‘. I99. l\-'Iorco\‘cr, the
durntnn trade valiislied as a result of the 1688 price crash (De la Vega, (.'onfio‘iain rte rnrjitt'.imm. 288} and
."v|.'.‘(’]11.‘i to have hardly impacted the tl‘.'¢1[llI‘ in the years hcfore I ha\-'c found only one reference to a'ttrm'rm
tratlc in the sources: attestation [23 March I688}, S.-\A, Notaries, inv. nr. 4132.
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prirnarily i11teresled in the financial services Lhe sec011dary market provicled, rather

than in [116 East India trade ilsell‘.
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Figure l .1 Forward contract used in a transaction between Willem Muijlman and Phil-

ips de Hacker, 2 September 1644
Nationaal Archief, The Hague, Case files, IIB274
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Figure 1.1 Amsterdam Exchange nfliendrick de Keyser, etching by OJ. Visscher (1512)
SltndaarchiefAmsterdam, Drawings and etching! cnlleution
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Figure 1.3 Amsterdam Exchange of Hendrick do Keys:-r, interior, painting by Job J\dria.¢-.ns:.
Bertkheydn [between IETO and 1690}
Amsterdnms Histurisch Museum. Amsterdam
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Map l.l Nlain allure tradelocatiumi inthe Err! decade ofthe seventeenth centluy
1] exchange dealings an Nieuwe Brag [east side); 2} Paellwysgen -international postal services; 3) exchange
dealing in Warmoeasu-ant; 4) St. Olafe-chapel; 5} Old Chnmh; 5} nolaryjan Fania. Bu-nyn:I.ng‘s ofice. Map
need: Pieter Bast, Map nfskmaterdam (2-3 ed. 1599), Knnstuannnlungen der Vesta Golmrg, Gohurg, kw. nr.
VIII, 512, l
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Map 1.2 Main share trade locations afaer the opening ofthe Exchange (1611)
1} Exchange; 2) Dam Square; 3] Exchange Bank; 4) principal nutaries’ omces; 5] Kalverstraat inns; 6} East India house. Map used: Daniel Stal-
paert, Amslnelodami veteris et navissinaae urhia accuralissima delineatio (1562), Cartographic cnlleciinn, University Library, University ofAn'.|-
stcfllaua
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2 LONG-TERM DEVELOPMENTS

Introduction

The discussion of the development of the market of the previous chapter will be com-

plemented in this chapter using long-term data. Using transfer, price and dividend

data, I will show that the Amsterdam market entered a second stage of development in

the 1630s and 16405. The data suggest that during these decades the market trans-

formed from a place. where traders occasionally transferred a share, into a full-fledged

financial market, characterized by a high level of market activity and a growing share

of speculative transactions with short-term investment horizons. The last section of

this chapter will use price data from the shares in the smaller chambers of the VOC to

show that by 1650, the transformation of the Amsterdam market had become indis-

putable.

Market activity

For a large part of the seventeenth century, the capital books of the Amsterdam

chamber of the VOC have survived} Despite their shortcomings, which I have dis-

cussed in the Introduction (see section Sources on page 9 HI), this source can still be

used for two purposes. Firstly, the data from the capital books allow for a - albeit in-

complete — comparison of market activity in several years during the seventeenth cen-

tury. If more shares were transferred in, say, 166? than in 1639, this indicates that

market activity had increased. The absolute growth cannot be determined, and the

higher number of transfers could merely be a sign that share traders had shifted from

spots to repos, leading to a higher number of share transfers — a single repo transac-

tion required at least two transfers. Secondly, and more accurately, the capital books

yield data on the dates when transfers were registered in the East India house. Peaks

in the share transfer register are an important indication of the character of the share

trade, because the primary motivations for transactions can be deduced from them.

Several checks throughout the seventeenth century have shown that the entry dates in

the company records never differed by more than three days from the dates in share-

holders’ private records. And if the dates differed, the VOC register generally predated

' For the period 1602-12, only the transaction ledger has survived, listing all share transfers chronoiogi-
cally. From 1528 onwards, only capital books, containing the accounts of all shareholders, are available:
NA, VOC, inv. nrs. 7066-72. The shareholder records of the years 1513-23 have not survived.
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the merchants’ own accounts, suggesting that the company bookkeeper registered the

correct date, wliereas shareholders procrastinatcd oyer updating their records?

Figures 2.1-5 depict the share transfer patterns for 1609, 1639, 1667, 1672 and

1688, respectively.3 The columns {left-hand scale) show the number of transfers and

the line {right-hand scale) the nominal value of these transfers. I have split up the years

in five-day periods, because one of the purposes of these graphs was to trace when the

resconrre meetings started to convene and what their impact on the share market was.

For that reason, it is necessary to always discern the last and first days ofa month in a

separate column: all contracts entered into the rercontre were due on the first day of the

next month, so it is to be expected that the effects of the -rescoatre are visible in the first

few days of the month, bttt not necessarily on the first day. The disadvantage of live-

day periods, on the other hand, is that some include a Sunday, when the East India

house was closed, while others do not. This does not render the data useless, however,

because the trade nevertheless continued on Sundays. The Sunday trades were

probably entered into the capital ledger on the following Monday. So, only for the

five—day periods including a Sunday, that did not also include a Monday (one out of

five of the five-day periods}, the. number of transactions is probably too low. This issue

notwithstanding, five-day periods are still preferable over seven-day ones, because

they are more suitable to capture the first days of a month in a separate period.

Choosing seven-day periods would imply a monthly residual category of either three

or four days - except for February. I hax-“e therefore decided to split up the months in

six five-day periods, or live five-day and one six-day, or, in the ease of February, five

fix-'e—day and one three- or four-clay period.

Comparing Figures 2.1-5 yields a number of results. First of all, market activity

increased considerably over the seventeenth century. More specifically, the number of

share transfers doubled between 1609 and 1639 and again doubled between 1667 and

1672. In 1609, the bookkeeper registered on average five share transfers per five-day

3 E.g. the share purchase lJyJacq11es de Velaer, mentioned in a letter to his uncle on l3_]a11uary 1609,
was rcgisteucd in the \-'II_)(.’ books on l2januar'y: Kl‘. '.2|5, A12/9 and N.\, \'(J('.', in\-'. nr. 7066. lo. 148.

Louis 'I‘rip'sjournal entry of?) March I654: lists at number ofshate transactions ollthe previous months.
Trip 1'L'*.g‘lSlt3t‘t;‘(l his purcl‘.-ast: of a f3,000 share from Arnout de Raet on 3 l\-'Iarc|1. wlit-rt-as it appears in
the capital book on 29 February: S.-\.-\, i\'1ercl1ants' accounts, inv. nr. 50, 5 March I654 and .\I.-\, VOC,
inv. nr. 7070. The dates of the share transactions oI'_]oseph Deutz, finally, never diller by more than
one day. His sale to Gtlilliztui dc \-"icq and purchase l‘rom_]au laaott-.11 are listed on 1'2 Fe|)rtIary It$7‘2 in

the company register and on 13 l"ebruary in his private records. On 16 February. he lmught a share
li‘oI‘n Gerri: Bode and sold one to Balthasar da Cunha. Both are i‘e_g,'istered on Lhe same date in both the
company books and his ledger: s.-\.-\, Dcutz, 293, to. 3] and .\'.\, \'()t:_. ll1\-'. nr. 7070.
"-5 See the Introduction for a discussion on the choice ofthese seunple years.
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period. By 1639, this number had increased to almost ten per five—day period, while in

the next thirty years, the average number of share transfers per five-day period saw

only a small increase, to almost 13 in 1667. Only five years later, in 1672, this number

had almost doubled to more than 22.25 transfers per live-day period. In 1688, on av-

erage 18.75 share transfers were registered per five-day period. Secondly, the pattern

of share transfers over the year changed. This is related to the growing importance of

the forward market and the monthly ratcontre. Finally, with the exception of l 672, in all

these sample years the summer months saw less activity in the transfer registers. This

is remarkable, as the \-’O(: return fleets generally arrived in the Dutch Republic during

the summer months} Possible explanations could be that commodity trade demanded

more efforts from the merchants during these months, or that the wealthiest share

traders spent the summer outside Amsterdam. War and poiitical unrest in 1672 ex-

plain the remarkably high number oftransfers in that year‘s summer.

The increase in number of share transfers in the periods 1609-39 and 1667-72

needs to be explained. Clearly, the 1609-39 increase is less sensational than the 1667-

72 one: the period during which the number of share transfers doubled was six times

longer. The 1609-39 increase followed from the regular dividend distributions that

started in the 1620s. Around 1630, moreover, a clear legal framework took away any

legal doubts that traders could have about the share trade, which encouraged new

participants to enter the market} The 1667-72 increase, on the other hand, partly

reflects the stock market boom of 1671 (the share price reached its highest point dur-

ing the seventeenth century in early_]uly 1671: 5660/05) and the subsequent shock that

the year 1672 brought about. The wars and political unrest of 1672 influenced inves-

tors’ expectations regarding the price of \--’0C shares, which led to increased trading

activity since not all investors interpreted the news in the same way.

However, there was yet another reason, directly linked to that year’s large

price movement, why the number of share transfers increased so much in 1672. The

high price volatility made forward traders aware of the counterparty risk of their

transactions. They therefore shifted part of their activity to the repo trade.7" Each repo

required two share transfers and hence the price fluctuations of 1672 led to a marked

‘ Gaastra. D2? gr.i'::fr.iea’rn.i.t' van de VOC. [U l.
Sec, lot‘ the legal framework, chaptc I‘ 3. section The legal framework on page 97 ll".

‘* .'-.%.-\_-\, Veltcrs. inv. nr, 1. io. 1212. The share price reached this peak once more on 13 March 1688: H..\.»\,
\-"elters, in\'. nr. 4. fo. 78.

7 See chapter 4, section (lounterparty risk on pag* I20 Ill
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increase in share transfers. In 1638, the share price matle sharp movements only from

late August until the. end of October, which explains the slightly lower number of

transfers in that year.

Focusing on the peaks in these graphs, it is clear that two five-day periods in

1609 Uuly 1-5 and August 1 1-15) were characterized by higher than average trade.

These peaks were caused by the iirst news about the return fleet and its subseqttent

safe arrival in the Netherlands, respectivelyfil Apparently, news about return fleets, the

main indication of the company’s well-being, heavily influenced investment decisions.

This indicates that the traders used the secondary market for long-term inve.stn1ents.

1639 saw increased activity in the transfer registers from_]anuary 21-25 andjune 21-

25. The high number of trades in January was probably due to the departure of te11

ships destined for the East Indies a week earlier. The June peak may reflect the arrival

of the first pieces of information about the return fleet that was expected to return to

the Dutch Republic a month later." To be sure, I do not argue that information influ-

encing the long-term outlook of the company was the only driving force behind trans-

actions in \’()(_l shares, but Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.? clearly show that the arrival of

news about the return fleet induced investors to trade more frequently than in other

periods.

By 165?, however, this situation had changed, as can be seen from the rather

different transfer pattern in Figure 2.3. This graph clearly shows that more shares than

average were transferred in the first five-day period of each month. l:'.specially the first

days of March, May, September and November of this year witnessed a high number

of share transfers. Tl1e peak in the number of share transfers in the first five days of

November is particularly interesting. In the preceding month, te11 ships from the East

Indies had arrived safely in the Dutch Republic."-l However, the reaction of the share

traders on the arrival of the return fleet is visible only in the first days of November.

This means that the traders traded on the new information in the forward market. It

also indicates that the rrscomire, where transactions that were due on the first day of the

next month were settled, was in full force by 166? and that it had a considerable im-

pact on the number of share transfers - even though the lion's share of the deals the

“ Letters De \"elaer to l"I3.mpe1'e1Ir, 23 July I609, B-'|', inv. nr. ‘2 I5. 11r. .-\=l-/ l; I Atlgttst H309. B'l'. inv. nr.
215, nr. .-\4/2; 6 August 1609, 1:1‘, inv. nr. 215. nr. .\<f/Jr; 1:3 August 1609, BT. inr. nr. 215, nr. _»\4/5.
Four ships arrived on 7 and 9 August l(i(.lEl: I").-'\t-i.
‘-'1).-\s.

'“ Exact arrival (fates: Ut‘tol)e1' 9111 {3}, lflth I,'l_‘,', 2| {I }, 2? ll}, 25 {‘l'i_|§ lJ«\.‘.-i.
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resrontre traders made never ended up in the transfer registers. Put another way, the

forward market had surpassed the spot market in importance.

The graphs depicting the share transfers in 1672 and 1688 (Figure 2.4 and

Figure 2.5) must be interpreted differently. Both years witnessed major price falls,

caused by war (in HST?) and rumors about an imminent invasion of England (in

1588]." In these years, the peaks in the number of share transfers ca11 be linked to

political and military eve.nts. The peak in l\-‘larch w'as a reaction to the start of the war

with England; in early April, France declared war on the Netherlands; on June 12,

foreign armies entered the Dutch Republic near the village of Lobith; and finally, the

peak that occurred in the five-day period of 16-20 August 1672 (49 share transfers]

coincided with the murder of_]ohz-tn and Cornelis de W'itt.'3 The share traders were

hilly focused on political events; the arrival of the return fleet on 3 August is not visible

in the transfer data, even though this must have been a relief" to everyone with an in-

terest in the East India trade, for England had of course intended to attack the \-"OC

return fleet. ' 3

The high number of share. transfers between the end of August and mid-

October 1688 reflects the turmoil on the secondary market for \-“Of: shares caused by

rumors about Stadholder \'Villia1n Ill’s plans to invade England. These were only ru-

mors; the preparations for the invasion had started as a private undertaking of W'il-

liam; only a few insiders knew about it. Interestingly, the transfer register data also

clearly show that the rumors became confirmed information directly after William

had presented his plans to several political bodies for support. The States of Holland

approved the recruitment of foreign troops on 22 September and the Amsterdam city

magistrate gave its assent to W'illiam's plans on the 26"‘."‘ This immediately led to

increased trading activity.

The analysis of the capital ledgers of the Amsterdam chamber of the \--'O(.: has

thus yielded two results. Firstly, market activity increased markedly between 1610 and

H340, caused by regular dividend distributions and legal certainty, and again between

166? and 1672, caused by a speculative. boom and a growing preference for repo

transactions. Secondly, the transfer data indicate that trading activity during rescontre

" See chapter 5. section l\'Iarkct reactions to illf0I'I‘l121Il0ll on page 156 ll".
”_]onall1:tn 1. Israel. The Dutch republic.‘ its rise, greatr:e'.s'5, r:1rd_fE1l.!' I477-I306 [Oxford I99.‘-)} chapter 3].
'1‘ I4 ships arrived safely in Eems: ms.
H Petra Dreiski'nnpcr. Arm dr? :.roarrm.-ad arm dc aaerrnrir! near Er1gc!rmd.' een amierzneai naar de z:er':‘mmf2'ng (arses
Pl/fife»: If! an Anmferrfarn in :59 Staten var? Hufiarrafl. I635-F633, l_.'tr'ech1se historische cahiers IT, nr. 4 I 1995}
56-7.
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nieetings had become very high by 1667'. Clearly, the bulk ofthe share trade now took

place on the more speculzuive and sl10rl.~term horizon forward niarket. lnvestors no

[on er bou ht a share to hold on to it for a roloncred eriod of time but activelvg 3 P .2» P a .

traded short~term transactions on the financial market.

Numiw tyrtrade:-'5

The capital books can also he used to estimate the number oI'act.i\-'e traders in a cer-

tain year. Again, the actual number of traders who participzued in tl1e secondary mar-

ket for \"OC shares was probably much higher than the number of traders who were

involved in one or several share transfers traders who managed to settle all their de-

ri\'ati\-‘es contracts through money settlement do not appear in the t1'ansfer registers -

but the transfer data allow For the best possible estimation.

J\-}unbe'.r qfrrcrazrnfs .-W wnbrr afrzctivc rzcrourux ..-'\r"mn.r‘m' of.r)'mrc mam" Em‘

I1-‘P15

 
Table 2.1 Total number of shareholders’ accounts, Amsterdam
chamber V00, 1602 and l679-1695; nmnber of active accounts

and share transfers, 1609, 1639, 1567, 1672 and 1538

Sources: Van Dillen, Aandeelhoudersregister. NA, VOC, inv. nrs.
7065, 7063, 7070-2.

Table 2.1 lists the data I have collected about the total number of shareholders’ ac-

counts and the number ofactive accounts for several years throughout the seventeenth

century. In 1602, 1143 investors subscribed to the capital stock of the Amsterdam

chamber. The number ofsharelnolders increased over the seventeentli centuiy to 1770

in the period 1679-95. Each year, only part of the shareholders transfer1'ed a share in

the capital books. In 1609, 276 shareholders Lrarisferred at least one share. This num-

ber decreased to 264 in 1639, went up to 347 and 521 in 1667 and l6?2, respectively,

and fell back to 4-36 in 1688.
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The increase between 1639 and I56? equals the increase in the number of

share transfers. The increase in the number of active accounts between I66? and 1672

was relatively smaller than the growth in the number of share transfers, which can be

explained by the fact that traders shifted to repo transactions, requiring relatively

more share transfers. The difference between 167'? and 1688 can again be explained

by a decreasing number of share transfers. The number of transfers per shareholder

thus stayed more or less the. same over this period.

So, what really needs to be explained is the difference between 1609 and 1639.

In 1609, 276 shareholders transferred 368 shares, whereas 264 shareholders trans-

ferred 713 shares in 1639; fewer shareholders transferred almost twice as many shares.

From the 1630s onwards, a small number of shareholders accounted for a large pro-

portion ofthe total number ofshare transfers. In 1641, for example, the thirteen most

active shareholders Iwitli at least ten sales and ten purchases registered on their ac-

counts) were involved i11 almost a third of all share transfers. In I664, the fourteen

most active shareholders (with at least fifteen sales and fifteen purchases) were in-

volved in almost 40% of all share transfers.‘-5 In 1609, however, the distinction be-

tween active shareholders and less active shareholders was almost non-existent; there.

are a few accounts with frequent purchases and others listing frequent sales, but no-

body both purchased and sold more than five shares.

These findings corroborate my view on the changing character of the share

trade starting around 1530. In the earliest years of the secondary market for V'(_)(:

shares, shareholders occasionally transferred their shares. Some shareholders either

purchased or sold a higher number of shares, indicating that they expected the share

price to rise in the future or that liquidity constraints or negative trading sentiment

prompted them to liquidate large part of their share capital. From the. 1630:: onwards,

however, certain shareholders started to both buy and sell large amounts ofshares in

the same year. Investors with short—term investment horizons had begun to dominate

the market.

Share price and dividends

Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7 depict the monthly price of voe shares in the Amsterdam

chamber throughout the seventeenth century, which are also listed in Appendix A.

'7' _\'.-\._ \''()C. in\-'. nr. 7068, 7070. In an earlier stage of my research, I made these laborious t“.:.tIrul:1tions
using I641 and I664 data. I639 and I667 are likely to yield similar results.
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For months with multiple observations, I have calculated the average share price.‘“ In

Figure 2.6, missing values have been derived from linear interpolation; Figure 2.7 does

not use interpolation, it shows how my observations are spread over the century. The

dataset consists of 851 observations of spot prices. Figure 2.8 gives an impression of

the variation in the. share price. This graph shows the yearly high, low and average

price.

The prices used to draw these graphs and listed in Appendix A are ex-dividend

prices. So, for example in February 1688, the market price for shares on which 1449

l/8% of the nominal value of the shares had been c.ollec.ted as dividend since the lirst

distribution in 1610 was 563.5%. On 15 April 1688, the company distributed another

33 1/3%. It took a while, of course, before all shareholders had collected their divi-

dend, so for a period of two or three months, there were two kinds ofshares in circula-

tion: those on which 1449 1/ 6% dividend had been collected and shares on which

14-82.5% had been received. Obviously, the price difference between these two kinds

of shares amounted to 33 1/ 3%, which explains why share traders always mentioned

the amount of dividend received on a certain share. The ex-dividend price did not

always [all by exactly the size of the dividend, however. Diviclend distributions also

had an informational value - they informed investors for instance about the profitabil-

ity ofthe company” - to which the market reacted.

The share price equals the present vaiue* of all future dividends. Put another

way, the share price reflects the market’s expectations of dividends. Hence, Figure 12.6,

showing the \-’()C share price 1602-98, reflects how the shareholders valued remaining

dividends at any point in time during the seventeenth century. It cannot exactly be

reconstructed how shareholders formed their expectations on remaining dividends,

but previous dividends were undoubtedly a major factor in determining the expected

size of dividends. These previous dividends (1620-99) are depicted in Figure 2.9. In

this graph, dividends are expressed as a percentage of the nominal value of the capital

stock. In 1625, for example, the \’OC: announced a dividend of 20% of the nominal

value of the company stock. A shareholder who owned a share with a nominal value

off3,0{}U could thus collect a dividend offGDO.

"’ For higli-volatility periods [1664--5. [672 and l688j. minimum and maximum instead of average
monthly prices have been used to make the size of the price lluctuation visible in the graph. In August
1688, for example, the price dropped from 545.6 “',-"'n to =1-(,i[]".r’n. The average price ofmy o|)scn'ations in
this month is 493.73"/u, hilt I have ttsed the =l(i0""'u obsewation to mal-ze this month’s price drop visible.
'7 See cltaplcr 5, section Market reactions to il1fIIJI'l"II2lIlt)Il on page I55 IT.
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At first sight, the dividends distributed by the \-’()t: are impressive: a 60% divi-

dend in l6?l, for example, seems enormous. However, dividends expressed as a per-

centage of the nominal value of tlie shares do not reveal much about the actual impact

of the dividend distribution. Dividend as a percentage of the market price is a better

measure, because it allows for a comparison of the company’s dividend distributions

over time. Figure 2.10 depicts the dividends of the \-’O(': as a percentage of the market

price of the Amsterdam shares (H320-97). This graph clearly shows that the 37.5%

dividend 01‘ 1620 was the largest in relative terms. The sequential dividend distribu-

tions ol‘ 1633, 1635, 1636 and 1637, moreover, are striking in size. These distributions

coincided with the remarkable share price increase of the 16305 {see Figure 2.6); they

clearly induced shareholders to update their expectations regarding dividends and

hence about the share price.

Figure 2.] 1 takes the analysis one step Further. It shows to what extent histori-

cal di\-idends dctc1Tnined the value of the \-‘OE: shares. The two lines of the graph are a

ten—year moxing average of the real dividend {dividend as a percentage of the. market

value of the shares) on the left-hand scale and the average yearly share price of the

Amsterdam chamber \-’0(: shares on the right-hand scale. The ten-year moving aver-

age real dividend is calculated by dividing the average nominal dividend over the pre-

vious ten years by the market price of the \-"OC shares in a given year. The value for

1570, for example, is calculated by dividing the average nominal dividend over the

period 1661-70 by the market price of the voc shares in lti7'{}.

ll" shareholders indeed based their expectations of dividends in future years on

the dividend they received in previous years, the share price and ten-year average of

real dividends should move in tandem. Figure 2.1 1 shows that this was only partially

the case for the seventeenth-century market for VOC shares. In the second halfof the

1660s and the Iirst years ol'tl1e 1670s, For example, the average real dividend over the

preceding ten years was very low (around 3°/o annually), but the share price did not

make a downward correction until 1672 -- a year in which the Dutch Republic was at

war. The shareholders were apparently optimistic that the shares would yield a good

return even if high dividend payments failed to occur. The data are inadequate to

make firm statements, but it does seem that the VOL: shares were overvalued shortly

before the 1672 price crash.

On the whole, however, the share price adjusted with a short lag to fluctua-

tions in the average real dividend over the preceding te11 years. The share price rose
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upwards around 1637, when the ten-year real dividend reached 5.6%. When the ten-

year real dividend dropped back to around 5% from 1646 onwards, the share price

followed with a similar movement in the next few years. Finally, focusing on the peri-

ods I63()~35, 1648-63 and 168988 reveals that the shareholders of the VOC; made a

downward adjustment of the discount rate* during the seventeenth century. During

these three periods, the average dividend over the preceding ten years fluctuated

around 5% annually, whilst the share price fluctuated around 200%, 400% and 500"/o

in 1630-35, 1548-63 and 1589-98, respectively. Assuming that shareholders expected

the real dividend to stay constant, these share price differences can only be explained

by a change in the discount rate.” The development of interest rates charged on the

Amsterdam capital market provides an explanation for the downward adjustment of

the discount rate: the interest rate on private obligations declined from around 8% in

the early seventeenth century to as low as 2.5-3% in the 16805.” As money became

cheaper, shareholders also required a lower return on their investment. The price pat-

tern of \-’O(: shares over the seventeenth century can thus partly be explained by the

dec.lining interest rate.

Divergent developments.‘ Amsterdam andpenpheroi markets

The previous sections have shown that the periods before and after 1540 are separate

stages in the development of the secondary market for \-'0{.: shares. This section will

show that the development of the peripheral markets for shares in the five smaller

chambers of the \--'0C kept up with Amsterdam until about the same time - 1640.

Thereafter, however, the development of the Amsterdam market entered a second

stage, whereas the smaller markets stayed behind.

The markets developed in tandem in the first years of the seventeenth century.

In the period 1604-8, for example, about 30% of the capital stock of the Enkhuizen

chamber was transferred. These figures are comparable to those of Amsterdam.'-“'

'“ See, for the relation between dividends, the discount rate and the share price, the formula in footnote
31 on page 7|.
'9 De Vclaer to l’F.tnpenr.'tu‘. 13ja11t1an_' 1609. B'I‘_. im-‘. nr. 215. m". ,\2/9. 5.-\.\. Dt‘.Llt7.. inv. nrs. 288. 291-
5. See also. Gelderblotn &lI1EL](}]]kt‘.]', ‘A conditional miracle".
'-"’ Rene 'l'h.H. Willeinseil. ‘Beleggcrs in cen nieuwe conipagnie: het aandeeIhnudersregister van de
K_an1er Enkhuizen dcr \-"OCT, in: Roclofvan Gt-|der.Jan Parmenticr and \-'iI.)cke Roeper. .S‘otgfl9ir}iottr
pan.'e?.'t'r.' dz wereld UHHJRII Htglgm Um: Lin.s‘drot£n {Haarlcni 1998} l).'J-I9. there 7?. Gcldcrblom and‘]onkcr,
‘(}ompleting‘, 658.
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Soon thereafter, however, the Amsterdam market started to develop relatively faster.“

The Amsterdam stock was of course by far the largest, which naturally resulted in a

larger market, but Amsterdam merchants also seem to have been more inclined to

trade on the secondary market; Amsterdam merchants had initiated more than half of

the transfers in the Enkhuizen chamber stock between 1604- and 1608.99

The. higher trading activity i11 Amsterdam led to price differences between the

shares in the Amsterdam chamber and shares of the smaller chambers. The share

traders who petitioned against the proposed ban on short selling in January 1610

mentioned that the price of shares in the Amsterdam and Zeeland chambers was on

average between 3 and 5 percentage points higher than the price of the shares in the

other chambers.35 A year and a half later, in September 1611, shares in Middelburg

and Enkhuizen traded at 22[}%; about 4 percentage points lower than in Amsterdam.

From that time onwards, Amsterdam shares would remain the most expensix-re.“

The price differences became remarkably big in the second half of the seven-

teenth century, as can be seen from Table 2.2 (on page 7'5}, which lists the available

price data for the Middelburg, Enkhuizen and Hoorn chambers, to which Amsterdam

prices for the same months are added. The last column lists the relative difference

between the price quoted in Amsterdam and the other chambers. I have not found

any price data for the Rotterdam and Delft chambers. Figure 2.1? gives a graphic

representation of these data. It clearly shows how the share prices started diverging

after about 1650. Before that year, the relative price difference fluctuated between 1

and 3.5%. After 1650, however, the Enkhuizen and Hoorn shares were on average

around 17% cheaper. The price difference with shares of the Middelburg chamber

was even larger: 21% in 1660 a11d increasing to 33% after 1672.

The price. gap between Amsterdam and Middelburg is especially remarkable.

The Zeeland chamber had the second largest capital stock and its share price had kept

up with Amsterdam in the first decade of the seventeenth century-_ The anonymous

author of the [688 pamphlet De actionirten veer en tegertgesprokm gave an explanation for

the diverging prices. According to him, a tax on share capital, levied in Zeeland from

1" Petition, I9_]anuary ".610, published in: \-"an Dillen. ‘Isaac le Maire’. 5+ ;'clc:>c. nr. 9]. \-"alt Dillen.
‘Termij11handel', 513.
'39 Gelderblom andjonker, '(.iOn1[)lC[il'Ig‘,i_‘i58.
23‘ Petition, I9 Januzmy itilll. published in: \"an Dillen. ‘Isaac Ie Maire’. Ci-l itloc. nr. 9']. \"an Dillen,
‘Termijnhandcl", 5 I3.
'3" III‘, inv. In". I I2 02, lb. T; im‘. nr. I 13. lb. I.
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H372 onwards, had caused the relative price fall of the Zeeland shares?-3 The Zeeland

tax was a capital 1e\-1.! of 0.5"./o.2'3 The company bookkeeper was responsible For the tax

recovery; shareholders were taxed for the amount of shares registered under their

name in the conipanfs capital books.” \-'O(': shares were taxed at 400% of their

nominal value, so the tax burden was 2% on the nominal value of the share capital.

The other live chambers were located in the province of Holland, where a

similar tax was not levied, but share capital in Holland was not exempt from capital

levies either.” For certain years, the tax burden was even higher in Holland than in

Zeeland, but what set the Zeeland tax apart was its structural cliaracter.3" This in-

duced shareholders to adjust their expectations on future returns and hence it brought

the share price down. The authorities of Holland, on the other hand, announced the

provincial capital levies irregularly - they levied a tax when they needed the money.

3:" De rtrtiottiststi ztoar an tqgerigespmkea. C'tm51'demtt'ert tot‘ wettetfeggirtge van dc? voetstetlingeii door dz Hear ridrr. _t\"icot'ari.t
."l/Itgts mm Hot.’ ‘, epgestett in gins Mernetie, am (it? .r\'i?got‘ie Dan 00:! art Hr’¢?5t-Irtdiscfts Actfett it b£'.t'I.(.itII"8J'i rim‘ cert Impast,
ends’ in zfin nadergssc/t1'fi ertrt apt':mt'nge mm rte dtflictttteitan, die It = xrgt by (states gsmaakt It z___im, tegens dc settte i’l-i'£:1io-
rte tAti1stet'da1rt H388] T.

9*’ A so-call:-cl tztresftutederdste passing: out ol‘t-.\-'t-ty two liundred pennies. one had to be paid as a tax to the
provincial gt'>\‘I;’I‘I11‘r]t3l1t {0.5":'u).

‘37 This means that the tax applied to the total capital stock of the .\-Iiddelburg chainber, ltenee sl)at‘e—
holders from outside the proxinee of Zeeland were also liable to pay the tax.
‘-’” ln Holland, the li:l|r::wit1g taxes were lex-'icd on share capital in the period lb'F2-83:

Artitourtrrrrtertt date Tax‘ rate Tax bttrdm or: nominal ttrtttte

15 \-'l 73 I"-1:
8 X 73 0.5".-"u
2'2 Xll 73 0.5”.-’u 20"iI

20 .‘-(ll 75 l”«'':: > =l"-'o - this tax was let-‘led on the Jre~lfi79 sltttre l‘it_'t' '.'i.e. > l-ll|]”«‘r:_‘i

1911! 16?? I“-is
30 \--'II 1677 0.5"--h 5 ‘.7.".’u - idem 2'2 X]! ltii’? 0.5% 3' ‘_-“’.-{- — iclem

Ell \-‘III 1678 0.3%

29 II] 16753 l.i.5°.-"'0

31 t: 1630 “,50.'[I
1| xtt I138! tJ.E5"..-1. 1%
2| V-‘l i687 [l.5":"u ‘_3“.'n

Source: Cornelis Can [ct 211.), Great _bt:tcaet~boerai; vmtrtftetide dc’ ptecaien, m'a’tmm'mtien trade edicts»: tiara dc’... Siaten
Gmaraet dc‘? Vermt:}gfta’e Ne-iertartdefl, wide EJCUI ale... Staten b‘.r.‘M Hottartdt art l'l.-’e5t— Vrtestartdt Ill -:\"l"l1t' Hague ltififi]
1054--85; Ciornelis Catt [et ai._}, Great pt'a:raat—£'wecz'.‘, vemattende do ptacatm, orttortmntiert ends edictete van de...
Staten Gmaraet (fer l’iEr€€nig.5tJ'e' J\t'kder.:'artdert, male: was ole... .S'taten arm Hottmidt m We5t—l-fiestartdt |\-’ {The Hague
1705} 921-2.

Until 1680, the tax was assessed on the basis oliso-called personals kaiztsrizri, registers that listed the assessed
wealth o|' taxable citizens. Hence. taxes were paid on the basis of‘ the estimated valtte of sliares and

other property 0\\'I‘l(t{l. In I\'Iay I080, the States General ruled that the real share capital should be
taxetl, so li‘on1 now on shareholders were liable to pity tax on the basis of the amount oi‘ shares regis-
tered on their account in the capital books oi‘ the \'t K1. Tliis itistantly led to protests by trioneylcnders
on whose accotmts shares pledged as collateral were registered, but the States General did not make an
exceptiolt Ibr these shares R. Liesker and \-V. I’IiLschy, Gertie5tetfike_financiéit tart hjde ma 0’: Repttbtiek dew‘
II??reitt;ga’e..J’vi2deriartdei2 l\' Hattattd (I572-179.5) I_'”l']1e Hague 2t.)04»'] ‘.224, 36?. Van Dam, Besriarwinge 1.-\, I45.
Cau, (r'rootpt'acaet—boerk1II. 1081-2.
3” Wietse \"t=.er1stra, CeLw.t!etg';?w_fittenciEn fen (tide t-rm dc Republiek der I7er'mtr;gdc .-Nrdtrtanden \'ll (extant! (I573-
L795) {'l‘l1t.' Hagtle 2009} I888.
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These unexpected capital levies decreased the value of an individual’s current stock

holdings, but they did not directly influence all future cash flows. So, in hindsight, al-

though the tax burden o11 shareholders in Zeeland and Holland did not differ much,

divergng expectations caused the price diflerence between Holland and Zeel-and.

The following calculation, using 1681 data, will show the effect ofa yearly re-

curring 2% capital tax can on the share price. 1681 is a good year to check for the

price impact of the tax, because by that time, the Franco-Dutch war had ended and

political unrest no longer caused sudden price changes. Furtherrnore, I have a rela-

tively large number of‘ price observations for both the Amsterdam and Middelburg

chambers in these years (see Table 2.2), which makes a comparison of the prices more

convincing.

In the decade preceding 1681, \-'O(: shares had earned on average a yearly

15% dividend on nominal value. It could be assumed that shareholders expected to

earn this rate in the future as well. Using a discount rate of 4.5”/n3” leads to a share

price of 348°/e.'-‘“ A yearly tax of 2% on share capital meant that the yearly return on

the share decreased by about 2%, hence this tax can be considered as a 2-perce.ntage-

point dividend cut. Shareholders would now adjust their expectations on dividends

from 15% to 13% per year. Consequently, the share price would Fall to just over

300%. Hence, in this example, a 2"/o capital tax would have resulted in a relative price

fall of 13 I/3"/a. \’(J(: shares in the Amsterdam chamber quoted on average 438.5% in

January and February 1681. Extrapolation the data from Table 2.2 would yield a pre-

tax Middelburg price of 345% (the Middelburg chamber shares quoted on average

21% lower-"2), which almost equals the price for a share that earns 15% dividend per

year. On the Middelburg market, however, shareholders paid 290.5-292°/n.“ This is

slightly more than 2.5% less than predicted by my calculation, but the tax still pro-

vides a plausible explanation for the increased price difference after I672.

"“ A discount rate of =i.5".-"u tnay seetn low, but this was about the sttrnc rate merchants charged each

other on loans wlierc no collateral was pledged an investment that could be consiclerccl equally risky
as \-'0{.' shares. See for interest rates: .5.-\.=\, Deutz, in\'. ms. 29l-5.

5“ The price of a share today eqttals the sum of the present value ollall Future dividends. This is written

I‘-:. = S‘, “Wu
as '-' 0 + 7) , \\"l‘.lL‘.t'l.’ Pr: is the share price today. I is the discount rate {the expected return on secti-
titles in the same risk class‘_I, DIV is the dividend. I the year and '13 inlinity. For an explanation on how
lhis forrnula is derived, see e.g. Richard A. Brcaley and Stewart (J. .\-'lyers, Prim-tiples t':'fCOr_z‘Jt)l"rt!£' Finance
{(5111 ed, Boston 20[J{)',:. 64-15.
3” Cf. Table 2.2.

35* .5.-\.-\, FIG. inv. nr. 858, :"o. IH.
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The pamphlet"s anonymous author also gave an explanation for the high share

price in Amsterdam relative to the other four Holland chambers. According to him,

the different levels of trading activity on the markets caused this. He wrote this pam-

phlet in 1688, shortly alter the. publication of a proposal to levy a tax on derivative

transactions on the Amsterdam market that did not ultimately result in a share trans-

fer. The author of this proposal, Nicolaas Muys van Holy, argued that the tax would

limit speculative trades and hence protect less wily participants of the market.-'” Dr:

actienisten veer rm tegengesproflzen, on the other hand, reasoned that a thriving secondary

market for shares did not harm anybody and that a comparison between the six share

markets in the Netherlands immediately revealed that more active trade led to higher

prices. Hence, widows and orphans were not victims of‘ the flourishing derivatives

trade; on the contrary, they profited from the higher price resulting from the trading

activity.“

The anonymous author did not elaborate on his explanations, but it is very

well possible that these two lacto1‘s accounted for the price differences within the. prov-

ince of Holland. Seventeenth-century investors, just like their present-day counter-

parts, preferred to invest in liquid assets, [or this allowed them to quickly sell oil" the

share if they needed cash. Additionally, they did not want their trades to have too

much price impact; a sale on an illiquid market, for instance, could very well lead to a

significant price decrease. Hence, shareliolders were willing to pay a liquidity pre-

mium. I have no data on the liquidity of the markets For shares in the smaller chamber

of the \-‘QC, but Catharina Pieterson’s ellbrts to sell her h/3,000 share in the Delft

chamber reveal quite a bit of information about trading activity on the smallest mar-

kets. In l\-larch 1689, she. asked Harmen van den Honert to sell her share. Van den

Honert passed the order on tojohan de Hertoghe, a lawyer of the States of Holland.

The reason why he did this becomes clear from the action taken by De Hertoghe: he

ordered the Amsterdam broker Gerrit Loot, specialized in the share trade, to sell the

sllare.-35 There were probably no buyers at all on the Delft market, so Van den Honert

5“ Muys van Holy, A/Itlfdelrn en motiwt. I. M ll ys van Holy proposed affi tax on lbrwa|‘(ls. Option l:-uycrs
should pay |0"»'n of the premium, with a minimum tiffti. The tax would be relitndecl if the derivative
transaction led to a share t'ransfer. Ibitlem, 3-5.

3-" Dr actinmlrten year an tegsngexproken, 7.
3“ i\-'Ia11uel Mendes Flores r)5._]ol1an de Herto_s_I,lie_. N.-\, Court oi‘ Holland. in\'. I] r. 857, 111'. 1691')-58. This

case came up belore the Court of Holland in first instance. Broker Loot managed to sell the share in
Amsterdam to .\-Iamtel lvlcndcs Flores, but the share was never transferred to him. because De Her-

toghe had inaldvertcntly also sold the share in The Hague probably to an acquaintance of his, for
there was no sizable share market in The Hague.
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needed someone with good connections in Amsterdam to sell the share there. Shares

in the smaller chambers thus gained liquidity by using the size of the Amsterdam mar»

ket. It could be possible - but this single example cannot prove it convincingly - that

the secondary markets for shares in the smallest chambers of the \-'()CJ gradually dis-

solved in the Amsterdam market, rendering the smaller markets redundant.

Apart from a liquidity premium, short—selling restrictions would also have had

an effect on the price. On markets with short-sale constraints, pessimistic investors can

sell the shares they currently own, but they cannot get a short position*. Optimistic

investor's, on the other hand, have no limitations of the amount of shares they can buy.

Hence, their beliefs have a disproportionate influence on the share price.“ Short-sale

constraints were in force on the market for \-‘OE: shares, but they were generally ig-

nored. However, these constraints could still have had an effect on the share price, for

there was a bias in the courts’ behavior in favor of buyers. As I will show in chapter 3,

buyers of forward short sales could always ask the court to declare their transaction

null and void. The seller would then not only forgo the profit from the transaction, but

he would also incur a fine. Buyers of forward short sales seldom went to court, but

sellers nonetheless knew that they ran a risk that the. contract would be declared null

and void. Put another way, the apriaii risk ofa forward seller was higher than that of

the buyer. This could have resulted in more buyers than sellers among the traders

willing to participate in the forward market, leading to a higher price, and it could also

have induced forward sellers to demand slightly higher prices as a compensation for

the extra risk they ran. Although short-sale constraints were in force in all the cities

with \'0(.! chambers, I contend that the restrictions had a greater influence on the

price in Amsterdam than in any of the other cities, because of the simple fact that the

Amsterdam forward market was much larger.

The increasing price difference after 1650 was thus a direct result. of the fact

that the development of the Amsterdam market outpaced that of the peripheral mar-

kets. Participants of the. Amsterdam market were willing to pay a liquidity premium

and the increase in speculative trading activity led to higher prices for shares in the

Amsterdam chamber.

37 Several economists have tried to model the effects of sltort-sale cotrstraints on share prices. F..g. l-long
Selteinkman and Xirntg. ‘Asset lloat‘.
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Conclusions

The data presented in this chapter corroborate the findings; of chapter 1. During the

16303 and 16403, the secondary market for \-'0('. sliares transforlned into a modern

financial market. Market activity, both on the. spot and forward markets, increased

sharply during these decades. The growing price difference between shares in the Am-

sterdam chamher and shares in the peripheral chambers from 1650 onwards shows

that the development of the smaller markets could not keep pace with Amsterdam.

The data also provide evidence for my hypothesis that the trading clubs began to play

a significant part only from the 1660s onwards. The explanation for the fact that the

emergence of the trading clubs lagged behind the other ClE‘\-'Cl0p1']"lE‘.I1lS on the market

must be that by 1660, the market had grown too large for its original structure; trad-

ing clubs were needed to handle the complexity ofthe market.
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Table 2.2 Share price data of the Middelburg, Enkhuizen, and Hoorn chambers of the
VOC

No data available for the Rotterdam and Delft chambers. Sources: SAA, Velters, inv. nr.

1; SAA, Deutz, inv. ms. 276, 294-5; SAA, PIG, inv. nr. 858; SAA, Merchants’ accounts, inv.
nr. 39; Sum, Notaries, inv. nr. 1133, fo. l3, inv. nr. 2207, I0. 255, 739; BT, inv. nr. H2 02,
fo. 7; inv. nr. 113, fo. 1, 38, -10, 42, 49.

Please note that for the period 1611-1617, the prices in this table do not correspond to
those depicted in Figure 2.6. The account books of Anthem‘ Thijs yielded the observa-

tions (for both the Axnsterdaxn and Enkhuizen chambers) for these years. Thijs quoted
the prices cum-dividend (57.5%). I do not know the ex-dividend values — part of this

dividend had been distributed in kind and the shareholders did not value it at exactly

57.5%. Therefore, I have chosen to ornit them in the dataset containing the prices of the
Arnsterrlarn chamber for the entire seventeenth century. However, these price observa-
tions are useable for a comparison between the Amsterdam and Enkhuizen chamber
prices, for Thijs had collected the same amount of dividend in both charnhers.
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Figure 2.2 5-day period share transfers, VOC Amsterdam chamber, 1539
Total number ofshare transfierss 7'13. Total nominal value ofshare transfers: j'2,205,33ll. Source: NA, V00, inv. nr. 7068.
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Figure 2.3 5-day period share transfers, VOC Amsterdam chamber, 156?
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VOC share price, 1602-1698
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Figure 2.6 Monthly V0-C share price, Amsterdam chamber, September 1602 - February 1693. Missing values derived
from linear interpolation.
Number of observations: 85l. Sources: SAA, Velters, inv. nrs. 1-4; SAA, Deutz, inv. nrs. 275-6, 291-5, 301; mu. Mer-
chants’ accounts, inv. nrs. 39-«ill; SAA, PIG, inv. nr. 853; SAL, Notaries, Gard index; SAA, Notaries, inv. uni. 2238--ill, «I13!-
6;1rr,inv.m-s. 112-3, 1191;, 119N, 215; pa, Microfilms sp 119335, 51» 119x313.
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Figure 2.7 Monthly V00 share price, Amsterdam chamber, September 1602 - February 1698
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VOC share price, high-low-average, 1602-1698
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Figure 2.8 Yearly high-low-average V00 share price. Jhnslerdam chamber, 1602-1593
The markers show the average share price in a given year; the verticul lines connect the highest and lowest shares prices in a
given year.
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Dividend as a percentage of nominal value, 1620-1699
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Figure 2.9 Yearly dividends as a percentagfi ofthe norninal value ofvoc shares, 1520-1599Sources: Klerk dc Runs, Gesclaicktlicker erbflck, Appendix VI. Van Dam, Besckryviuge IA, 433-436. De Kn:-ta, Dejuaru
Ifikefinandék.
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Dividend as a percentage of market value, 1620-169725
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Figure 2.10 Dividend as a percentage ofmarket value, 1620-1697
Dividend as a percentage ofmarket value is calculaeed by dividing the dividend per share by the market price per
share. Please note that for the periods 152‘!-31, 1645-5 and 155$-7, the market prices are based on interpolated data.
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Figure 2.11 Real dividend and V00 share price, !630-98
The dark grey line depicts a ten-year backward naoving average of real dividend on Amsterdam chamber VOC
shares (lefi-hand scale}. The value for 1530, for example, is calculated by dividing the average yearly nominal divi-
dend over the period 162 1-30 by the average share price of 1630. The light grey line depicts the average yearly share
price ofAInsterde.:n chamber VOC shares (right-hand scale). Missing values in the share price series have been de-
rived Ii-um linear interpnlation.
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Share prices Middelburg, Enkhuizen and Hoorn chambers, 1611-16855?5
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Figure 2.12 Share price data of the Amsterdam, Milldelhurg, Enkhuizen and Hoorn chambers of the VOC, 161 l-1685
Source: Tahlt ‘L2.
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PART II

THE ORGANIZATION OF THE MARKET
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3 CONTRACT ENFORCEMENT

Int:'0durt‘.ion

An active market will develop only if traders can be sttre that their trades will be exe-

cuted by the market.‘ A trader will be hesitant to enter into a transaction if l1is coun-

terparty can renege on his obligations without suffering adverse elfects. So, for the

development of the secondary market for \--'(J(: shares, some kind of mechanism for

contract enforcement had to be in effect. Fortunately, the Low Countries already had

a long history of commercial contracting when share trading started in 1602, so mer-

chants and legal institutions were experienced in enforcing commercial transactions?

Moreover, the legal systern acknowledged its important role iii the developrnent of

trade. In Antwerp, the commercial metropolis of the sixteenth-century, the legal insti-

tutions interacted with the merchant community and promoted the merchants’ inter-

estsf‘

Share trading did thus not emerge in a legal void. On the contrary, the legal

principles that applied to the transactions on the share market were already in exis-

tence and hence the share transactions fitted into existing categories of commercial

law. The laws that applied to the. transfer of title of a share, for example, were the

same as those that applied to the transfer of ownership of real estate - both were con-

sidered irnmovablc goods under Dutch law} However, not cverythittg was clear from

the start, as the large number of conflicts between share traders that ended up in

lengthy court cases in the period before 1630 shows. For period 1510-30, I have found

thirty lawsuits dealing with share-trade-related court cases in the archives of the Court

of Holland in The Haguef‘ This provincial court pronouncedjndgment in about 150

' O'Hara, ‘Optimal rnict‘ostruc.tures", 83 I-12.
'~’ See, e.g., l-lerman van der Wee, Wart grotx;ti.= ryftlir Jiri‘||'£f-‘.Prj'} ntrtrltrt and Mir Ei.n'apM:: rrr,=:mm' 0fatti't<°rrn'.:‘t—
.ri.\'{.*:e:?!F2 cer:£ttric.r) I] {The Haguc l‘:}fi3). Oscar Geltlerblont, C'arfi'otm'ng tlirxfenrr and o}1;Jot1urtii'nt. The r:.=;g(tn'.='{rt—
titin t,If£rJng-dirtanre ttrrdr in Bntgrr. /im‘:t.erfJ amt’ .»i.m.rr¢=:'d(nn_. 1'250-16.51’) [Inanusetipt 2009).
35 Date de Ru}-'sscl1er. Hmtdri or trritt in d.-? .»l.:.=tu.'.2rp.rr m‘ltti.=nml' {I53.‘3-171.5’). Ltnptfalislied PhD tltesis [:K.L7.
Lent-‘en 2009:-.

l See footnote 28 on page 98.
5‘ Ht‘lt‘.L‘.I1 Kole generously Sl]Ett‘e(l the notes she made for Oscar Gelderblom in the Court of Holland
archives with me. She used a sample of court cases over the period 1585-1630 in which litigants ap-
peared whose last names started with B, M or P. In addition to her sample, I used the name index [:.\‘.-'\,
Court of Holland. in\’. In". I077] to look up all cases whose litigattts are known‘. to also ltavc been slt-are

traders. There are no sl1art-—trade—related court e.ases available prior to I6! 0: which can be explained by
tl1e facts that it took SC\r'(_’.l‘Zl.l years before Lhe court pronounced judgment. that there were relati\'el\_,* few
trades in the first. years after 1602 and that share traders started using more arl\-anced linancial tceh~
niqnes -fforwarrl tracling, short selling} only from IUD? onwards.
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cases per year, which means that one percent of the cases conc.erned share transac-

dons

After 1640, however_, the ratio decreased to about one in every live-hundred

lawsuits.“ I will show in the first section of this chapter that in the earliest decades of

the development of the secondary market for \-’0C shares, traders started litigation to

test the bounds of the existing legal concepts. These litigants were convinced that

there existed some space to rrtaneuver within the rule of‘ law. They were willing to

enter into costly litigation - lawsuits before the appeal courts of Holland became espe-

cially costly ii‘ litigants kept adducing new evidence and appealing judgments? - that

took up a great amount of ellort; lawsuits that were ultimately brought before the

Court of Holland could take anywhere between three-and-a-halliand twelve years.“

From around 1640 onwards, however, traders no longer brought their share-

trade-related conflicts before the higher courts. By then, the Court of Holland had

pronounced judgment on all legal concepts that applied to the share trade. Hence-

forth, share traders could predict how the courts would decide in share-trade—related

conllicts. Traders were no doubt abreast of the jurisprudence concerning the share

trade and they regarded the Court of Holland as tltc authoritative institution regard-

ing new interpretations of the law; they explicitly referred to earlier judgments of the

“ There are twenty so—c;=1lled e,\'terttletl setttenees of lawsuits tlealing Vfllll sl1are—tr2tdc~rel:ttcd conflicts
at-‘ailahle For the period 1640-] T00. 1 have used the name index (NA, Court o|‘Hol1and,in\-‘. nr. 1078) to
look up all cases for which I knew that the litigants [or their close. relatives) traded sltares. Aclditiottttlly, I

l1t‘t\-'t' checked all lawsuits listing names ol‘ Portuguese Jews.
7 In the case between the directors olthe \-“()6 and .+\|)1'aham dc Ligne c.s., Ior example, the costs For the
report made by one of the Councilors of the High Council already amouttted to l 526: each party had to

pay half. This sum does not include the costs of lower courts, the process sen'er, the solicitors’ fee and
taxes. N.-\. High Council. in\'. In". 642, It December 162]. These reports usually constituted Italfof the
court’s total costs; a bill in the Cardoso family's estate shows that the report constituted about 50 per-
cent 0|‘ the court's costs:f3fi on a total off59.2(.l. Rachel Cardoso had to pay hall‘ of this amount
{,I"2l7l.=l—(ll, to which a total off I 2.90 taxes were added: bill Parnassim oi‘ the Jewish comntuttity ol'.-"Xin-
sterdam 1:5. Rachel Cardoso, 2 No\'ernlJt’r 1712, estate David Abralttttn Cztrdoso, S.-"X.-\, PIG. l[)\-'. 111'. 554.

The reports of the Court of Holl:tnd’s m::m.=i.tsrtr:'.r.m: (cg. N.-\, Court of Holland, inv. nr. 1355. for the
year l{i7§2] sometimes also include the hill of‘ the court's process server. He cltarged f3.75 for every

sumntons. The clerk e-Fthe court's oiliee eltargetlf6.2() per document. The bill could become steep ifa
lawsuit in\'o1\-'ecl several litigttttts who all had to be served summons inciwitlttally.
“ The main Factor ofinlluence on the. \'I-'t1‘l2lll()1'I in duration was the amount ol‘ time litigants let go by

before they submitted a request for appeal. The Court of Holland of course employed a maximum term
to l't.‘.-‘C]tl('.sl. an appeal. but the court could make exceptions for special cases. i\loreo\'cr. a lower court’s
jtldgment could be suspt-.ndt-.d for the duration olthc appeal trrtartderiierrt in cm ma rt}J,tJe*tfl only iI‘the appeal

had been requested within a short period: ;\'I.-Ch. le Bailly, H:_Jft'mt Hr:t'.t'rtmt', ;,7_.°c¢’ar.=rt’ Pl‘! l'l"r.t'!-Frie5{ar.=d.' de
.ltr2t_Jfn’l'_t',I'rtt“rt .I'(I.’! 2'1.-3.‘ }Jrr;t'ealv.rert in Cit-‘F.'t’l"e‘ gala-?.rt ener Il'£.|' Ht_Jft=(nt HnlEa.=.=rt’, Zrelrtrtd at ll'ie'.t'!-Fn}?.ilr.wa' zrtztrrl in em‘.-fir
t'n.n’a::£ie rtir in i.=r.-grr izrrnrp ll‘lil\-'(‘.t'SlIt‘J1 QUU8‘: 26. "Le Bailly does not mention the maximum periods |)clot‘c
lotlging an appeal.
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Court of Holland ifa new conflict arose." The courts’ jurisprudence can thus he re-

garded as securities law.

The legal certainty that emanated from the judgments of the Court of Holland

reduced investors’ hesitaney - smaller merchants and, most prominently, Portuguese

Jews - to participate in the share trade. As a result of the establishment of a clear legal

framework, the market grew considerably in size.” "ocusing on transaction costs can

help t.o understand how legal certainty can persuade people to invest: the formation of

a Clear legal framework reduced the costs of protecting contractors" rights and also of

costly enforcement ofa_9_,reen‘tents by a third party, i.e. the court.‘ ‘

However, the legal certainty applied only to part of the market: shareliolders

were allowed to trade only shares they legally owned on the spot and forward markets.

The possibilities for growth were thus limited by the size ofthe VOC capital stock - the

amount oflcgal shares available on the market. The sources clearly show that a num-

ber of traders performed far more transactions than their shareholdings would legally

allow. Jacob Athias and Manuel Levy Duarte, for example, had monthly share turn-

overs on the forward market during the period 1683-4 of betwee1i2{JU,O0U and

v/2,000,000.‘? At the same time, however, there were only very few mutations regis-

tered on their account in the capital book ofthe Amsterdam chamber and their nomi-

nal position never exceeded f3_,OU[}. In June 1684, they liquidated their position.”

Their forward trades generally netted out, so they did not take large short positions in

the \='()C;, but their official ownership of shares was nevertheless insuflicient to legally

justify their forward sales. These were, in other words, short sales and would not be

enforced by the courts.” I will argue in the second section that the participants of the

forward market were aware of this. They therefore established a private enforcement

mechanism that replaced the rule of law. This mechanism, which was in force in the

‘-' Diego d'Aguirrc. Duane Rodi-igues Mendcs, Antonio do Porto and lsaaek Comes Silvera. for exam»
plc, referred to a_iudg'rnent of the Court of Holland in a claim they submitted to tl1e Court of Aldermen
{[8 September 1672}: S.-\.-\, Notaries, inv. nr. =1r[]75. pp. 186-5}.
'" Cf. Chapter 2; partictuarly Figure 2.1 tfp. 76} and Figure 2.2 ['13. T73.
” North, hi.t'ttttttiun.t, 27.

'9 55.-\.-\, PIG, inv. nrs. 68?-8. The values given are market \-'alues.
“"' Interestingllx-', their nominal position in the \'Of: fluctuated I1-etweeI1f9,{lt]U andf27,00D in the years
1680 and l68l: N.-\, \‘Ut';, in\'. nr. 70712, R). 235, 383. L'nfo1't1tnatel}-'. their forward trading activity dur-
ing these years is lll)l<l1O\I"l‘I.

"' For the ban on short selling, see chapter 1. section I609-l0 Isaac Ie Maire on pag' 24 If. The ban
of [610 was reissued in I623, 1624», M330, H336 and 1677. Placard 3 June 1623: Can, Gtvntjtlacaet-F)acck
[1 555-9. Placard 20 r\-"lay lG‘24: lbidcm, 665-7. Placard I October lti3U: Ibidem, G67. Placard 27 May
1636: Ibidem, 667. l’lacard it} September I677: Catt, Gm»: pt'nrmrt—{:aer.i' Ill. 1307.
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trading clubs‘-"', was based on the traders’ reputations and the condition that each par-

ticipant benefited from subordinating to it.

The line ofargument is thus as follows: courtjudwents in the iirst decades of

the seventeenth century created a level oflegal certainty that induced the entry to the

market of new groups of traders. The subsequent growth could no longer fit within the

legally approved boundaries of the market and created the need for a sub-market

where. a private enforcement mechanism was in force and where access restrictions

made sure that only trustworthy traders cottld participate.

The two parts of this chapter build on two different fields of historiography.

The first deals with the development of commercial law in Northwestern Europe and

third—party enforcement of trade-related conflicts. In the province ofl-Iolland, the law

consisted ofa combination of Roman law and customary law, compiled by the famous

jurist Hugo de Groot (Grotit1s).'“ Gelderblom has argued that this was not a static law.

The HeZland5'rlie Cens'ttt'£a!iéiz, a seventeenth-century collection of legal advices compiled

by jurists working for the prosincial Court of Holland show that this court based its

judgments “on a combination of Roman law, local and foreign customs. Habsburg

ordinances, and Italian and Spanish mercantile law’.'7 It is tllc-reforc interesting to

study the sentences of the Court of Holland in detail - in pronouncingjudgments on

share-trade-related court cases this court’s judges drafted the world’s first securities

law. Banner has traced the origins of Anglo-American securities regulation from the

eighteenth century onwards. He analyzed attitudes towards the trade in securities and

studied how these influenced the regulation of the trade. Banner found that although

the societies and the authorities in England and the United States were often ill-

disposed towards the trade in financial securities, leading to bans on the trade of spe-

cilic derivatives, the courts kept enforcing the contracts. They based their judgments

on general legal concepts rather than on the attitudes of the general public, thus giving

legal protection to the trade. '3

The second focuses on private enforcement mechanisms. The most influential

works on this topic have focused on international trade. The diiliculty of monitoring

business partners abroad required a high level of commitment by all partners in-

"‘ See, for a get1et'a| introductirm on trading clubs, chapter 1, section l(ilS('I-s - Trading clubs on page 45
IT.

"5 R.C. van Caenegern. Gei'r.-’riedl'trrtrft:gc Ertlridirtg lot I'm! };.='ia:!(trmrdtt‘ t(:'l1cnt 1981 } .31 .
'7 Gelderhlom, Cnnjimttingt.-€m'cnre° mm’ npprxrtmaiotr, 366.
’” Banner, .-'lnglo-/lirmfrttn rem-rErtJ:=.s' rrgtrlatiutt.
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\-'ol\-'ed. Grcil‘ has shown for the elex-'enth-century trade between North Africa and Italy

that traders organized themselves in coalitions. This coalition-forming created a situa-

tion in which even traders who did not know each other personally were willing to

trade with one another. The system worked so well because all participants benelited

from it.'5' The share market cannot be seen as an example of international trade,

though. While Foreign traders occasionally participated, the majority of the traders

came from Amsterdam. But the trading community did not consist ofa homogeneous

group of traders either - particularly after the Sephardic community of Amsterdam

started participating in the market from the 1640s onwards. Hence the forward mar-

ket was characterized by a large heterogeneous group of traders who put very large

amounts of money at stake. How did they make sure that all members of the trading

community lived up to their agreements?

Court c.ascs form the most important source for this chapter’s analysis. A short

review of the procedure ofcix-"il litigation in the Dutch Republic is therefore indispen-

sable. Clonllicts concerning share transactions on the. Amsterdam market would usu-

ally lirst come up before the local court t)FA1nsterclam. The archives of this court have

been lost, however, so my argument is based on the extended sentences that are avail-

able in the archives of the Court of Holland and - to a lesser extent - the High Coun-

cil. The Court of Holland was the court of appeal for cases that had come up before

one of the local courts in Holland. After this court had pronouneedjudginent, litigants

could appeal to the High Council, but this court was neither more authoritative, nor

more inlluential; the only dill":-rencc was that the High Council also had jurisdiction

over the province of Zeeland.3"

The near total loss ofthe archi\-‘es ofthe local court of Amsterdam is a pity, but

these sources are not indispensable for my argument, since my main interest concerns

the development ofjuiisprudeiice on share trade. It is to be expected that the local

court of Amsterdam could very well deal with most ofthe share-trade-related conflicts.

There are indications that share traders went to the Alnsterclam court to exact pay-

rnent or delivery oiia share from their eounterpartitrs“, but these were probably not

"-' .-"t\’ner Gr:-.il'_. ‘Reputation and coalitions in metlieval trade: lividence on the Maglirilii traders”. Tim
_,I'etm.=al' r;;’£run0;riIt' JltlJ'£fl{'}' -‘l-‘J :j' l 989} 857-882.
1"‘ t\'l.—(1h. le Bailly and Cluz .\-1.0. \-"er|1as, Huge Read mm Hriflam‘. ,{_’eeu"rmd an l-1%.»-!—['h‘t:s‘!ar:(l {1582-! 795).’
drf ltrirgffilfjnrrr r.-‘rm alert’ ,.‘Jn::'e'(J'erm in (.52.-'irz’r 2,'(J:lu‘r?.’.‘ mar dc flags Harm’ zau.'r.'i' in mr_s'.fre lriatttlrfir a.r’.t in :‘.=r:ge':' l'Jc:'m',l) {Hilvc 1'-
sum 2006) 7.

2‘ This is based on the 1'a.t-irmrtties‘ in the protocols ol‘ :\nisterdan1's notaries. An irrnmiatie, or notarial
sumnious, was tlstlally the first step in legal action. "|'|1e protocols of 1572 and 1688, two years with

"-D Ln
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the most interesting cases. However, if one. of the parties was convinced that there

were several possible interpretations of a lawsuit, he would appeal the judgment of the

lower c.ourt to the Court of Holland. Henc.e, those cases are particularly important for

a reconstruction ofthe development ofa legal framework.

The procedure of litigation before the Court of Holland was as follows. The

plaintiff first submitted a petition to the court, listing a short summary of the case and

his principal arguments. The court then, provided that it had approved the petition,

entered the case onto the scroll (rel), the list of cases to be dealt with by the court.

Thereafter, the plaintiff could summon the defendant to appear in court. The plain-

tiffs solicitor then submitted his claim to the court, to which the defendant could re-

spond within two weeks’ time. Thereafter, both parties could submit a rejoinder,

which could take another four weeks in total. Both parties had now set forth their po-

sitions, but the court could ask the parties to submit more information or to prove a

certain argument‘.

Naturally, both the plaintiff and the defendant adduced evidence, for example

attestations before a notary, questionings of witnesses and other forms of written evi-

dence. such as brokers’ records.” Conflicting parties often asked other merchants or

brokers - people, in sum, who were demonstrably well informed about the share trade

- to attest before a notary public.“ They attested, for instance, the customary way of

trading shares or the share price at a certain date. They c.ould also give a report as a

witness.“ Case tiles that contain all written ex-idence are available for some lawsuits.‘-5'

Wlicn the court had collected all the necessary information, it pronounced

judgment. A report of the court procedure. was included in the collection of extended

sentences of the Court of Holland. This collection, as well as the collection of ex-

tended sentences of the High Council, contains reports of all cases in which thejudges

took some sort of action. These collections thus also contain lawsuits in which, for in-

stance, the judges referred the litigants to mediators. This means that my sources are

large price fluctuations and consequently many conflicts lietween share tracler.~;._ contain high Itulnbers
of i;t.ii'rt1:a!ier. It is very well possible that these conflicts were also brouglit heforc the local court. Only
one conflict stentming from a transaction in I57? and one from a transactiion in H588 reaclletl the
Court of Holland, l‘|owe\‘t'1‘.

93 See for the types 0lit‘\‘l(lL*I](‘t‘ accepted by the courts: Gelderblom, (.h;yrorrti::g.r.=Eultenre. 2?2—3.
35* Cf. Vail Meetereii. Op hoop 2.'r1'H rhl'il':it:i'r2’, 172-3. :'\ecordi11g to Van l\"Ieeteren. for an attestation to be
CI't"(lll)l£_‘. it had to be attested to a notan} public as soon after the event had l12':[)p('l1("(2l as possilalez \"an
i\'leeteI‘t‘n, 0;.» 3:00,!) I-‘mi rilt.l‘am'd, l8 l.
‘-" E.g. N.-\, Case tiles, inv. nr. l]'l"39.
37' N.-\, Case files. Nomially, litigants received the contents of the ease lile back when the court procc~
dure was Iinislietl. l'l0\\-‘I;‘.\'I’:I‘, some litigants did not collect the case tiles.
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not biased by the selection procedure of the clerk of the court. It is true, however, that

my method of research excludes those cases that reached amicable settlement beibre

the courts’ mediators. Again, this is not problematic: I have checked the reports of

mediators in the years after 1672 when the price crash led to a high number of con-

flicts - but the share-trade-related cases in these reports deal with relatively minor

issues. The litigants whom the lower courts had ruled against simply appealed to the

Court of Holland to postpone the execution of the lower court'"s judgirtent. Subse-

quently, the Court of Holland realized that it was no use to start a full court procedure

again and referred the litigants to mediation.9‘5 So, to conclude, the extended sen-

tences ofthe provincial courts of Holland are the right sources to use for an analysis of

the development ofjurisprudence on share-trade-related issues.

‘Nae Iegalfiarnaueoric

Conflicts about share transactions could involve three legal concepts: ownership and

the transfer of ownership, endorsement* and the terms ofscttlement of a transaction.

The courts of the province of Holland refined jurisprudence on these concepts by

judging on a number of court cases. All three legal concepts will subsequently be ad~

dressed in the following subsections.

O\\’Nl'll{SHll’ AND "l‘K.+\i\'Sl“l‘".I{ OF CJ\-VNERSH ll’

Clear rules for share ownership and the transfer of share ownership were crucial for

the development of the secondary market. Under Roman-Dutch law, the general rule

for transfer of title was that ownership passed on the basis of delivery. Since V00

shares were not payable to the bearer, however, they could not be physically deliv-

ered, so a special rule for the conveyance of ownership was needed. The directors of

the \.-''O(: were aware of this and therefore they included a rule that regulated how in-

vestors could ascertain and convey share ownership in the subscription book of 1602.

Shareholders owned those shares registered under their account in the capital books

that were kept by the company bookkeeper. Title to a share could be transferred by

means of ollicial registration.” This procedure was similar to the procedure for trans-

3" N.-\, (.'ourt oi'Hol|-and. inv. nrs. I552, I559.

97 The first page of the :\msterdam chan1ber’s subscription book stated this rule. Tr:n1st'ript of this page
{followed by the entire book): Van Dillcn, A(1itdent'.r’.=r.-::r1’r?i‘,rrt°Q.\'.‘e‘=:', I05-6. See also chapter l section [602
’|'l1e subscription on page 17 El‘.
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ferring unmovable goods such as real estate. Hence, the law also classified shares as

unmo\'able goods.‘3“

Van Balck vs. Rotgans {I622} marks an important step in clarifying the rules

for ownership ofa share. This case made clear that a shareholder could be certain that

the shares listed on his account in the capital book of the \-'O(: were his full property

and that previous holders ofthe ownership ofthe share could not lay claims on it. The

judges thus confirmed the legal force of the capital books. The plaintilf in this lawsuit,

Allert van Balck, believed that he had right of vindication on the share he had trans-

ferred to_]an Hendricksz. Rotgans. Right ofvindication means that the transferor of a

good could reclaim ownership if the good had not been fully paid for or if he could

prove that the purchaser had practiced fraud at the time of the. transaction - for ex-

ample hy hiding his impending insolvency or fleeing from town without paying?-‘l Van

Balclt had transferred a share, but he never received full payment and therefore

claimed the ownership of the share.

Van Balck had sold this particular share to Hans Bouwer on April 5, 1610.

Bouwer, for his part, sold a similar share to Rotgans on the next day. Rotgans ap-

proached Van Balck on the exchange, saying that he wanted to receive his share, but

Van Balck. replied that he did not know Rotgans and that he had traded with Bouwer.

Rotgans then explained the situation and told Van Balck that he should transfer the

share to him; he would pay him_fl,UOU and Bouwer would see to the payment of the

remaining sum. Van Balck agreed to transfer the share, but he never received full

payment: Bouwer left Amsterdam in the following days to llee from his creditors. Van

Balclt went to court, where he requested seizure of the share, but the Court of Alder-

men refused to adjudicate this; the judges reasoned that Van Balck no longer had title

to the share after he had transferred it to Rotgans. Van Balck argued that he still had

the right of mortgage of the share, because he had never received full payment. In his

view, he still had a claim on Bouwer’s share and hence on Rotgans' payment to Bou-

‘-'” The (."rm.tt1l'trttirrH, at famous compilation Uf{"¢1|'l}r'-l‘l‘J.UClt'.l‘I'l Dutchurisp I‘l1dt‘l'1L'(‘.. coltlirms that the courts
treatecl shares as immoxables in the winding up ol‘ estates: (.‘ar:.mt'tt1!ie'r:, adz_.'}'m: er: ud:=ert:Ls.s-c»r:t(!nter:_. gegrzrerr
atria ge*srl.'re-z.'e'r.= I311 m'xr!a_?}'dtr.'.= !rgr‘]rlg',ir.l‘e .=rr.’:t\r—ge?errrie:: in ffallarrrlt lt_Rotterda1n1 |5‘l."J'] 77'. 139-ll]. In Englantl.
it had been unclear after the foundation of the fi]"Sl.'j0i]'lII-SIt‘.|Cli companies whether common law treated
sha1'es as real or pexsrmal property. This had implica1ion.~; for the tra:1sfe.ral)ility of shares. Subsequent

ineorporatimt acts added at clause that declared shares to be personal property: Harris, .~’:m’.-t_s'tn'm’£.zing
I§r.jt;Er'.i'/t Mat‘, II7-8. In the Dutch Republic, there were no irrtpetl.iments to Llte transfer of lll'l[T]0\"cll)l('.
goods other than the obligation to oflicially register :1 transfer.
9" De Groot, irtltuflirrge lt2lrmtr!i'r::i.n1ge;2. 236.
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wer. Van Balek appealed the Aldermen"s decision before two higher courts, but both

the Court of Holland and the High Council also ruled against him.3"

The fact that Van Balck and his lawyer appealed the courts’ decisions twice

indicates that this was not a c1ear»cut case. This lawsuit was notjust about the right of

vindication; Bouwer had practiced fraud, so there was little doubt that Van Balck had

right of vindication. However, the courts had to balance Van Balck’s right of vindica-

tion and the rights of Rotgans, who gave the impression that he was a sincere buyer

who had paid for the transfer, against each other. Rotgans was not as sinc.ere as he

had the court believe, in fact, he was in league with Rotgans, but Van Balck did not

succeed in com-"incing the court of Rotgans’ insincerityfi“ In the end, the courts fa-

vored the interests of the buyer who had purportedly done nothing wrong.

This judgment had far-reaching consequences; with it, the courts safeguarded

the interests of cornmcrce. Share trading could have been severely hampered had Van

Balck won this lawsuit, because in that case a buyer of a share would always have to

fear that there was still a claim on the share he had bought, which would give the

seller the right to c.laim it back.“ This particular lawsuit, in other words, took away

legal doubts that could have restrained investors from buying shares on the secondary

market for \-'O(: shares.

Interestingly, a few years before the High Court pronounced final jttdgtneiit in

this case, the \-'()t: had also recognized the potential problems of transfers of shares

that had claims attached to them. The VOL: Feared that buyers would not only lay a

claim on the seller, but also on the company. It therefore changed the share transfer

regulation. From l5 l6 onwards, the buyer of a share had to sign a statement when the

bookkeeper added the share to his account that indemnified the company against any

future claims. The buyer signed that he had accepted a ‘good’ share - a real share, in

other words, a share that had formed part of the capital stock since 1602 and that he

was satisfied with it.“

3" :'\|lert \'aI1 Balck t,'.\'. Jan Henclricksz. Rotgans, 22 December I622, N.-\, High Council, int‘. 111‘. 715.

Tlie iitaizitiritie that preceded the court case has been published l)y \-"an Dillon: \"an IJillt:n_. ‘Isaac le
;\-'Iai:'e". I01 (doc. or. -H3]. Pieter Symons;«:. van der Sclielling ended up in a similar situation ;1Ftertrzms~
ferritig shares In Hans Bouwer: Van Dillen, ‘Isaac le Maire’, 108 [_doc. nr. 57}.
3' Van Dillt-n_. ‘Isaac lc 1\-lai:'e"_. I2].

5‘? I).L. Carey Miller, ‘Transfer ofowtteisliip‘, in: Robert Feettstra and Reinhard }‘§i:nmertnan [etls.]t,
Dru rfi11t£.i':.'."t-/1at't'rEmi’i.t'r!'t£ Radix. Ftii'£rrI'tr:5t!.-12' (fat ;‘7_it.Iit"rro‘tt‘.s' in: 1.7. tmd f8._}‘(t7trr'iurt(J't'i'! {Berlin I997]. 521-40. there
52?, 532-4,

5“ Van Dam, !3‘e.m’:i_1':.'ii:_t,=e 1.-X, 144-5.
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By extension, the same legal principle that the court applied in Van Balck 2.-.9.

Rotgans was in force in the forward trade. In a series of judgments, the courts ruled

that forward buyers could also expect the underlying asset of their forward contract to

be a real share. There was no need to explicitly state in the contract that the. share had

to be free of any claims; the judges held the opinion that that was a matter of course.

The Court of Holland thus clarified the procedure of transfer of ownership in a for-

ward transaction.

The lawsuits that dealt with these matters were to a large extent similar to \-’an

Balck I-‘.5’. Rotgans, although they look much more complicated at first sight. These

court cases all started with Pieter Overlander who found out that the share he had

received in settling a forward contract was fraudulent. The seller had transferred a

non-existent share to his account, which the company l)00l<l(c‘.C])Cl‘ had knowingly exe-

cuted. The complication of this case lies in the fact that many more traders were in-

volved in this transaction; the transfer of a share to Overlander had settled the con-

tracts of a chain of forward traders. The following description of the lawsuit shows

that these chains oftraders c.ot1ld prove problematic if conflicts arose between one pair

of traders within the chain.

Pieter Overlander had bought a forward with af3,000 \-‘DC share as underly-

ing asset from Abraham Abelijn on 13 March 1609, but the share was eventually

transferred to him hy Hans Bouwer. Alaelijn had a similar transaction (a forward with

the same nominal value and settlement date} with Dirck Semeij, who for his part had

bought a similar forward from Maerten de l\’[ei_j('re. When the contract was due for

delivery, Semeij asked De Meijere to transfer die share directly to Abelijn. De Mei-

jere, however, was to receive a share from Jacques van de Geer and Hans Pellicorne

and therefore he asked Abelijn if he would be satisfied if they delivered the share to

him. Ahelijn referred the question to Overlander. But Overlander had just lieard a

rumor that Van de Geer a11d Pellicorne were on the verge of going bankrupt, so he

refused to accept this deal, unless De l\-'Iei_jere would explicitly indemnify him against

any trouble. De Meijere then proposed to let Hans Bouwer, who also owed a share to

him, deliver the share instead. Overlander ac.cepted this deal and Abelijn also trusted

that this transfer would successfully settle all the ahovementioned transactions: he

traded with Bouwer on a daily basis. Overlander had the share transferred to Frans

van Cruijsbergen, his brother-in-law, and each pair of traders in the chain came to-

gether once more to tear up the contracts and pay possible price differences.
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A little later, however, the transferred share was found to he fraudulent, so

Ox-erlantler started litigation. He summoned Abelijn the only trader he had a right-

ful claim on - to appear in court and demanded that Abelijn replace the share with a

good one. What makes this lawsuit so interesting is that the Amsterdam Court oI‘Al-

dermen requested Overlander to give evidence under oath that he had been promised

a ‘sincere and sound’ share on contracting this transaction. His claim would be dis-

missed if he did not take the oath, which reveals that the lower court did not acknowl-

edge the legal principle that the buyer of a good can always expect this good to be

delivered according to the conditions in the contract.

Ahelijn"s lawyer ltad tnade this particular point an important part of the de-

fense, arguing that Overlander had requested to be indemnified against any troubles if

Van de Geer and Pellieorne would have transferred the share, but he had not made

any sttch requests when Abelijn proposed to let Bouwer transfer the share. Overlander

had thus, according to the defense, accepted the share without reservations.

Overlander did not hesitate to make his declaration under oath and the court

consequently sentenced Abelijn to replace the share. Abelijn then summoned his

original counterparty Serneij, and the Aldermen pronounced the same judgment.

Hence, the chain of share transactions became mirrored in a chain of court cases be-

fore the Court of Aldermen. Furthermore, every one of the defendants appealed the

Aldermen’s sentences to the Court of Holland, resulting in another chain of court

cases (this time the other way around: Abelijn as. Overlander, Semeij vs. Ahelijn, ete.),

but the appeals were. disallowed. The judges of the Court of Holland did not require

the litigants to make declarations under oath. It was clear for them that the. forward

traders could expect to be delivered a real share.“ The Court of Holland thus clarified

the procedure of transfer of ownership for forward transactions.

5“ Abraham Ahelijn t:.t. Pieter Overlander, N.-\, Court of Holland, inv. nr. 632. nr. llilél-—.")U and NA,
High Council, inv. nr. 708, 3(lJuly llilli. Dirclt Serncij us. Alirahatn Abelijn, N.-\, Court of Holland, ll‘t\-’,
nr. 632. 11r. ll3l4-73 and N.\, High Council. im‘. nr. 708. 3(}_]uly I615. l\"laerten dc Meijere (LY. Dirck
Semeij, N.-\, Court of Holland, in\r. nr. (5312. nr. ltilnlr-76 and N.-\, High Council. i]1\-‘. nr. 708, 3lJ_]tI|y
Itilli. The traders also appealctl the jutlgtnertts of the Court of Holland to the High Council, but the

trial before the High Council ditl not reveal any new inftirrnation. The motit-'alions behind lltese ap-
peals were ofa more pragmatic nature: since Bouwer had llutl from Amslerdatn. the last person in the
chain - Sernt-.ij - had no one to lay a claim on. He tliercfore tried once more to be released from De
l\leijere’s claim.
The cases cot1<'cmit1_9; the chain oftmtisactiotis starting with Pieter O\-‘t.‘I‘l211‘I(lt‘.l' are almost identical; the

Court ofAldermen pronouncedjutlginenl around late NtJ\,-’:_’|1]lJt:"l‘ or early Deceinber ltil l_. the appeals
came up before the Court ofHolland in l6l4- and before the High Council in_]uly l6] 5.
Tlicrc was a similar lawsuit between Maertcn de .\-'Icijcre and Pieter van Du_\-'ncn. \-'an Duynen had
traded with ;\-'Iaerten de l\-'Iei_jere_. who had an unsettled transaction with Bouwer. The share transfer
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The lawsuits about the fraudulent share also show that the clearing of multiple for-

ward contracts worked inefliciently in 1609. These pairs of traders first negotiated

their transactions individually and then tried to arrange settlement of multiple con-

tracts with a single share transfer. However, to accomplish that, they constantly had to

consult their initial counterparty about whether he agreed that a third party would

deliver the share to him. These traders could have spared themselves this trouble had

they chosen to resell their original contracts rather than to draft new contracts for

each transaction.

It is not surprising, however, that traders were hesitant to assign their forward

contract to third parties before maturity; simple assignment ofa financial claim to a

third party meant that the trader would once again have to make an assessment of

counterparty risk. He would have to consider, in other words, whether the new coun-

tetparty would live up to his agreements. The risk that the assignor did not inform the

assignee about all the conditions of the contract further complicated assignation -

there was always a chance that there was something wrong with the contract. Moreo-

ver, the assignee did not get in personal contact. with the countcrparty of t.he contract

ifhe bought the claim from someone else and this might hide important ittlorinatiort

about the counte1'party's reputation and creditworthiness. In sum, the assignee might

be ltesitant to take over the contract under these conditions.

Contract negotiability was the solution to these problems. This concept was

introduced in the Netherlands under the reign of Emperor Charles \' in 1541-l with the

intention of enabling merchants to assign letters obligatory more easily. The legal title

to a contract could now be assigned to the assignee by way of endorsement, which

literally means that the assignee puts his name on the back (er: (I05) of the original con-

tract. If a debtor defaulted, his creditor not only had recourse to the debtor, but also to

previous assignor. This implied that the legal status of the contract improved with

every endorsement: the longer the list of endorsers, the more people the ultimate

trader in line would have recourse to.35‘

from Bouwer to Van Duynen settled both transactions. -.\-laerlen dc ;\-Ieijere 1:3. Pieter van l)uyneI1. 27
_]anua1'y H312. N.-’\, Court ol‘H0llancl. in\'. or. (326, nr. 1612-6.
-'53_]o|1n "H. .\Itinro, "Tl1e medieval origins of the Financial rc\'o|tttion: Usury, rentcs, and negotiability‘,
Tie in:‘r.=‘riet.5uuaf ltistop‘ :'rt.'iax,' 25 [2003] 5lJ5—E-62, there 553. \-"an der \'\-'t-.e. The gJ1?t£'f»l! tfritr .‘ln.Fu.r:?r;; mrmlrert
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Endorsement also worked in derivatives transactions. The endorser wrote o11

the contract that he assigned his rights to the enclorsee and both men signed the en-

dorsement.-“5 The lawsuit Adriaen van der Heijden and Daniel van Genegen rs. Abra-

ham Abelijn {l6l4) shows the legal force of endorsemems and the advantages of en-

dorsements over the chains of traders that figured in the previous example. The con-

Ilict between Van der Heijden and Van Genegen and the defendant emerged after the

plaintiffs refused to deliver a share. In the original contract, Van der Heijden sold a

forward to Van Genegen. Less than a month after the contract date, on 3 April 151 U,

Van Genegen resold this claim to Abclijn. The resulting transaction was thus as fol-

lows: Abelijn would receive a share from Van der Heijden on 17 March 1611, the

settlement date of the contract, and pay 150% for it. On the settlement date, Abelijn

and Van der Heijden disagreed over how to settle the contract: Van der Heijden pre-

ferred a monetary settlentent, whereas Abelijn requested that the. share be delivered.

They were unable to come to an amicable settlement and Abelijn started litigation.

He summoned both Van der Heijdcn and Van Genegen to appear in court, arguing

that they were both contractually obliged to deliver the share. Van Gcnegen replied

that there was no ground to summon him, because Van der Heijden was sufficiently

solvent to comply with the contractual obligations. The judges disagreed with him,

however; they ruled that both Van der Heijden and Van Genegen were individually

responsible to deliver the share.“

To summarize, Ahelijn had a legal claim on the holder ofthe contract, but also

on the original counterparty who had resold his claim. It made no difference to the

judges that there were no bankruptcies or insolvencies involved in this case. The Am-

sterdam merchants were probably already familiar with the advantages of endorse-

ments before the Court of Holland pronounced this ‘judgment, but it would nonethe-

less have made potential share traders aware of the advantages of endorsements. Abe-

II, 34-U-3, 348. Veronica Aoki Santarosa is preparing a PhD thesis in which she argues that the ineentit-‘e
to monitor the cotinterparty becomes smaller as the number of endorsers increases. The maximum
number ofendorsers in share transactions is two. so in my opinion, the negative effects ofendorsemenls
on monitoring would not have played a significant part on the St‘\'(fl‘ttt.‘.t.‘I1tl’1-('.(‘.I’1Elll‘)' share market.

5" For an example ofan endorsed contract, see the options contract in the case tilt‘ of the lawsuit be-
tween. Willem Hendrick Tanunrts cs. .'—\ntonio Alvares Macltaclo, 1689, NA, Case tiles, I[TI59. 'I‘ht'- earli-

est elidorsements I have found date from 1609. In the chaotic aftermath of Le Maire‘s hear raid, ni-any
forward traders wanted to be sure who their counterparty was. Several notarial deeds show that for-
ward contracts had been rt‘-sold, eg. t}r.s‘.=}:tm!£e I0 Atlgttst ltilt), Ea‘.-\.-\, I.\lotaries. inv. m". 120, Yo. 99v: iri-
nnurttir Iti August I610, 3.-\.-\, Notaries. inv. nr. 209, lb. l8l\'; .='rt.a'.5n.=m.*ir 2] Atugust Itiltl, FM.-\. Nota1'ies,
in\'. 111‘. I20, fo. 99v-I001’.

-'57 Adriaen van der Hcijdcn and Daniel van Gencgcn ?.',t'. Abraham Al:-eli_jn, NA, inv, nr. 633. nr. l6l-1-—
l 18.
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lijn's position was similar to that of Overlander and other unwary huyers on the share

market, but his legal position was much better. Furthermore, Abelijn did not have to

make an assessment of the reputation and creditworthiness of his contractual counter-

party Van der Heijden, because he also had recourse to Van Genegen. This judgment

spread knowledge about the benefits of endorsements on the share market and might

very well have persuaded traders to participate in the forward market rather than in

the spot market, because endorsed forward contracts were stronger than spot con-

tracts; it was a significant advantage to have recourse to several countetparties.

\'Vith this legal concept clearly defined, the legal framework was in place. From

the 1630s onwards, traders knew the legal force of the various transactions that they

could choose among. Also, property rights were now clearly defined. Finally, and most

importantly, participants in the secondary market ibr \-‘QC: shares could predict how

the courts would judge in certain types of conllict. This legal certainty reduced the

chance. of becoming involved in a court case and thus reduced transaction costs.

TER .\-I S 01-‘ SI’,TTl .lZ’.\-"I IZNT

The outcome of share~trade-related court cases was not always to the benefit of‘ the

development of trade. Court judgments of the early seventeenth century confirmed

that it was possible L0 delay the settlement of a forward contract for a seemingly in-

definite period of time. Buyers simply delayed requesting delivery of the share until it

became profitable for them to 50. Until that moment, they had postponed settlement,

for instance under the pretext that they needed some more time to gather the money

needed for the settlement. The seller, meanwhile, could urge the buyer to accept the

share, but he could not legally force him to do so. When the buyer finally requested

delivery of the share, the seller could try to object to this claim by arguing that it was

unreasonable to suddenly request delivery months after the orignal settlement date,

but the buyer’s case stood stronger in court: the judges would decide on the basis of

the original ibrward contract, which stated that a share should be delivered at a cer-

tain price after a certain term, without a limitation to the eontract’s validity. Hence,

they would enforce the contract.”

3" E.g. Isaac‘ le l\-'[‘.1ire 1'1. Louis del Beeckc, i\'.v\, Court of Holland, inv. nr. 633, ltilil-l 34- and Isaac le
Maire us. Louis del Bceckc. N.-\, Court ol"Ho|land, inv. nr, 664, l62—lr—{S=l-. [In spite of‘ the fact that the

same litigants appear in both cases, T.l1L“SI;‘ are tiifle1'entlau-suits.)
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It is not hard to see how this hampered the Cl€\-'Cl0pI1"1€f1l. of trade: it was a

rather uninviting prospect for forward sellers that their counterparties could simply

linger over settlement until the deal would become profitable to them. The market

itself tbund a solution for this problem. From the 1030s onwards, it became customary

to settle a forward contract within three weeks after the original settlement date. For-

ward buyers could use this period to gather the money needed for the share transfer or

to try to find a counterparty willing to roll over the contract. This market custom did

not have the status of a legal rule, however. In the early l640s, for instance, traders

already referred to it in their plea before court, but the judges took no notice of it.3"

The market itself. however, did regard it as an official rule; stockbrokers Sebastiaen da

Cunha and Hendrick van Meijert attested before a notary in 1659 that a buyer lost

title to the forward contract after the customary settlement term had expired.”'‘‘ This

was thus an example of self-regulation: the trading community expected its members

to settle their contracts within three weeks’ time after expiry of the contract. The ab-

sence of conflicts over contract settletnent that came before a higher court after 1641

suggests that the traders complied to a large extent with this informal rule.

In the mid-1680s, share trader Samuel Cotinho decided to test this rule’s It-gal

status once again. His lawsuit against Vincent van Bronckhorst is especially interest-

ing, because its case file, containing various attestations, surxrix-'ed. This case thus

shows how the judges in the Dutch Republic took statements of market practitioners

into consideration. The case went as follows: on 25_]une H383, Van Bronckhorst sold

a forward with af 12,000 \-’0(: share as underlying asset to Cotinho. Three days after

the settlement date (1 September 1683), Van Bronckhorst notified Cotinho that he

wanted to deliver the share, but Cotinho answered that he was unable to receive it.

Van Bronckhorst then asked a notary to serve an t'm.'t'.etta£t'e containing a request to de-

liver the share to Cotinho. Cotinho was not at home, though, but his maid listened to

the in.rtrt.tta£ir. Since no subsequent action was taken on the side of Cotinho, Van

Bronckhorst asked perrnission of the Court of Aldermen to sell the share on the mar-

ket instead, which the Aldermen granted. A little later, however, Cotinho started liti-

gation; he argued that it was unreasonable that Van Bronckhorst had sold the share to

5”‘ li.g. I’|'1i|ips (It-. Bacher 2-5. }’1'cde.rick van Scltuijlenljurclt [20 Dct"cn1l)er 1ti=ll'J_. N.-\, Cottrt cl" Holland.
lI'.l\‘. nr. 739, in. lti-1-I-I66. This lawsuit shows that the market custom had already become established.

bttt the court did not yet rttle accordingly: the buyer had waited at month |)efttre he requested cleliveiy
oflhe share, but the court still ruled in favor of his claim to get the share delivered.
1" Attestation [1 1_]ttl}-' 1659), s.-\.-\, Notaries, im-'. ur. 220?, p. 95.
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a tl1ird party before the customary term for settling forwards had expired. Cotinho

held a strict view of the market custom. In his opinion, l'orward buyers held title to an

unsettled contract until the customary term had expired whatever happened in the

meantime. He thus regarded it as an extension to the contract’s term and wanted to

see whether the court would approve of this view.

Both litigants adduced attestations to support their case. A group of regular

traders attested on 4 October 1583, only days alter the irtriaaatie, that it was customary

to settle contracts after two or three weeks, but traders should immediately settle once

the counterparty had requested settlement through an ntsinuatie. The attestation used

by Cotinho’s solicitor was dated 27 October 1684: a number ofbrokers stated before a

notary that the customaiy settlement term was three or four weeks. In the end, the

court ruled in favor of Van Bronckhorst: it had not been unreasonable that he had

sold the share before the customary term for delivery had expired.“

The market custom regarding the term for contract settlement did thus not

have legal status. A contract neither lost its validity after the term had expired”, nor

were traders able to claim title to a contract o11 the basis ofthe market cttstom. Bttt the

courts’ judgments did not stop the market from using its customary practices for the

settlement of contracts. To be sure, from the end of the 1680s onwards, the market

custom was explicitly mentioned on the printed forward contracts used in the forward

trade. And, what is more, this extra clause imposed a line on non-cotnplianee with the

market custom. A trader who settled his contract with af3,{}U0 share as underlying

asset too late was fincdf7.50 per clay. I have found no evidence of traders actually

paying this fine, but the fact that this stipulation was included on the printed contracts

suggests that it was widely accepted by the trading community. Interestingly, moreo-

ver, the clause also stipulated that a contract would lose its validity should its holders

1'elrain from settling it within three months.*3 The trading community thus imposed its

own rules where legal enforcement proved to be inadequate. In the case of terms of

settlement, self-regulation facilitated the settlement procedure. V'Vithout it, however,

the market would still have functioned. The next section will address a sell‘-regulatory

'“ Szmtuel Llotinho cs. \»"incent van Bronclchorst. H389. \*.-\, Case liles, HK98.
'3 See footnote 39.

l“ l“oI'w2trcl contract l*i'JtII1l_’ I688, 5.-\.-\. PIG, inv. nr. (554. The bottom lines cl‘ this contract stipulated

that it should be settled within 20 days alter the original settlement date. II‘ the seller did not comply,
the price wottld tliereafler he reduced by a quarter ol‘ a ]JL‘1'CL’l1l2tgt‘. point a day. If the buyer did 11ol
comply, the price would be increased by a quarter nfa percentage point a day. In any case. the contract
would lose its legal validity three months alter the original settlement date.
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mechanism that was a sine qua non For the scale of forward trading of the second half

of the seventeenth century.

Hivate enfiircenzertl mec!ia:zis‘m

The ban on short«-selling of February 1610“ severely constrained Forward trading.

Traders were allowed to sell forward contracts only with shares they legally owned as

underlying asset, but share traders continued short-selling and the autltorilies felt

contpelled to repeat the ban several times. In these reissues, the first of which ap-

peared in I62], they explicitly stated that brokers were not allowed to negotiate con-

tracts that contained a renunciation clause. Moreover, any contract containing such a

clause would be declared null and void. Apparently traders negotiated contracts in

which they explicitly renounced the ban on short-selling."-3

The use of contracts containing a renunciation clause was nevertheless wide-

spread. All examples of printed contracts that I have found, dating from dilferent pe-

riods throughout the seventeenth century, contain such a clause. To be sure, ex-en

Vincent van Bronckhorst, himselfa councilor of the High Council, did not hesitate to

use them.” The judges understood that they could not pronounce the entire forward

share trade illegal, so they approved the use of the contracts containing a renunciation

clause, which shows once more that the courts were disposed to supporting the devel-

opment ofthe share trade.

At the same time, however, the Dutch legal system did not enforce short sales.

So if a litigant could convincingly prove that his counterparty had not owned the

share that was subjettt ofa forward sale at the contract date and during the contract's

term, the court would declare the contract null and void. In his case against Andries

Polster in 1633, Sex-erijn Haeck convinced the judges of the Court of Holland that

Polster had not owned the underlying asset of the forward he had sold him during the

contract’s term. The court declared the contract null and void, even though Polster

had immediately made good tende.r of the stock after Haeck announced that he was

about to start litigation.“

” .‘."-ee chapter 1, section 1l3U9—l0 - Isaac lc Maire on page 24 Ill
'7' Smith, Tijd-rgflrzirat, 57-60. See, for the bans, footnote l~'l-.
'“‘ Samuel (l(J1lI‘ll1(')E.-'.\'. Vincent van Bronckliorst. 1689, Court o|‘Holland, Case Iiles. IIKEJB.

‘ll Sm-‘erijll Haeck t'.t'. Andries Polstcr [28 Marclt I633}. NA, Court of Holland. inv. nr. 703, nr. I633-36-

I. The court pronounced the same judgment i11 a similar case between Severijn Haeck and Dirck van
dcr l’crre_, which came up in court on the sa me day: 5e\=eri_i11 Hacck 2:2: DlI‘Cl( "can do 1‘ Perrc (‘.28 ;\-"larch
1633}, .\'.\, Clourt of Holland, inv. nr. F03, nr. 1633-36-2.
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A lawsuit that came before court 34 years later indicates tltat tradets were fully

aware of the fact that the courts would never enforce short-sale contracts. The c]efer1~

dants in the case started by Sebastiaen da Cunha did not even bother to appear in

court. Just like Haeck, Da Cunha wanted to be relieved from his contractual obliga-

tions. In 1555, he had bought a number of forward contracts with \--‘QC shares with a

nominal value of several thousands of guilders as underlying assets from a total of nine

counterparties. During the terms of these contracts the Second Anglo-Dutch VN-lar

[1665-7:) broke out, leading to a relative price decrease of 35% (from around 490°/all‘

in 1664 to 3l5%"” in September/October 1665). Da Cunha realized that he was

about to lose a lot of money were he to comply with the contracts and he therefore

tried to be. relieved from his contractual obligations by taking these contracts to court.

The report of the court’s session does not state the details of Da Cunl1a’s contracts,

but assuming that he traded one forward contract with each of the nine delcndants in

this lawsuit, that all shares had a nominal value off3,U'00 and that the price dropped

by 175 percentage points” after he bought the forwards, he could have lost up to

_f50,UUU on these fotwards. The defendants probably knew that Da Cunha could pro-

duce convincing evidence and therefore they realized that they had nothing to win by

going to the courtroom in The Hague. They were sentenced by default after the

fourth no-show; the court declared the contracts null and void.“

Da Cunha’s strategy could have posed a big threat to the growth of the for-

ward market: many forward traders owned only a small or zero amount of shares in

the capital books of the \-'0(:. Hence, ifthey sold forwards, these were likely to be short

sales, which gave their counterparties the opportunity to legally renege on their pur-

chases. Consequently, forward short sellers would always lose on their transactions: on

expiry of the contract, buyers, whose behavior was solely influenced by economic con-

” During tl1e period _]ur.-e-t\ugust l(i[i~l, the share price fluctuated between 4-9!) and 5[l0"-“oz S.-L-\, Mer-
chants' accounts. inv. nr. 353, lo. 73.

“‘ S.-\i\, Dcu1"z..in\'. nr. 291, fo. +6.

3" This would have been the maximum possible loss per sha1'(-..
5' Sehastiaen (la Cunlta tar. l\-Iichiel Rodrigues i\-lendes L‘.s. (27 May lti(i7_J, _\'.-'t, inv. nr. 784. 111'. H367-
60. This case was brought before the Court ofHolland in first instance, but it is unclear to me why Da

Cunha did 1101 take the case to the Court ol'.-Xlderrnen lirst. Foreign mercltanls were allowed to litigate
direcI.ly before the Court ol'Holland._ but at pl:1usil3le explanation may also be that one of the defendants
{Joan (Ion-er) was liimsclfone ofthejudges in the Court of Aldermen in l£366:Jol1:tt1 E. Elias, De l-"raw!-
.tr!'m_.-‘J erm .'iiT.?l.\'."E’.F't’.ft'I1'l'!', I.‘37¢5’-I.7.’}.'3 I (Haarlem 1903) 52L Nantes of the defendants: Micltiel Rodrigues
Mt-udcs. lsaack ;\-lendcs da Silva. l\'loscs (Ie Silva {also acting on I):-|1alfol';\-"loses l\-Iachaclo._]oa:1 Cor-

ve r. Louis Gons-ales tl’At‘.tlr-acla, Manuel Lopes Villareal. Gerrit van Beuningen and Cornclis Lock].
Da Cunlla could prove that the forwattl contracts were short sales because tlte sellers had placed the
sharcs on Da C?u11lia's ‘tintc account‘ in the course oflhe terms ofthe contracts, thus trying to make the
sales appear legal.
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siderations, would comply with their contracts only ifthis would be profitable to them.

Such was not the case, however. Very few forward buyers only two examples can be

found in the archives of the Court of Holland - employed this strategy to avert losses.

It could be possibie that these cases were seldom brought before the provincial court,

for this was no complicated juridical matter. Hence there could have been little

ground to lodge an appeal against the local cottrt’s jt1dgment.5? The. archives of the

Court of Aldermen cannot be consulted to check this, but there are no signs whatso-

ever that these cases ever existed: a logical first step for litigation on the basis ofthe

bans on short-selling was to request aanwylztinge in the \-'O(: capital books (a buyer could

ask a seller to show his ledger in the capital books to verify whether he was the legal

owner* ofia share) via a notarial insittuattie. Such insirzttaties appear frequently in the. pro-

tocols of the notaries of Amsterdam around 1610-5*‘, but they are largely absent there-

after. The conclusion must thus be that forward buyers rarely rencgcd on their con-

tracts.

The explanation lor this obselvation is that a private enforcement mechanism,

based on honor, reputation and peer pressure, was in place on the secondary market

for \-‘QC: shares. This mechanism prevented forward buyers from rerusging. Only in

cases where the amount of money at stake was too high (as in Da Ctmha’s case) did

this private enforcement mechanism fail.

The strongest form of the private enforcement mechanism was in place in

trading clubs like the (.'ot’!eg.5e z.'a:ta’e Acttionitten and a somewhat weaker form in the re.s‘mrt~

are meetings. It should be stressed, moreover, that honor and reputation were very

important personal assets in early modern societies in general, so some Form of a repu-

tational regulatory mechanism was always in place in early modern trade.""‘ The con-

tracts used in the forward trade emphasized the importanc.e of a tracler’s honor: the

names of the parties to the contract were preceded by the word ‘honorable’ and the

traders were called “luyden met eere' (men ofhonorj in the penalty clause at the bot-

“? Please note that Sebastiaen da Cunha E-‘J. Miclliel Roclrigttes .\"Iendes c.s. was not an appeal case
either, cf. Ibotnote 51.

53 'l'he.se buyers did not ask for attrtwgiaittgta because they \\'-antetl to be relieved from their contractual

obligations this was be|'o1‘e the ban on short-selling l)t1t because they feared that Lhey would miss out
on1'|1clitst tlividencl distribution ifthcir cottttterparties did not actually own the shares they had sold.
3'" See, e.g., Goldgar, 'fi:I'i;::nm.tt'r:.
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tom of the contracts. The personages in josseph de la Vega's Coryiuitin de car;/itsriones

also repeatedly stress the importance of honor and reputation in the share trade.“

This was all very well, but the participants of the high-risk forward market,

where deals were made that were unenforceable by law, wanted to be sure that their

counterparties not only said they were honorable men, but that they also acted ac-

cordingly. The correspondence between Lord Londonderry {born Thomas Pitt, Jr.)

and his cousin George l\-lorton Pitt, dating from l’/'23, shows that there were indeed a

large number of disreputable traders on the Amsterdam exchange who preferably

bought forwards and received option premiums. Ifit turned out that they would suffer

a loss on these contracts, they simply reneged. George Morton Pitt added to this that

merchants of Amsterdam did not trade with these particular traders; only traders who

were unaware of their bad reputations {e.g. foreigners) would enter into a transaction

with Lhern.5“ But how could a trader have information about the creditworthiness and

reputation of all possible counterparties?

First of all, brokers gathered information about as many traders’ reputations as

possible“, but the regular meetings of the i‘£_t‘t“0??.Z?‘r’. and the trading clubs provided an

even better solution to the reputation problem. The strength of these meetings was

that a large number of traders were regularly present at the same location. Informa-

tion about the reputations of the participants of the trading sessions spread quickly

amongst the traders present and a trader with a bad name would find it hard to find

counterparties for his transactions. Moreover, traders learnt to know each other very

well during the sessions, all the more so since reciprocal transactions occurred fre-

quently.

The private enforcement mechanism of the trading clubs went one step fur-

ther. These clubs were private meetings and participants could be expelled.-"l-' Once a

l.\'hen, for example, the shareholder explains the use of options. he says: ‘Even ifyou do not gain
through the “opsics" the Iirst time, you do not risk your credit. and do not put your honor in danger,’
De la Vega, Clargfitsidrt dc ca.{7fi1.t'it::w.r, 77 [_p. 24- in the N388 edition. p. 7 in Kellenlienz.’ Eitglisll edition}.
7'“ George .\-lorton Pitt to Lord Lo11clot1de.rry, ‘.23 April 1720, quoted in: Larry Neal, ‘Relleetions from
the Mirror of Folly: The aclvetitltrcs of Lord Londonderty in the stock markets of Paris, Amsterrlam,
and London in the bubbles of l7l9-1720', l-l"onlri.q_c;f}rt[Jer{E010} I3-4. George Morton Pitt cllaracterized

tltesc disreputable ll'£t(lc1‘s as ‘Scrul),]cws'.
"'7 See chapter I, section |53Us and H5405 - Interrnediation and a changing composition of the trading
community on page 36 If.
3"” The organization ofthe Anisterdant trading clubs bears close re.sem|)lancc to the London Stock lis-
change in the eighteenth century. Both were closed associations oftraders characterized by a high de-

gree of self- regulation: Larry Neal, ‘The evolution of'self- and state-regtllation ofthe London Stock
Exchange, I688-1878’, in: Debin t\-"la andjan Luiten van Zanden {eds}, i’.a.at.' G.’-‘(ll {nrtg—Ta'rm reason.-fr
charges." (I Enr.r:15.fnr: ;)m'sprc£iz,e° (forthcoming. StaI1lh:'(l 20] l_] chapter I4.
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share trader was allowed in - it is very well possible that new members were admitted

only after the intercession ofone of the members he had the possibility to perform a

large number of possibly profitable transactions. If a trader failed to live up to the

standards of the club, however, he would be excluded From the trading sessions. and

his chances of participating in the trading sessions were gone?" It was thus in the in-

terest of all parties involved to live up to their agreement:-“,.““ An attestation by four

frequent participants stresses the force oi‘ honor and reputation within the community

that traded in the clubs: they attested how the traders in the clubs rarely used written

contracts for their transactions. Oral agreements sufficed for transactions between

honorable trader".-:1”

As mentioned briefly in chapter 1, it is moreover likely that the trading sessions

in the clubs were chaired by some kind of committee that could also adjudicate in con-

flicts that arose from dealings in the meetings. The committee received its authority

lrorn the community of participants - a trader who entered the trading clubs also sub-

ordinated himself to the adjudicating board. The principal indication for my hypothe-

sis that there such committees were present in the trading clubs is that the main trad-

ing club was called Collegie wands Atrtioii-titan. The word ‘collegie‘ implies that there was

some sort of governing body that supervised the meetings. Moreover, the name of this

club was similar to that of a typical tulip-trading club that regularly met during the

Tulipmania of 1636-7: Coffegie Lusmde Bloirtiaisteri. C-oldgar has shown that during that

winter, most of the trade in tulip bulbs took place in inns, where coffegtfen (_e.g. Co!t'egz'e

tram’? Biarrrrrzisleaj presided over the trading sessions. The cofirgiea acted as committees of

tulip experts who made the rules for the trade that took place in the inns, organized

continuous auctions and also adjudicated in conflicts between bulb traders. Peer pres-

sure, which weighed heavily in the small community of bulb traders, gave the t.'ot'i"t’gt'e

its power.59

Interestingly, a known regulation of the eigl1teenth—centL1ry ;te.trom'.re meetings

explicitly mentions the presence of a secretary, an ollicial who could impose fines and

-"“-' Withottt the possibility of exclusion, the free-rider problem arises. The possibility of exclusion was
theI‘ei'ore key to the luiictionizig of the trading clubs. jaines M. Buchanan, ‘An economic theory of
clubs", Erenoritiro 3? {I965} I-I4.
"“ North, lm'rittttir:n.s', 33.

“J .-\ttestation 9_]allt1£1l‘}' 170-I-. SAA. Notaries, im‘. or. (3956, ft). 23. l\7amt-s oi‘ the attestants: Henri Alx-’a~
res. jaeob Gabay, .\’l.()iSt“.".t Coronel and Daniel Dias de Pas. It is unclear why these four men made this
attestation before notary \-"an Velen.
”'-" Anne Coldga I‘, Trrtiprr.-.ttiin.' !.*.'t'.'t'!§'_. /iwmr, nitcH:n:1a.'fer!gr in Hit’ 1J:n'rit G'm’r!'eu Age (Chicago 2007'] 191-2.
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a board of ‘Cleeiseurs" that adjudicated in conllicts.“-" Presumably, the rescontre partici-

pants had recognized the advantages of" an adjudicating board for the settlement S65-

sions. So, although direct evidence of regulatory and adjudieating bodies is lacking for

the trading clubs of the second half of the seventeenth centuty, the presence of such

bodies in similar trading clttbs in the 1630s and the eighteenth century makes a rea-

sonable case for their presence in the share-trading clubs.

The trading club ledgers of the PortugueseJew"ish merc.hantsJacob Athias and

Manuel Levy Duartefi" give proof of the eifectiveness of these elttbs. They show the

immense turnovers of Athias and Levy Duarte during each session, but equally inter-

esting is die fact that they regularly‘ traded forwards with Christian participants of

these sessions, whereas I have found few examples of high-risk i.e. forward) transac-

tions between members of different religious communities on the market outside the

trading clubs. The peer pressure and the reputational mechanism in the trading clubs

persuaded traders to enter into a transaction with traders they did not know very well.

But for reasons mentioned before, the large turnover in the trading clubs did not lead

to an increase in traders trying to legally renege by suing their cottnterparties for short

selling. What is more, even insolvent traders rarely trie.d to become relieved of their

forward deals by asking the courts to declare their forward purchases null and void."35

They chose the lesser of two evils: an honorable bankruptcy was apparently less bad

than a dishonorable: reneging. And perhaps they hoped to be able to return to the

exchange shortly after their bankruptcy had been dealt with.

Sebastiaen da Cunha was probably not indilferent about his reputation either,

but the losses he was about to incur on the forward c.ontracts that were subject of the

1667 lawsuit were simply too high. And that was exactly the weakness of the private

enforcement mechanism based on traders’ reputations: there was a limit to the extent

to which the participants of the trading clubs valued their reputations. If the share

““ Smith, T;}'d-rg{}'r3t:'at. 133-8. It is unknown when this regulation was put into effect, but this is likely to
have l‘1i:lppt'I1C(i before I May I764.
""' .5.-\.-\, Fit}, in\-‘. ttrs. 687-8.

“'5 In June 1671?, Balthasar da Ciunha [not to be confused witli Sebastiaen da Cunba cf. footnote 5|}.

one of the largest stock traders on the .*\mster(lam exchange, transferred the ownership of two houses
and aft3,0U0 share in the Eitkltuiztstt chamber of the \'t‘J(.' to Miguel Netto dc Paiva: (Iced ofc0nvey~
ance and transfer ['28_]une I672]. S:-\.-K, Notaries, inv. nr. 4074, lb. 485-7. He had obviously [inancial
difficulties, but did not rent-gt: on his forward deals.
Frans Pardieque became iiisolveltt in October I688. He was unable to fulfill his 0l}ll_‘.‘,'aLi0I1S becattse he

did not receive payment on an tmsettled transaction with Coenraet van Beuttingen. He did not, how»
ever, try to le.t the courts declare his l'orward purchases null and void. but ratlter let his counterparties
lay claims on his insolvent estate: record containing the unsettled forward deals of Pardicque [22 Octo-
ber 1688], S.-\.-\, 1\.'-otaries._ inv. nr. 4135, lo. F124.
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price fell very steeply, traders had to make a difficult assessment: they could choose to

renege and lose their carefully accumulated reputation, or they could comply wi1.h

their contracts and lose a large amount of money. In Da Cunha's case, the scale

tipped toward reneging. And indeed, the price fall during the term ofhis forwards was

clearly exceptional: the years 1664-51: witnessed the largest decline in share price in the

history up until that time ofthe \-’t)(:.

Only seven years later, however, the share price experienced an even greater

fall. In 1672, the share price fell to 280% inJune/July, whereas shares had been sold

for 560% in July 1671.5“ For a number of traders, this price fall was so large as to

outweigh an unblemished reputation. Unsurprisingl}-', then, all instances of insnzuaifies‘

explicitly mentioning the intention to renege on the basis olithe States ofHolland bans

date from this year. Antonio Lopes de Castro Gago, alias Jacob Lopes de Castro

Gago, for example, answered to two insiituatirs served upon him that the sellers had

sold him nothing but ‘air’ and that he would obey the official bans. He had bought

two forwards in Januan; 1672 with a nominal value off3,000 each at 485 2/3% and

487%. In early May 1672, the settlement date for both contracts, the share pric.e stood

at 325%. He would thus have lost almostfl0,U'UU on these fo1‘wards.“7

The price crash of 1688, when the \-'O(: shares subsequently lost l8% of their

market value in late August and another 9.5% in OCt0l)€I‘l58, did not lead to a similar

pattern of reneging foiward traders. The most plausible explanation is that this price

fall was not large enough ibr the traders to give up their good reputations on the mar-

ket; the. [688 price decrease was only half as large as its 1672 counterpart. Another,

related, explanation is that there was no reneging trader in 1688 who gave the initial

impetus for a chain of non-coinpliances. The participants of the clubs all traded with

each other and all tried to keep their portfolios balanced. The individual forwards

were risky transactions, but the traders reduced their portfolio risk by netting out their

transactions with opposite transactions.“" This systeni worked well until one of the

traders pulled out. The portfolios of all of his counterparties would then no longer be

balanced, which increased their incentive to also rcnege on one or more of their li-

'“' See, for a more detailed discussion of the 1672 price crash, p. 161 iii
“7 lm‘.='n::m‘.fes Raphael lluarte £18 .\-lay‘ 1672} and t\-lanuel ;\-lendes Flores -'._19 May ]67‘2']: .*5.=\.-K, Notaries.
inv. nr. 2239, lo. 183. 199. Gaspar Mendcs dc Gan-‘oijs gave a similar answer to an irtrinuaiir requesting
him to receive at shart=- at 53fJ"..-"u on I July: .-'r:s:}:urm'er Antonio and Miguel Guitieres .\'la:‘tines [1 July
167?}: 5-3.-\.-\. Notaries, inv. nr. 2239.

'”’ The sliare price decreased li'orn 560 to 4-60 in .-'\t1{_,-1.1 st and further to -'ll 6 in October. See. for a more
detailed discussion ofthe 1688 price crash, page 60 ll”.
'5" See, for a more detailed a nal}-'sis_, chapter 4.
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abilities, thus possibly starting a chain of unfulfilled transactions. The 1672 price craslt

thus highlighted the weak spot of t.he trading clubs with their private enforcement

mechanism: it was founded on the honor and reputation of its participants, but conse-

quently, when one of the participants chose to pull out, the system became unbal-

anced and there were no formal institutions to fall back on.

C'0!tclu.tion.-.‘

Together, the legal framework and the private enforcement system provided a high

level of certainty that the market would consummate all transactions. The two systems

may seem to have been in place on fully separate markets; one where the rule of law

was indispensable for the development of the market and the other where the rule of

law was redundant because informal institutions replaced it. Yet they were strongly

connected to each other. The private sub-market could never have developed into an

effective trading place without a clear legal framework being in place and hence the

two parts are inextricably intertwined. I have already mentioned the direct connection

between the two: the coming into place ofa clear legal frarnework contributed to the

entry of new groups of participants on the share market and thus necessitated the

emergence of sub-markets where there were. no restrictions as to the amount of sltares

that could be traded - the market simply grew too large for its legal boundaries. But

the sub-m arkets we re in yet another way connected to the principal share market.

It was important that the traders in the trading clttbs knew that they partici-

pated in a sub-market where other rules applied than on the principal marke.t. This is

a marked difference from the trade in tulip bulbs during the Tulipmania. This trade

also took place in clubs, the. so-called roltlrgies, but there did not exist a principal market

for bulbs with the same level of development as the market for VCJCJ shares. This be-

came problematic when the bulb price collapsed in early 1637. Many tulip traders

went to court to extort payment from their counterparties, but the courts refused to

pronounce judgment in tulip-trade-related lawsuits.” Thus emerged a situation where

7” Goldgar, Titlipnlurrirt, 237-Til. E.H. Krel-age, Bt"r;errtert.rpt°rulr:lie .l."t.\'i"(1lt*’l"[(£.*.'(f.' dc '1'in";mmarI.=}’ ram H536-"37 en
dr {l'}r:r'lrt£rr:lrartr!r( 1?'_9tCl-’36 tAmstt-rdaln 19-l2) $16. The reasons why the courts refusetl to do so remain
unclear. Goldgar eagerly uses the courts‘ refusal to support her argument that civic ltarniony stood at
the basis of the Dutch society: the courts encouraged traders to settle their conllicts in the frientlliest
way. It is undoubtedly true that arbitration and mediation were important in the Dutch legal system,
but why would the courts refuse to attend to these cases? Their number could have clczigged the system.

as Goldgal‘ put f0nva1‘tl, but these cases were all similar: one judytent would have created a precedent.
1 think the principal motivation for the courts was that the tulip trade had attracted large numbers of
new participants only months before the bubble burst. The courts might have argued that the tulip
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traders belies-‘ed that the transactions they had entered into would be enforced, but as

it turned out, their trades were not considered to be legally valid. Consequently, trad-

ers lost confidence in the institutions ofthe tulip trade.

In the case of the share trade, however, the participants knew that the. courts

would not enforce the transactions they performed within the trading clubs. They

were aware of this situation because the legal Framework of the share trade had been

clearly defined in the first decades of the seventeenth century. Hence, traders were

well aware that there was a chance that their counterparties in the trading clubs would

renege, and they implittitly accepted this as soon as they started participating them-

selves. They did not lose confidence in the system in the event that one trader re-

neged. However, the reneging traders of 1672 did make the trading community real-

ize how risky the forward trade was. The next chapter will discuss how traders used

clillerent types oftransactions to manage and control the. risks ofthcir trades.

rhbpendix — S/10?’! .5‘l'£I?£}?£(£[]J qfcozmf c:r1.res‘

Table 3.1 Court of Holland, Extended sentences

Plainlill lJel”et1(|ant Legal concept Short 5t;I it Inaryor, n r.

16 I 2- De .\'Ici_it-rt: Van Dtlyltett 'l‘ratIstirt‘ ol‘own- Buyers may expect shztrcs trans-

ti crsliip Ferrecl to them to he genuilte

and li'ct’.d from any claims.
16 I 4- .*\l)I.‘.lijl't Overla ndcr Transfsr 0|‘ own— Idem
fill crsltip Adtlitionally, there is no need to

explicitly ask for ll‘1t'lr‘.['I]l‘1ifil'_‘2ll'l0l1
at ainst am-' lilture Lrotlbles.

632 6 l -l-- Semt'i_i Ahclijn Transfer ol‘own- Idem
7.”) crshi 3

De Mcijere Semtrij Tr2l11sl'er ol" own- Idem

ership
Ahelijn l7.ndo1‘sen1ent All endorsers are individually

I-lei_iden and rcsponsihlc for compliance with
\-"alt Genegcn a contract_. t:\'etl if the c.-ndorsee

is sol\'t‘nl.

A contract does not lose its \‘a-
liditv over time.
:\ contract does not lose its va-
liditv over time.

Upholding of the Short-sale contracts are null and
ban on .~;l1ort- void.

s(:l.ling
Upltoltling ol‘ the Idem
ban on short-

contracls were invalid |)ecaust: the new entrants to the market" were unaware oliits rules and customs;

more e.,\'perienccd traders rnight have mislt-.d them to pay the cmrbitalttly high prices.
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60 Rlendcs c.s. ham 011 short-

.~:r.~.I|iI1
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Table 3.2 Court of Holland, Case files

Im-'. Ye-au‘ Plalinliil‘ 1):-.fu.=-ndam Legal cun— Short sun1n1ar)-'
nr cc JI

HK98 I689 Crutinho Van Terms 01' Tl1:_=rc.*. arr,‘ limits to :1 cm1lrar1’s valiclity: a
Bronckhorst :<(-‘.Il.|t_’!I‘I1t‘I1l Ill!)-'L‘I‘CE1I1I‘|l)[ :‘{~vors-3l1is (|ccisi(m e1fte1'ti1L'

seller has I'I1ZlClL’ good te11dc1'ofst0(‘k. but ht’
has l”[’.f1.l.‘a‘(.'Cl In :'(?cr*i\'e it. 

  

Table 3.3 Hi . Council, Extended sentences

Plaintiff‘ Dt?ll"l1Ela|1l I.cg'.LI¢‘.m1- S]1nrtsun1Im1ryI'll‘. ['.{"Jl

T08 I[i1(3 .-\b(-Iijn 'I’r:n'I5|"c I‘ 0!" Bll)-'{‘.I‘S may E‘>i[)IL-Cl s<l1are.=s tr:1I1sl‘c.|‘r::-cl to them
c)wnt‘1‘s]1i]J lo he gl.‘l‘J.Llll'Ii.' and frt*.{’d |lI"{)I'I'l any [‘lZllI'I'l§.

'I‘l1rrr: is no I‘::.‘(-:(| to explicitly ask I131‘ inclern-
nifira1im1a9,'ai|1stam" lhttlm troubles.

708 mm "1‘.-amn'._:.- or-- 0wm=.r5]Ii J
. Svnl :rij 'I’rzu1s|3.':r ni‘‘ L1wl1L’l'.‘illi J

7]
.3 [622 Van Rolgans Own:-rs|1ip St-Ilu;-1' has no right ofliladicalirm on 21 share

Baick that has been l1‘aI1s['€ T‘|'(’(‘l in 1110 capitzll books,
but which had only partly bc"u:'n paid For.
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4- RISK SEEKING AN D RISK MITIGATION

Irm'o(z'ut't‘.ion

The development of the derivatives market, which already started in the first decade

of the seventeenth century', enabled traders to participate in the share trade and

hence. benefit from share price movements without locking up a large amount of

money in \’OC capital stock. This was not the only advantage the derivatives market

provided, however. From the mid-seventeenth century onwards, it also offered sophis-

ticated risk-management possibilities t.o the traders who were active on the derivatives

market. According to Ranald Michie, ‘the design of‘ trading methods which permitted

investors to buy and sell securities remuneratively, without exposing themselves to

undue risk’ was even the most important innovation of the Amsterdam securities mar-

ket?’ Using data from protocols of‘ Amsterdam notaries and private papers of mer-

chants who were active on the market, this chapter explores which trading methods

were availalile on the market and how traders could use these to manage and control

their financial risks. I will show that in the second half of‘ the century, the derivatives

market allowed investors to allocate and mitigate risks according to their needs. It thus

fulfilled a core function of financial systems as designated by Nlerton and Bodie.3

There were two kinds of‘ risk involved i11 trading on the secondary market for

\-’()C shares. Firstly, each transaction, and especially those on the forward market, car-

ried a risk that the counterparty would clefault. The legal framework and the private

enforcement mechanism of the trading clubs significantly reduced the chance of re-

neging, hut counterparty risk was not negligible. Secondly, every investor with a posi-

tion in the \-’O(: faced portfolio risk -- the risk of fluctuations in the value ofa portfolio.

I will show in this chapter how traders managed counterparty risk by choosing

between different de1'ivatives. More specifically, they chose to use derivatives instead

of spot transactions to reduce the risk of non-payment. Moreover, they shifted from

foiwards to repos if‘ they deemed contract nonperformance risk too high. The next

section analyzes how traders used derivatives to control portfolio risk. They used both

forwards and options to leverage their risk and to protect their portfolios against un-

' See chapter I, section U30? The emer_t_rer1ce oI' a tleri\'ati\‘es market on page 30 IT.
3 Mic hie, T729 glribat 5ccuri!ir.s' :::.=u'al"r!. 28.
5‘ Robert C. Merton and Zvi Bodie, ‘A conceptual framework For an alyzing the financial envi ronment'.
in: Dwight B. Clraiie cl al. [eds.}. 771:’ gfflbflf‘/filflflffftf .5]-‘.n'em.' ri_fio:ri'irn.=nl ,fJrr.t‘,brrti'z.'r [:Boston lFJ.(l5,1 3-31, there
3.
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wanted price fluctuations. Lastly, contingency claims were added to derivatives con-

tracts in order to specifically allocate price risks that could result from certain events,

such as peace negotiations.

The picture that emerges from this chapter is that the high level of‘ sophistica-

tion of the derivatives market allowed share traders to allocate and mitigate risks ac-

cording to their needs. This development completed the transition from an accidental

market where corporate equity could be bought and sold to a full-fledged financial

market. It is important to note that it became possible to control financial risks on the

derivatives market only with the. entry of a large pool of short-term speculators on the

market that started in the 1640s. These speculators specialized in trading risks.

Moreover, they were generally less risk-averse than the long-term horizon investors on

the market. The speculators were willing to take on the risks that other investors

wanted to mitigate.

The market for VOC share derivatives has been the subject of two previous

studies. Smith tried to unravel the. workings of the derivatives market by studying the

oflicial rules and regulations for forward and option trading in Amsterdam in the sev-

enteenth and eighteenth centuries." Gelderblorn and jonker paid attention to the.

emergence of repo transactions in the first decade of the seventeenth c.entu1w_"" and to

the beginnings of option and forward trading in Amsterdam from the late sixteenth

until the first half‘ of the seventeenth century.“ I will add to these historical studies by

analyzing how investors used the market to manage and control their financial risks.

'.\/Iurphy did something similar for the London option market of the 16905.7 She

showed that a wide range of speculators used options for both risk-seeking and risk-

management purposes. Interestingly, it becomes clear from Murphv’s study that the

Iate-seventeenth-century option traders had good knowledge of the factors that deter-

mine the size ofthe option premium. This indicates that they did not use this relatively

complex financial instrument for gambling purposes; they were aware of how they

could use options to hedge risks.

l Smith, 'i"?jd—a r.'im'.
'_' Cielderblom and _]onker, ‘Clonipleting’. Gelderblom and Junker argue that investors used the shares
the)’ owned in the \’()t': to attract extra debt capital to Iinance their businesses. Extensive research in
primary sources has led rue I.o come to 21 ditlerent iutelpretation ol‘ t|1e use otirepos: traders solely used
this type 0l'transaction to be able to linance their share dealings. I will go deeper i11to the use ol'repos in
the section Clotlntei-party risk,
5 Gelderhloni andjonker. ‘Amsterdam as the cradle’.
7 Anne L. l\'Iurph_v, ‘Trading options before Black-Scholes: :1 study of the niarket in late sevenleendi-
centur)-' l..ondon’_. Wis :*r‘u.*mni.='r :‘ti.t'.’o9' :‘€t'imr 52 {E009} 8-30.

H9
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Cmmterpargy fist’:

Both parties to a transaction face contract-nonperformance risk, either in the form of

non-payment or non-delivery ofthe underlying asset ofthe transaction. Chapter 3 has

analyzed how formal and informal institutions guaranteed the enforcement of con-

tracts. This chapter, on the other hand, will discuss how dillerent types of transactions

and settlement procedures carried dillerent levels of nonperformanee risk. It will, in

other words, explore how traders could use the diversity of options available on the

market to manage their risk.

In the most basic Form ofa sl1are transaction, a spot transac.tion, there is no

time lag between negotiation and settlement of the transaction. Still, counterparty risk

in a \-'t')Ct share spot transaction was not negligible, because a large amount of money

was needed [or the purchase ofa share - particularly from the l6—’l[}s onwards, when

shares with a nominal value off3,000 cost on average more than_fl2,UUO. Spot trans-

actions therefore carried a risk that the buyer could not accumulate the money needed

on short notice.“ Traders could use derivatives to reduce non-payment risk, because

fewer and smaller payments were needed for the settlement of forwards and options.

I-lowever, countetparty risk in these transactions is higher because the underlying asset

is transacted over time, thus increasing the risk that the counterparty would not live

up to his agreement, due to a changing situation during the term of the contract.

Reduction oi‘ non~payrnent risk was eflected when derivatives were settled

without actually transferring the underlying asset and having to pay for the full value

of the asset. The parties to a derivatives contract could also negotiate a monetary set-

tlement, in which case one of the parties would pay the price dillerence between the

contract and the market pric.e. This settlement method is called direct settlement - the

contractors negotiate the settlement directly with each other. It was widely used on the

Amsterdam market for shares from the first decade of its existence. Hans Thijs

161 1), for example, regularly noted in his ledger that he had settled his forward con-

tracts by paying the. price diiii:1‘cnce..”

It was possible to use direct settlement to complete forward transactions

throughout the century, but ringing, a more advanced settlement method, soon com-

plemented the choice ol‘ settlement procedures. In a ring settlement procedure, not

“ Merton and Bodie. ‘A t;onct=.Mttal l':'an1ework', l 3.
‘-' lig. HT. im: nr. I 19K, lb. 209.
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only the original counterparties to a contract can settle or c.ancel out that particular

transaction, but also other traders holding similar contracts. Hence, fungibility of the

traded assets is a necessary precondition for this settlement method. Contracts needed

to have, in other words, the same underlying asset and settlement date. Then, iftrader

X held a forward purchase of trader Y, and trader Y held a similar forward purchase of

trader '25, these three contracts could be settled by a transaction between X and 2..

Ringing works most efficiently when all possible counterpartics for contract

settlement are present in the same location. It was therefore not until the rrrrorme meet-

ings, with a high concentration ofpossible counterparties, reached a high level of‘de—

velopment, that traders started to frequently use this settlement method. All traders

present at the rrscortlnz were willing to settle. forward contracts, and, more importantly,

all participants owned forward contracts that were due on the same date. The transi-

tion from direct to ring settlement went through an intermediate stage: direct settle-

ment of multiple forward contracts. The chain of forward traders, discussed in chapter

3, where the last person in the chain eventually received a fraudulent share, is an ex-

ample ofthis settlement method. '" Each pair of traders i11 this chain individually nego-

tiated direct settlcnient. It then turned out that several traders could cancel out their

contract with another contract and this made it possible to settle all contracts in a sin-

gle share transfer.

To sum up, the advantages of ringing over direct settlement were reduction of

counterpart}; risk and transaction costs. Counterparty risk was lower because a trader

could settle his contract with a range of other traders; the chance of successlitl settle.-

ment thus became higher, which reduced the risk of non-payment. Ringing also re-

dttced transaction costs because fewer and smaller monetary payments were needed.

However, as I have argued i11 chapter 3, the use of forward contracts also involved a

risk that the counterparty would simply walk away. The legal system of the Dutch

Republic did not enforce the contracts if they were short sales - which was often the

case. By submitting its participants to a private enforcement mechanism, the risk of

rencging became lower, but traders remained subject to exogenous risk: in periods

when the share price fluctuated heavily, for example, forward buyers could be

tempted to renege on their contracts. even though this damaged their reputations.

The reputation-based enforcement mechanism was, put differently, not a watertight

system.

‘” See infra, page I01.
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Traders therefore always had to assess the risk that a possible counterparty

would renege. There could be several reasons why a trader could deem the risk of

reneging too high to enter into a forward contract. Firstly, high share-pric.e volatility

increased the chance of‘ suflering a large loss on a Forward contract and hence also

increased the chance of reneging. Forward sellers could then become more hesitant to

enter into a Forward contract. Secondly, a trader could have information that a possi-

ble counterparty possessed other high-risk assets that could contaminate the forward

contract. And finally, if a possible eounterparty did not participate in any of the trad-

ing clubs, it was diflicult to assess how he valued his reputation and thus also to assess

the risk ofhis reneging.

For theses situations, another derivative could be used: the repo (short for re-

purchase agreement}, in which a trader temporarily pawned his share with a money-

lender. A repo was a loan, but it was disguised as a purchase of a share by the money-

lentlcr and the repurchase of the share by the borrower at a certain date in the future

for a price fixed. The repurchase price was always higher than the purchase price; the

dillerence being the interest due on the loan. The interest was a compensation for the

moneylender who held the legal ownership of the share during the term of the con-

tract without being entitled to its economic benefits.

An example will clarify how repos worked. Trader X considered buying a

share with a nominal value off3,000. This share would cost himfl:'J,000 on the ex-

change, but he could not allord to have that much money locked up in a share. He

could then choose to negotiate a repo with trader Y, a wealthy moneylcnder. Trader X

would then pledge his share as security for a loan with Y, For which Y agreed to give

him a loan of, say,_fl 2,000. This was the purchase part of the agreement: Y purchased

a share ol‘X and paid hin1fl2,000 for it. They also agreed that X would repurchase

the share in one year’s time forfl‘.2,480. Put diflerently, X would redeem the loan and

pay 4% interest. So, a repo was actually a loan on the security ofa share.

The Dutch traders called this kind of transaction belerzing”, derived from the

word (men, meaning ‘to borrow’ or ‘to lend’. The contracts used For these transactions

did not mention a loan or an interest rate, however; they only mentioned a purchase

and a repurchase price oi" the share, which equaled the principal of the loan and the

"joscpli Dcutz, for example. kept at‘.counts riflirlrrrirfr ra'tié'*n, sliares on which he had granted loans: e.g.
.*s.v\.-\, Deulz, in\’. nr. 294-, lb. l 1?, I68: inv. nr. 29.3, ft). 22.
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principal plus interest, respectively.” The traders’ reluctance to call these transactions

loans had nothing to do with usury regulations. To be sure, moneylenders generally

charged interest rates of between 2.5 and 4% on repos”, well below the usury limit of

60/0.” The share traders rather made the beéeningen look like repurchase agreements

because this eased the procedure in case of default on part of the borrower. The share

was transferred to the lender’s account for the term of the contract and hence he une-

quivocally received the ownerslnp of the collateral. This was important, because it

allowed the moneylender (trader Y) to sell the share on the market if trader X failed to

live up to his agreement.

The counterparty risk of a repo was considerably lower than the counterparty

risk of a forward. If the borrower were to renege, the lender would lose money only if

the share price had sunk under the purchase price, but then he would lose only the

dilference between the market price and the purchase price. So, in the fictitious ex-

ample of traders X and Y, trader Y would lose money if X renegcd only when the

shares traded for less than '51-00°/0. The benefits of the active secondary market for \-'O(:

shares were substantial when the borrower defaulted: it enabled lenders to quickly and

cheaply sell the. collateral in case ofa default. Moreover, the constantly updated mar-

ket price kept the lenders informed about the value of the collateral - they could an-

ticipate a possible default.

Clearly, then, traders preferred repos if they had doubts whether the bor-

rower/buyer would live up to his agreements. From the perspective of the bor-

rower/buyer, however, the choice between negotiating a forward or a repo depended

on other considerations. Repos were, of course, the only option for traders with insuf-

ficient cash to buy a spot or too low a reputation to enter into a forward contract, but

they could also offer a solution to traders who were stuck with a share they did not

want or could not pay for. If, for example, a forward buyer was unable to find a seller

to settle his contract with or to contract a rollover with, he would have to actually ac.-

cept a share and thus pay the full market value of the share. If he was unable or un-

willing to do so, liowever, he could pledge the share as collateral and use the loan to

pay for it. The forward buyer - who now became a borrower in a repo - would only

'3 See for examples of the contracts used: .\7.-\. Case files, ll-.\-[99 {_I\'Iacl1ado ::.s'. Cappadocc}. The contracts
used [br repos were called rerim:t'arn’.t'. a re\'ersal a contract. in other words. that specified the repur-
chasc ofthc share on maturity. The earliest evidence ofa be!m.=}.=g in the form of :1 purchase and a repur-
chase dates from 1641-5: _\.\, Case lilcs. IlH‘.2l ':__l‘Hermite tar. Van Hoorn}.
'5‘ S.-\.-\, Deuta, int’. nrs. 291-5.

"' (iloppenhurcli, (2!tri.s'.'ai'firil‘e*w:drn:.=yIri‘n_t{¢° rem woe-t'!m', 21.
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have to pay the. amount not covered by the loan he received on the collateral.” The

forward seller was often unable to act as moneylender, but the sources clearly show

that there were a number of wealthy merchants in Amsterdam who were willing to

facilitate this kind of transactions, for it provided them a low-risk investment opportu-

nity. They thtts contributed to the functioning ofthe forward market.”

There were also traders, however, who were oilered a choice to enter into ei-

ther a forward or a repo. These transactions had a similar outcome For the bor-

rower/ buyer: both forwards and repos separated the economic and legal ownership of

a share for a certain period of time. The economic owner (the fotward buyer or the

borrower in a repo transaction) ra11 the risk of any share-price movements during the

term of the contract and was entitled to any intermediate dividends. He had not (hilly)

paid For the share, however, and therefore paid the legal owner a fee in recompense

for the economic ownership - the forward premium in a forward transaction and the

interest over the loan in a repo. Figure 4.1 presents both transactions from the

buyer/borrower’s perspective in diagram Form. The left sides of these diagrams show

the actions taken by the buyer/borrower when he entered into the forward/repo. The

right sides show how both kinds of transactions were settled.

An example from the correspondence 0f_]€t'OI‘lil'I‘tt.l5 Velters, a wealthy Amster-

dam merehant, shows that he was well aware of the similarities between these types of

transactions. ‘When he wrote his business partner Pierre Maearé in Micldelburg, in the

'7‘ .-'\n itr.t'inr:a!is of Luis Gonsa.lt:s cl’.:'\ndrada reveals this procedure. He had sold a Forward contract to
Vincent van Broncl-thorst on '20 August I688. .~\t-cording to this contract, \-"an Bronekhorst would buy a

_/13,000 share on I September at 502%). However, during the elevenwday term of this contract, the \'()t':
share price fell considerttbly. The ctJntrat‘.to1's did not come to a settlement agreement until [5 Novem-
her, when Van lironkliorst pletlgetl the share as collateral. He got a six-rnontlt loan [with a yearly i11tet‘-
est rate of 3.5°-"'u} ol‘ 40!)“.-"u of‘ the shares nominal Value from Gonsales d‘:\ndrada. This means that he

had to payffi, I20 i502".-"o - =lUD".fn ol‘f6,UUO_] immediately; the relnaining sum U"2=l-,(][lO} was postponed
tmtil a later date. Gonsales d"And rada served an in.t'in.=mt'i:? ttpon Van Bronckhorst, because he had fzlilecl
to pay theffi,l2U: itishttrrt.-f.=1v 14- Dccclnbcr I688, S.-\.-\, Notaries, lI1\'. nr. 4136, lo. 458.

_]eronin1us \"elters explained to his correspondent Pierre I\'laeare that he used this strategy to postpone
payment on a forward contract that had resultetl in a loss: Velters to .\=Iaeare, 25 September 1676, S.-\.-\.
V'e|ters, int; 111'. 2. Yo. .314.

"3 An example may clarify how this worked: on ll Aug'ust l68l. Reijnier Lieftingh arranged a repo
with Joseph Deutz. l'.ic|‘tingl1 borrowcdfl0.001] on 21 f3.UU(.l' share; the loan had a 1hrec—ntonlh term
and Deutz charged 3% interest. Lieftinglt had bought the share from Willem Kerekrinck and sold it,
three months later, to l\Iartinus Alewijn. During this period, I.iel'l'ingh held the ectmomic ownership of
the share, but it never passed through his account in the ledger ol' the \-'()I.'; put another way, he never
legally owned the share. The sltarc was directly t1'at1sferre(l from Kerckrinttk to Detttz and from Dcutz
to Alewijn. l:'t.ll'l.l‘tt:‘l‘l'l‘lt}l‘l.".. Deutz paid out the principal ['fll'l.UUO_l to Kerckrinck and receit-‘ed it back
from Alcwijn. Liel'tingl1. for his part, paid the surplus money to Kerrkrink, was liable for the interest
payment to Deutz and receiver] surplus money from Alewijn. To sum up, Lieliinglt used Dcutz’ liquid-
ity to bridge the time between his transae.tions with Kert.‘krinck and .-'\le\t-"ijn. In return for his selviees,
Deutr. received the interest payment. N.-\, \-'t'Jt.'. 7072. .*-'..-\.-\, Deutz, inv. nr. 295, lb. 22 and 76.
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province oi‘ Zeeland, that he had bought a fo1wa1'd on his account on ‘.21 October

1676, he explained to him that he had also considered contracting a repo instead. The

forward had a share with a nominal value of_f{5,000 as underlying asset and was to be

delivered on December I at 456%. If he had contracted the repo, he would have

pledged af6,000 share as collateral, but he had calculated that a forward contract was

cheaper than a loan bearing an interest of 4% or even 3.5%, all the more so since

lenders would only be willing to grant loans ofat most 356 2/3°/o ofthe nominal Value

of the security. 17 Unfortunately, I do not know the price at which spots were traded 011

October 21, but two weeks earlier, on October 9, the spot price had been 453.75°.#'u.'3

Hence, the maximum size of a loan granted on a share pledged as collateral was

slightly over 80% of the share’s market value. Hereafter, I will assume that the share

price was 454% on the contract date; the annualized lbrward premium in the forward

contract would then have been 4%, which is plausible For a wealthy and reputable

trader such asjeronimus Velters.

Table 4.] adds some figures to Velters’ assessment oftltese transactions.

Frinttard - -H} r1'q}' term - itiideril-'i':ig a.i‘.te!_f6,0{)0

Spot price Forwarcl price Total cost
4:34 ~l-Jib" |2U

Lima — J0 dq]! :I'r’I?H' — Jinn’ 2r*it'}'i iiriiiriiiaf zraftttt _[fI. 0(J'{) (U .n*r.*.*r.*'§'
' Princial + interest ' _

22082.87

Interest cost to break even ' ' Intrrrest rate r"’x'n~

 
-L00 ;'J2—"r0.{lt} 25.50 4,54

Table 4.1 Estimated costs afjez-animus Velters’ forward and repo transactions

Please note that for these calculations, I have used a spot price of 454% for October 21.

The total costs of the forward contract amounted tofl35 (:2.25"..*'u -f6_,000_). If, how-

ever, \-"elters chose to take out a loan and pledge the f6,000 share as security, he

would get a loan of at most f22,0U{] (f6,0UU ' 3 2/3). The total costs of this loan

amounted to either f82.87 or f94.5{} - depending on the interest rate. He would

'? \"'elt:‘l‘3-} to i\Iae;1r(". 21 Oe1'ol)er lti?t5, ti.\.-\, \-"e.1teI*s. inv nr 2. Interestingly, only a Few months earlier
{in _]une_.1. Vellers had been able to contract two loans of =lU0".-"'0 of the nominal value ol'1l1e shares

pledges as security u'itl1Jo.seph Deutz: .5‘.-\.\, Detltz, lI1\'. nr. 276, lb. 98. The share price had not
dropped in the intervening months. so it remains unclear \\'h_\-' Vellers now leared that he could only get
36(i.67%.

"‘ Velters to .\-'laea.rt'*. 9 October 1676, SA.-\, \-"e1ters, lI1\‘ nr 2.
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come shortf5,24{J to pay for tl1e share {af6,00l'l share costf27’,240 on the market),

meaning that he would have had to take out another loan to finance the share pur-

chase. Ifhe could get the additionalf5,240 for a yearly interest rate ofless than 6.{i7"’.#'o

or 4.54% {depending on the interest rate ofthe secured loan), it would be profitable to

pledge the share as security‘ for a loan rather than contract a forward transaction.

The. same calculation holds if Velters had enough spare money to finance the

f5,2~’l-0 himself. This changes the reasoning behind the calculation, though, for he now

had to consider whether it was more profitable to take out a loan on collateral a11d

have less liquid money at his disposal, or to contract the more expensive forward deal.

The forward transaction would become the best option if Velters could get a rate of

return of at least 6.67% or 4'.540r’iI (again depending on the interest rate of the loan on

collateral option) on thef5,'.240 he did not have to lock up in the repo.

Velters preferred the forward. As he was a very wealthy merchant, he probably

had sufficient cash at hand to finance the share himself and, therefore, the choice he

made was that he. could allocate thef5,2-’l-0 in a more profitable way than to lock it up

in the share used as security; i.e. he could invest it at more than 4.5='l"x’o. So far, how-

ever, I have omitted some factors that also came into play. The transaction costs for a

loan secured on stock were higher than for a forward contrac.t. The brokerage -

which, of course, had to be paid only if the traders used a broker’s services - was the

same for both transactions, but the share that was pledged as collateral had to be

t1‘anslerred at the East India house twice. Moreover, four bank transfers were needed

to take out and eventually redeem the two loans. The fees for these transactions were

relatively small, but added together and taking into account that the time to perform

all these actions was costly for a busy merchant like Velters, they probably persuaded

him to choose for the forward.

\-’elters was probably always in a position to choose between competitively

priced forwards and repos - the chance that he would renege on a forward was rela-

tively small. A small adjustment to the figures in the example shows what happened if

a certain trader had a slightly lower reputation. Forward sellers would then charge a

higher forward premium as a compensation for the increased risk of reneging. If an

extra 0.5 percentage point was added to the forward premium {the forward price in

the example would then have gone up to 456.5%), the secured loan would have be-

come the cheaper option as long as the borrower could find the extra financing at

maximum interest rate of 12.35% (instead of Ei.(i7% if the forward price was ~l5(i“/n) --
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which cannot have been diiiicult on the Amsterdam money market of the second half

of the seventeenth century. A small increase in forward premium thus already tipped

the scale towards a repo.

Comparing the Velters example from 1676 to two transactions dating from

August 1671 reveals how the markets for forwards and repos reacted during periods of

large price fluctuations - more specifically the crash of 1672. On I August 1671,

Abraham Salvador was granted a six-month loan of 93% of the market value of the

f3,0{]0 share he pledged as collateral. The interest rate of this loan was 3"/0.19 Clearly,

this loan was a better deal than the one in the Velters example: Salvador received

more money on his collateral and he paid a lower interest rate. A fortnight later, on 15

August 1671, Sebastiaen Cotinho bought a forward with an underlying asset off3,000

and a term oi‘3.5 months. He paid 538%, while the spot price was 532.5"/0.2" Hence,

the cost of carry on this contract was 3.5% -- again a lower rate than in the Velters

example.

These transactions were not as competitively priced as those. offered to Velters.

The total costs of Cotinho's Forward amounted to_fl6.3, orj-282.86 for a term of six

months. Salt-'ador’s interest due on his loan was_/‘22{].36, which means that he had to

be able to finance thefl,l75, the money he came short to buy the collateral“, for less

thanf62.50 for this option to be cheaper. Hence, he had to get a loan with a yearly

interest rate of less than l{].l%, which would probably have been no problem on the

Amsterdam money market.

The loan secured on stock was seemingly the cheaper option. This is not sur-

prising; it had to be better priced to be competitive with forward contracts - in 1671,

there was, as yet, hardly any restraint on contracting forward transactions. The share

price fluctuated within its normal boundaries, the resrorizre system functioned well and

there was no reason to tear that forward buyers would not live up to their agreements.

Hence, share traders preferred forward contracts to repos; they assessed the risks in-

volved in both trarisactions to be. similar, but the transaction costs of a forward were

lower. At the same time, however, there. was a lot of money available among the rich

inhabitants of Amsterdam. These rich persons were willing to invest in low-risk repo

'5' In.r.='nu(rfr}? 5 Ft‘bI‘uary 1572. .‘i.-\.\. Notaries, inv. nr. 2238.
3" In.iini.*atf<’ I0 Febrtiaiy |[i72, .‘§.\.-\, Notaries, inv. nr. ‘.2238.
'3‘ A spot cost/'1:'),97:':: Salvador was gralitt-cl a loan ol‘f1'|-.300.
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transactions, but for the repos to be competitive with forward contracts, they had to

charge low interest rates.

The price crash of 1672 changed the situation on the derivatives market. As I

have shown in chapter 3, the large price drop (from 560 in July 1671 to 290 in July

1672) induced a number of traders to renege on their forward contracts.” These trad-

ers now considered the losses they were about to suffer on their contracts too large to

oflset an undamaged reputation. The impact on the derivatives market was large.

Since many traders held balanced portfolios”, a single reneging caused an uncovered

position in his counterparty’s portfolio, which could force him to also renege on one of

his contracts. The ptice crash thus brought the market to a standstill. jeronimus Vel-

ters wrote on 29 November 1672 that there was hardly any trading activity-“; he was

probably referring to the forward market, for the transfer register of the Amsterdam

chamber of the \'O(: does not show a trough in the number ofshare transfers around

that date (see Figure 2.4 on page 79}.

Consequently, traders became hesitant to sell forward contracts unless they

had near absolute certainty that the counterparty would live up to his agreements.

Repos were, ofeourse, not immune to the price fall either. Injune 1672, for example,

Bartholomeus Rodrigues Hendriques was not able to redeem his loa11 offlO,50{} se-

cured on a share with a nominal value off3,000. The Court ofAldermen had permit-

ted the moneylender, Hendrick Staets, who, incidentally, was a sworn broker, to sell

the collateral on the market. Staets made a final attempt to persuade Rodrigues Hen-

driques to repay the loan through a not-aria] insinuaiie, but this was to no at-’ail.'35 Staets

lost the difference between the loan and the market value of the share (around

fl,5U0), but Staets could lay a claim for this amount against Rodrigues Hendriques’

property - this was an important advantage of repos over forward transactions; for-

wards were simply null and void if they concerned short sales and hence the sellers

had no right to lay a claim to the eounterparty's property.

Staets was lucky that he had granted Rodrigucs Henclriques 21 loan of only

350% of the nominal value of the collateral. The price lluetuations that started in the

autumn of 1671 had probably made him more cautious when be granted a loan. This

immediately reveals the main advantage of repos over forward contracts: the lending

‘-"-’ See page I 13.
33‘ See page I38.
3" Vt:lters to Fletclier, 29 l\'m-'en1beI' l6?‘.Z, 5.-KA. Veltcrs, i[]\'. nr. 1, fo. 292.

'-'7' lu.s'int:r.=tie' ‘20.]une I672, h'.«’\.-\. Notaries, im; nr. 2239, fo. 503.
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party in a repo could adjust the risk of the transaction to the circumstances by adjust-

ing the size of the loan granted to the borrower a ‘haircut’ in modern parlance. The

smaller the loan granted, the higher became the chance that the lender would be able

to fully recover the principal on the market in case the borrower defaulted. Similar

risk adjustments were impossible with forward contracts. Forward sellers could ask a

higher Forward premium to cover higher risk, but this would above all create an extra

incemive for the eoun terparty to default on the contract.

*1igre 4.2 shows the size of the loans granted on shares pledged as collateral or

the period 1649-88.?“ The size of the loans is expressed as a percentage of the market

value of the share on the contract date. The size of the loans varied from 63% (De-

cember l68l_l to 103% (October 1671) of the market value of the collateral. The

graph clearly shows that the average loan was higher in the early 1650s than in the

later decades of the seventeenth century. Changing market conditions explain a large

part of this variation. The early 1650s were the final years Ufa period of rising share

prices that had lasted for more than two decades. There was as yet no reason to be-

lieve that the share price would fall in the near Future. In the following decades, how-

ever, the First and Second Anglo-Dutch Wars had a large impact on the share price.

The increased price volatility led to a higher risk of default and le11ders adjusted their

loans accordingly. The peak of 1671 depicts that year's sense of optimism: a record

high dividend payment and good news from the East Indies boosted the share price

and monevlenders were willing to lend almost the full value of the collateral - and on

one occasion even slightly more. The price volatility in 1672 brought the size of the

loans down to about 70%. In fact, the 1672 price crash disrupted the market even

more than this graph shows. Moneylender_]an lt"Vlll)€)»'!‘l, for example, was willing to

roll over a re.po with_]eronimo and Nlanuel Gomes Pessoa in June 1672, but not only

did he change the conditions of the loan, he also demanded extra security in the form

of a government l)ond.T"

l\-larket conditions cannot explain the lluctuations after 1572, however. These

must be attributed to circumstances related to the. individuals involved in these repos.

2“ Very few data are available for the period before 1649 the year in which Elis2tl'Jell1 Coymans started
facilitating rcpo transaflions. Antoni Thijs was granted a loan Ol‘970*'i1 0|‘ the market value of his sliarc
in I618: B1‘. inv. nr. H3. in. 4?.

37 Rollover. l5_]tttiL‘ i572. S.-\.-\. Notaries, irt\'. nr. 2905. lb. I57. Originally‘. on 26 Nm‘en1l)e1' I671.
Withcyn had lcnlfl ).,(l['Ill on the sectlrit}-' oi‘af3,U0(} \’0('. share. The term ol‘ this rcpo was [5 months
and Withcyn cltargcd :1 yearly interest rate of 335".-*n. In the renewed contract. Withevn only granted

l0,0{}l.l at 4-"..-‘ii interest. Furthermore. he dernandcd a_f'3._‘.20fJ bond of the States of Holland as extra
st-cu ri tv.
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The low values for April and October 1679, as well as those for May and December

1681 come from the books of_]acob Athias and Manuel Lew Duarte, who were the

borrowers in these transactions.” The other data from the 163905 and 16805 stem from

the records ofjoseph Deutz, a very wealthy merchant who acted as moneylender in all

these transactions?" The counterparties to the repos of Athias and Levy Duarte ap-

parently had their doubts about the creditworthiness of these merchants.3‘“ Deutz, on

the contrary, was willing to grant his counterparties larger loans. He probably selected

his counterparties for their creditworthiness.

It is interesting to note, linally, that there was little variation in interest rates

charged on repo contracts. Elisabeth Coymans charged yearly interest rates between

3.75 and 4-“Eu in the 165053‘; during the following decade, Louis Trip charged 3”/033

and Joseph Deutz lent money secured on stock shortly after the 1672 price crash at

3.5"/0.33 Clearly, risk management was carried out through adjusting the size of the

loan rather than the interest rate.

The collateral/loan ratio, or size of the haircut, could function as a risk-

management technique only if moneylenders could easily and quickly sell the collat-

eral on the market it" the borrower defaulted. Moneylenders would be less inclinecl to

participate in this type of transaction if lengthy court proceedings were required to get

permission for the conversion of collateral into real money, since this would consid-

erably increase the transaction risk -- the time it took to get permission increased the

chance of large fluctuations in the value of the collateral. The earliest example I have

found ofa rcpo transaction, which dates from June l6l8, shows that the share was

transferrecl to the lender’s account in the capital books of the \*'(')£: for the duration of

the loan.-'3" An oflicial regulation on repos, first proclaimed in 152335, stated that this

was not the right procedure; collateralized shares should be transferred to the time

account of the inoneylender.

1"‘ S.-L-\, I‘lt}, inv. nr. 853, To. 89, 214. They contracted some of these repos on the ac(‘otn1l's ol‘Sal\/atlor
de Palacios. Pieter Htinthurn. Luis (la Costa and Luis Alvarcs. There does not seem to be a (liflt'.r('I1ce

between the size ol‘ the loans they contracted on their own account and those on the accounts of third
parties.
3" 5.-\.-\, Deutz, lI1\'. nr. 293-5.

-"“ Incidentally, their Fears proved to be correct. .-'\ttestal'ions dating from 1698 give e\-'itlence tlial_]acob
Alliias was hiding from his creditors: Si.-\.~\, _\lolarics. inv. nr. tiUl,l=l‘ lo. 3[il , 383.
3“ H.-\.-\, Dcutz, in\'. or. 2776, F0. 2120.

5‘? E.g. s;\_\. Mercltailts’ accounts, inv. 11r. 50, 2 April I563.
31* >9.-\.-\, Dcutz, lI1\-'. nr. ‘.2313. lo. I 13.

3' B1‘. in\'. nr. II3, to. 4?. Anthoni Thijs receit-'cd a loan of almost 94% of the nominal value of the
Collaterali'/.ed share. He paid 5°,-"':: interest For the liour-month loan.
35-" Placarcl 3_june I623: Catt. Crlnmt _b1r:t'r.w-boml‘ I, 333-9.
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These time accounts, however, were hardly ever used“ - understandably, be-

cause in case of default, the moneylender would have had to oflicially seize the share

before he could freely dispose of it. Permission to seize a share that was registered on a

time account could be obtained from the Court of Aldermen, but this was a time-

consuming process; the tnoneylender would need to start litigation, claiming tl1e right

to legally dispose of the share. If he won the case, he would have to ask the court to

execute the sentence by seizing the shz11‘e.3i However, if the defendant appealed the

court's permission to seize the share, tl1e moneylender would still not be able to sell

the share on the market. Hence, mone}-‘lenders required their counterparties in repo

transactions to transfer the share that was used to secure a loan to their ‘normal’ ac-

counts in the ledger of the \-'O(:. The bookkeeper of the \-’O(: did not oppose this pro-

cedurefii“ Incidentally, he could not easily distinguish repos from other transactions,

because the traders disguised repos as standard purchases and repurchases.

‘«'\"ri‘l(’.l‘l the collateral was stored on a normal account, a inoncylender could

more easily dispose of the share in case of default. There were two different proce-

dures. i\"Ioneylenders could ask ofiicial permission from the Court of Aldermen to sell

the share by handing in a request. The Aldermen would then approve this request by

way ofa marginal note; this was a mere formality if the moneylender could prove that

the borrower had not redeemed the principal - no court case was stai'ted.-39 This also

indicates that the Aldermen implicitly approved the way traders customarily traded

repos. Finally, contractors ofa repo transaction could add a clause to the contract that

stated that the moneylender was allowed to sell the collateral on the market after the

end of the contract term without furtherjudicial procedure. “' Before taking any steps,

-“5 ln the )"‘t‘.at‘ I683. for example. the \--'(JC bookkeeper registered only two transfers from! to a time
account: i\‘.-\. \‘()C.', 7072, lo. [BI and I83.

3” For the procedure of cxcctlting sentences: Le Bailly, Hnft.'ar.= Hnffrittd, It I. The bookkeeper of the \’(}tI
made notes of seizures in the margin of shareholders’ accounts. He also added a reference to the date of

the sentt=-nee of the Court of Aldermen and, from I68-1» onwards, a re|'t-rence to the \-‘OE: 1'egi.stt-r of
seized shares. This register, in which all doctttnents requesting the seizure of" 21 share were collected,
allows for a quick count of the nutnber of seizures. The Amsterdam bookkeeper" adtninistcred two to

seven seizures per year between I684 and the end of the seventeenth century. Most seizures concerned
conllicts over estates and the size of the seixures was generally small [scixed sliares with nominal \'E1lLIC.‘i
ol‘hetweenfI00 andf5D0'}, with the exception of two claimants to \"-an BeunitIgen‘s sl1ares[|588}, who
seizedffi,U[lU each: ;\l.-\, ‘.‘0(:, in\'. or. 7 I22.

7‘”_]oscpl1 Dcurz. clistinguislictl in his private administration |)etween shares that were his own in\'csttnt‘.nt
and shares he had received as security lot‘ loans; these two types of shares were not treated dilfcrcntly
on his aceottltt in the oilicial \'()C ledger.
-'“‘ 1~l.g. irtnntstttia 2(l_]ttnc 1672, .‘i\.»\. Notaries. itw. nr. 2239, fo. 503. The case lilc that has survived ofthc
lawsuit Samuel Cotinho es. \-"incent van Bronekhorst shows that the local court of .»\n1sI.erdam re-

sponded quickly to such requests: NA, Case files, IIKQB.
’” li.g. ."n.t-.=':tttrt£z'.«° .5 Ft>.I)1'ttan,= 11.572. 5.-\.-\, Notaries, inv. nr. 2238, lo. 276.
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however. they should always inform their counterparties about the steps they were

about to take - preferably through a notarial fruinuetie.

To summarize, repos mimicked the separation of legal and economic owner-

ship of a share over a certain period of forward transactions. Counterparty risk in a

repo was considerably lower, but in exchange for that advantage, traders had to per-

form at least two share transfers and arrange several payments. The choice between

these instruments was thus an assessment of transaction costs and counterparty risk.

It is striking that the traders on the Amsterdam market for corporate equity

did not come up with a hybrid transaction -- a forward transaction that adapted cer-

tain elements of the repo to lower counterparty risk. The most obvious way to lower

counterparty risk ofa forward transaction would have been through the establishment

of margin accounts. The principle of a margin account is that both parties to a con-

tract deposit a certain sum upon concluding the transaction. This sum (the margin} is

a form of collateral; it covers a large part of the credit risk of the counterparty. If one

of the parties defaults, the other party has re.course to the sum deposited. Dynamic use

of a margin account can even provide full coverage of credit risk. An extra clause

should then be added to the contract, which states that traders should deposit an extra

sum in the event ofa certain change in market conditions - eg. a 10% price change of

the underlying security. If, for example, the market price of the underlying security

falls 10% during the term of the contract, the buyer -- whose incentive to renege be-

comes larger due to this price change - should deposit an extra sum in the margin

account. Similar dynamic margins are always used in modern-day derivatives mar-

kets.“

This use of margin accounts significantly reduces counteI'party risk in forward

contracts, but there is no evidence that Amsterdam traders used it in the seventeenth

century. 1 have only found a single example of a forward contract where the seller

asked for extra security to reduce the counterparty risk. This contract had a \-‘DC share

with a nominal value 0i'fl2,000 as underlying asset and was therefore riskier than the

more common f3,000 forwards. The parties to the contract were Vincent van

Bronckhorst (the seller) a11d Samuel Cotinho [the buyer). They agreed on 25 June

1683 that the share would be delivered on 1 September of that year at a price of

ll Today, the exchange organization is often. if not always. the coumcrparty lo derivati\-'es contracts.
Earll trader holds an account with the exchange and has to update his margin to price changes on a
daily basis.
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422.625°r'n. Tl1e traders added an extra clause to the contract: Cotinho gave Van

Bronckhorst a rent-'ersaa! as security {hr the contract this rant-tersczat was the repurchase

part ofa repo Continho had entered into. It gave Van Bronckhorst the right to settle

Continho’s repo in case he defaulted.”

This collateral provided some cover for the contract's credit risk. If Cotinho

defaulted, which would have bee11 Feasible - at least, from an economic point of view

- if the \-‘OC shares traded at a price below 422 5/8”/u on expiry of the forward, Van

Bronckhorst c.ould use the i‘ertz:et:§t1a.’. This gave him the right to receive ownership of a

f6,000 share if he redeemed a loan ot‘f?2,000 (plus interest], which Susanna de

Neufville had granted to Cotinho. This means that Van Bronckhorst would not suffer

a loss as long as the share price did not fall below 408 5/8"./u."3 It is questionable to

what extent this extra security would really reduce credit risk; to be sure, a real incen-

tive for Cotinho to rcncgc would arise only if the share price fell even further. In my

opinion, therefore, the strength of the extra clause was merely svnibolic; by handing

over his repurchase agreement with De Neufville, Cotinho showed that he was com-

mitted to complying with the agreement.

Iutercstittgly, there is evidence of the use of margin accounts for the eighteenth

century. John Law and Lord Londonderry (born Thomas Pitt,_]r.) used one in 1719

for a one-year forward contract with EIC stock with a nominal value of £100,000 as

underlying asset -- an incredibly risky contract. Each trader deposited £30,000 and

they had to adjust their deposit ifa 10% price movement occurred.“ Data from 1772

indicate that traders from Amsterdam were by that time Familiar with the use of mar-

gin accounts, although in these instances only the buyer had to deposit a margin.'‘5

The seventeenth-century traders might have been wary of using margin ac-

counts because it can lead to moral liaza1‘d.'“‘ A trader could be tempted to enter into

a forward transaction with a trader with a bad or unknown reputation because he

thinks that the margin account will cover the loss in case of default. This is of course

what a margin account is supposed to do, but there is always a possibility that a trader

*9 NA. Case tiles, inv. nr. IIK98 tCotinho as. Van Bronckhorst].

'” Clalcttlation: \-"am Bronckhorst would make a profit as long as the proceeds from the sale oftht-. collat-
eral would be higher than the loss incttrred in the forward coiilract. The break-even point lies at 21 mar-
ket price |iaIl‘t\'z1)-' between the lrmrard price [f—1»‘:."2 5/8"r’u_] and the size olithe loan t'_3fi(i 2/ 3‘?r':»]. l-lo\\'c\'er.
the collateral had a nominal val uc ol‘ft3UU(l‘ whereas the forxvard contract involved a share ol‘f1?(l00.
Hence. the break-even point lies at 422 5/8 (422 .3/8-365 2/3:]/4 = 4-08 5/8“:’o.
‘H Neal, “The adventures of Lortl l.ondondcrr}-", 113.’.
‘H S.-\;\, l\'otarics, imr. nrs. llllitltl-5. [Thanks to Peter Koudijs}

"9 Cl‘. Angelo Riva and Eugene N. \'\"|1ite, ‘Danger on the exchange: How counterparty risk was man-
aged on the Paris Boorsc in the ninctet-nth ce|1tury‘_..-\-’b‘l:"R wr;ral‘ir:g {)rtfm‘ Nr. 1563-1-(20101
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with a bad reputation will not update the margin according to the agreement. A mar-

gin account might, put differently, provide spurious certainty, enticing traders 1.o enter

into transactions they would otherwise have deemed too risky. The legal sphere could

provide an additional explanation for the absence of margin accounts in seventeenth-

centurv Amsterdam. The main advantage of the use of shares as collateral {in a regu-

lar repo) was that the collateral was registered on the lender’s account in the capital

books of the \-’O(:. The lender thus held legal ownership of the share and could easily

dispose of it in case of defattlt. It might have been problematic to give a party to a for-

ward contract - in many cases an illegal contract - legal ownership of the margin in

case his counterpartv defaulted.

Moreover, a forward transaction would have lost its dynamic character if trad-

ers needed to deposit margins for each transaction. And it was of course the dynamics

of the forward market that proved t.o be so alluring to the traders. The stock-jobbers

needed a market where they cottld negotiate many deals in a short period of time for

their trading strategy to be profitable. So, to conclude, counterparty risk was manage-

able on the Amsterdam market for VOL: shares, but traders had to give up on the ad-

vantages of the forward market (low transaction costs) in L‘.X('.l"tal1g(;‘ for the. lower coun-

teipartv risk of a repo. They therefore often preferred to face the higher counterparty

risk ofa forward. The manageability of counterparty risk contributed to the accessibil-

ity of the market. It enabled merchants with reputations that were inadequate for the

regular forward market to participate in the share trade without necessaiilv locking up

the full market value ofa share by holding a positive position in the capital books of

the \-’(')C.

Parffiilia tin’:

Portfolio risk is the risk that the. share price, and hence the value ofthe portfolio makes

unwanted movements. Portfolio risk falls into a different category of risk than coun-

terparty risk; whereas every trader tries to minimize counterpartv risk, while taking

care that transaction costs do not get too steep, the level ofportfolio risk an individual

trader is willing to take on depends on his risk-at-'erseness. Speculators, for example,

trade on short-term price movements and they are therefore willing to take a higher

short-terrn portfolio risk. People who regard their investment as a pension scheme, on

the other hand, require a long-term positive return on their investment, and do not

want to run the risk that the value of their portfolio will be reduced to zero due to
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sudden price movements. There are several ways to mitigate or allocate portfolio risk;

I will successively discuss how the seventeenth-century share traders used contingency

claims and derivative transactions to this end.

Traders could add a contingency clause to their derivatives contracts.” A con-

tingency clause is a clause that comes into effect if a certain described event happens;

put another way, the clause is contingent on the event described in the c.lause. The

risk allocating effect that contingency clauses could have becomes clear in the follow-

ing example. In the [all of 1618, Anthoni Thijs and Abraham Govertsz. van de Graef

contracted a lotward transaction that was due on 1 _]anuary l{3l9. Earlier that year,

live You ships had safely returned from the East Indies. However, Thijs and Van de

Graef had the impression that there might still be still be more ships bound for the

Dutch Republic under way, but they were unsure how rnanv. They therefore stipu-

lated that Van de Graef should pay Thijs 158% if two more ships would arrive from

the East Indies before the end of the year, 152% if one tnore ship would arrive and

1-5:4-°/o if none. They settled the. contract on Qjztnuary H519; Van de Graefpaid 152%,

because one more ship had arrived."”

This transaction thus brought about the following risk allocation: Thijs was the

seller, so he would not suffer a loss if the share price were to fall during the term of the

contract. If the share price were to rise as a result of the safe arrival of one or more

\‘0t_‘. ships, he would get a fixed profit. Van de Graef, on the other hand, would sufler

a loss if the share price were to fall and he would profit from the arrival of additional

ships only to the extent that this did not accrue to Thijs. 1\-loreovcr, he would suiler a

loss if the share price did not react as positively to the arrival as laid down in the con-

tingency clause. So Thijs knew exactly how much he would get paid on _]anua1W_./ 1; he

had covered his risk. Van de Graef, on the other hand, was willing to take on these

risks. He might have been rewarded through a low Forward premium, hut the sources

do not allow for a reconstruction of the premium. It is also possible that Van de Graef

was willing to take on the risk because he had a more positive expectation on the share

price reaction to the arrival ofships.

"W '[‘here were standard fornts available Iior deri\'ati\-‘es contracts {in printed Iortn from about 1630 on-
wards, hut bcYo:'c that time traders already.‘ used :1 slandarcl l‘ormulation for their hanclwritten con-
tracts], but traders could alwa)'s tweak the transaction by adding extra clauses at the bottom ol‘ the con-
lI‘£lCi.

‘*3 8'1‘. inv. in H3, ['o. 4-3. The last ship, called Gocdc Fortttijn. arrived in Zeclantl on 15 November
16 I 8: 1).-\!-5. Incidentally, hoth traders proved to have been vet)-' good at assessir_-g how the market would
react to tl1e£trt'i\'al ofsliipsz 0112? Dect-n1l)e:r,'l.‘hi_jss paid the exact same I52“.-ii) For a spot transaction.
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Hubertus Pollitts and .«'\nthony Alvares Machado entered into a similar trans-

action on 8 August 1678. They agreed that Ali-ares Machado would buy a share

[nominal \-'aluef3,000, price 40.3"/o] if peace were to be concluded in the coming

month. Otherwise, the contract would become null and void. So, in this particular

transaction, neither party ran a risk if the peace negotiations failed. If, however, they

succeeded, Pollius knew for sure that he would get 405%. Alvares Machado would

suffer the loss or get the. prolit if the price were lowe.r or higher in a month’s time.

Again, this contract is partly a bet (by Alvares Machado) and partly a way to control

the impact of political circumstances on the value ofa share portfolio. Pollius was will-

ing to forgo the chance ofa very high return for the certainty of getting 405°./u were

peace to be concluded.“

Traders also used the derivatives market for commodities to hedge the price

risk oi" the VOC shares in their portfolios. For an effective hedge, the price of these

commodities should go up if the price of the VOC: shares were to go down and vice

versa. The goods that were brought to the Dutch Republic by the \-’O(.: satisfied this

requirement to an extent that made hedging feasible. The share price reacted posi-

tively on large. return fleets, but large ladings of spices and other goods from the East

Indies ofcourse also saturated the markets for these commodities. The general trend

was thus that the market price for spices went down when the share price went up. If,

however. part of the fleet was lost at sea, the share price decreased whereas spices be-

came scarcer on the European markets and their price increased. A good way to

hedge against price risk was thus to invest in pepper or other spices when these were

abundantly available. The goods brought over from the East Indies were not perish-

able, so they could be stored in a warehouse until the price went up.

_]eronimus Velters did so in the fall oi‘ 1676 when the pepper price was very

low. He bought pepper on the Amsterdam and Hoorn markets for Pierre Macaré and

himself and immediately pawned it. He received 4.5% loans secured on the pepper;

”' 'l‘|1e contractors later disztgt'eed on the interpretation ol‘ the cotttingeiusy clause. Peace with France
was signed on I I August only three days after they had drawn up the contract, but Alvares l\'I;1chado
was not willing to receive the shart‘-_ ttating that the contract was valid only ilia general peace was con-
eludcd, whereas the Peace of‘Nijtnegen solely concerned France and the Dutch Republic. Pollius then
sold the share ll) another trader. A year later. lioweyer. \\'l'1t‘I1 \'CJC‘. shares traded at 410-3".-"is, Alvares
l\"l21t‘l121(l0 changed his mind and he startetl :1 civil case against Pollitts to lorec him to deliver the share.
Both the Amsterdam court and the Court of Holland dismissed i\-'Iael1:tdo's claim. i\nthony .3\l\'ares
l\-Iarhado tit. lingelbert de Cieyselaar [gtiardian to Pollitis’ lieiis], E25 Marcli 168i, H\'H, in\'. nr. 8|[i,
1681435.
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the storage costs were included in this interest rate?" Based solely on the letters to

Macaré in which Velters wrote that he was going to buy pepper, it could seem as if

Velters had simply speculated on a price rise of pepper - buying low and hoping to

sell high. This was not the case, however; Velters was actually hedging the price risk of

his shares, since his entire correspondence with Macare was focused on trading shares

and other financial transactions (insurance, bills of exchange). The sole purpose of

their correspondence was to make better financial deals by using each other’s business

networks. This example of buying and storing commodities must thus also be seen i11

the context of their financial dealings.

The aforernentioned examples are chance findings in the sources; it is ttnclear

how often traders used these risk-mitigating strategies. The very frequently traded

share derivatives were also fit for risk—redueing trading strategies, however. Both for-

wards and options could be used to mitigate the risk of unwanted price lluctuations.

Below I will discuss how this worked and to what" extent the. traders used share deriva-

tives to manage and control the risk oftlteir portfolios.

Forward short sales, to begin with, are often used lbr making a hedge. The

possibilities for this trading strategy were rather limited on the seventeenth-century

forward market, however, because \"OC: stock was the only asset that was regularly

traded and that could thus be sold short. Traders could therefore not, for example, use

forward options to hedge against systematic risk - the class of risk associated with

market returns (i.e. of the market as a whole, not of an individual asset). This is a cate-

gory of risk that cannot be reduced by portfolio diversification. If, for example, the

government ofa specific countty is replaced as a result of a coup d’état, this will affect

the return of all stocks traded on the market in that country‘. Some stocks will react

more heavily to this event than others, but the price reactions will be positively corre-

lated. A portfolio that consists of only long positions in different stocks will therefore

always be affected by systematic risk. Short-selling, however, can protect against this

type of risk. lfa long position in stock X is combined with a short position in the mar-

ket with the. same value, the systematic component of the return on stock X is reduced

to zero. A positive systematic return will then still result in a positive return on stock X,

but this will be fully offset by the negative return on the short position in the market.

So, what is left is the unsystematic, or stock-specific, risk and return of stock X. On the

'_“' \'e|ters to i\'[aCEll‘é. 2.’! Septentbt“r l[‘i75. .‘-5.-\.~\, \-"eltet's, inv. nr. 2. fo. 514; 6 Novembet‘ Iliiilli. H.-\_-\.
Velters, inv. nr. 3.. lo. 5.
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Amsterdam financial market of the seventeenth century, howe\-‘er, it was not possible

to take a shon position in the market as a whole, so traders could not hedge against

this type of risk. A combination ofa long \-'OC: position and a short WIC1 position would

have come the closest to cancelling out systematic risk, but the trade in WICI shares was

too irregular to make this feasible and I l1a\-'e not found any evidence in the sources

that traders used this strategy.

The Amsterdam share traders could also use forward short positions in the.

VOC to limit the risk of their long position in the same \-'06. This technique is very

simple. A long position limits downward risk [the value ofa long position can go only

to zero), but gives unlimited upward potential. A short position. on the other hand,

has unlimited downward risk (there is no limit to a rise of the share price, hence there

is no limit to the loss on a short position), whereas upward potential is limited to the

point where the asset becomes worthless. Hence, a combination ol'a long and a short

position fixes the loss or profit on the portfolio. This is exactly what the forward trad-

ers on the market For \-"0C: shares did; they always tried to net out their positions by

making opposite contracts. The ledger containing the trades ofjacob Athias and

Mantiel Leyy Duartc in trading clubs during the 1680s clearly shows this; they traded

at very high number of forward contracts, but always made sure that their net position

in the market was (close to} zeros“ A flat position not only yielded the best settlement

possibilities, it also limited the portfolio"s profit or loss to the ditlerence between the

average prices of’ its long and short positions. The portfolio was not exposed to addi-

tional share-price risk.

Option contracts providecl more sophisticated hedging possibilities. An option

is the right to buy (call option*_) or sell (put option*_) a share with a certain nominal

value at a certain price on a certain date in the future. The holder of the option has

the right to exercise -'.l1(‘. option, but he can also choose not to do so he will exercise it

if the option is in the momjy, meaning that the market price makes it profitable to exer-

cise the option. The main diiierence between forward and option contracts is that the

holder of‘ an option has the. right to exercise it, whereas the buyer of" a forward is

obliged to buy the underlying asset on expiry or settle the contract in some other way.

Options can therefore be seen as an insurance against a certain share-price move-

ment. A p11t option, for example, guarantees the buyer that he can sell the underlying

asset at a certain price at a filture date. He is thus insured against a reduction in value

5' SA.-\, PIG, inv. nr. 687-3.
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of the underlying asset from the point where the option is at the .rrior.ug1-'. Of course, in-

surance does not come for Free; the buyer of an option has to pay an option premium

that is similar to an insurance premium.

So, put another way, the holder of a forward contract holds the economic

ownership of the underlying asset, postponing payment until the contract’s expiry

date, whereas the holder of an option contract holds an insurance against certain price

movements. This makes an option a more complicated instrument and it is therefore

also much more complicated to assess the price of an option. The price of a forward

can be assessed by taking the spot price at the contract date, to which a cost-to-carry is

added. The size of the cost-to-carry is dependent on the contract’s term i11 relation to

the prevailing interest rate and on the risk of default. In the case ofan option contract,

however, the size of the premium is dependent on more factors. It is, of course, to a

large extent determined by the nominal value of the underlying asset, the length of

time to expiry and the. relationship between the market price and the strike price of

the option. Because of the time value of money, the premium increases as the term

lengthens. It is harder to price the relationship between the market price and the strike

price, however. The option premium increases as the chance that the option will be -in

the inane}-' on expiry becomes greater - the seller of the option demands a higher com-

pensation for the greater chance that he will incur a loss ifthe option is exercised. This

component of the option premium is thus dependent on the variation of the share

price. The seyenteenth-century options traders were definitely aware of this relation-

ship, but they did not have the mathematical knowledge to perform the calculations

needed. To be sure, it was not until the 1970s that the Black-Scholes model was de-

veloped, presenting a method for option \-'aluation.'~"9

However, even the Black-Seholes model does not capture all factors influenc-

ing the size of the option premium, Most importantly, it does not take the risk prefer-

ences of the options traders into account, but exactly these dilierent risk preferences

are the source of all trading activity in options. The buyer of an option always consid-

ers whether the c.o\-'eragc for a certain price risk oflsets the. option premium. The

trader who writes the option, on the other hand, receives the premium, but has to

consider whether it ollsets the extra risk exposure. They can come to an agreement

only ifthey value risk differently.

Nlurphy. "['rae1ingoptions", 20-].
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The sources give few clues regarding how the seveitteenth-century options

traders assessed the size of the option premium. The available data on option con-

tracts give the impression that there was something like a market price for options

with a similar exercise date - although I have never seen any quotations of option

prices in share-traders’ correspondence. Two put options, one between Jacob da

Costa Athias and Antonio do Porto and the other between Manuel Mendes Flores

andjosep Francees, give evidence for this view. The former option was contracted on

22 October 1671 and the latter one day later. Both had the same underlying asset,

strike price and exercise date. Da Costa Atias paid a premium off600 and Mendes

Floresf585. This certainly gives the impression that these traders took a market price

as a starting point, adjusting it slightly to their personal expectations.53

Apart from this observation, it is impossible to find out how the traders priced

their option premium. There are simply too many factors at play and, what is more,

the traders used seve.ral types of option contracts. For example, both what are nowa-

days called American—style and European-style options were used.“ The diifcrence

between these two styles is that European options can be exercised only upon expiry

of the contract, whereas the holder of an American-style option has the right to exer-

cise it on or before the date mentioned in the contract. It makes a big difference for

the size of the premium whether it is an American or a European option. 011 28 Feb-

ruary 1680, [or example,_]0seph Deutz bought {our call options, paying a premium of

f5l[},55. The total underlying asset ofthese options wasf 12,000. The strike price in

these contracts was 410% and the exercise date 1 May 1680. The original contracts

have not survived, but these must have been European options, because the \-‘DC spot

price at the contract date was around 420%. If these had been American options, the

contracts would have had an intrinsic value off l,‘20U on the contract date - Deutz

7” Ir:.s'imiritir.t I .~\ug'ns1' IGTE, 5.-\.\_. Notaries. inv. nr. 2239, lb. 958. Si‘:J.‘.l.

3' The exact details of option contracts have sttrvived only in very few instances. The court case Abra-
ham Cappadoee us. Isaaek le Boulanger gives evidence of an American-style option: Cappadoee had
Imttght the. right to receive a share from Le Boulanger between the contract dale ti I9 Octoi)er [(589] and
l_]anuarv 1690 at 4[i0"e’u. N.-\, Conn ol'Holland, iI1v. nr. 853. nr. [[39-‘l-3 1. The caption contract between

Johannes van Cistelen and Moses Ciabay I-lenriques t_lfiT2_‘_I that is transcribed in the protocol ol‘ notary
Lock is also Asnerieait-style: S,-\.-\, Notaries, in\'. nr. 2.238, lo. 773. The contract (30 August 1688) he-
twcen Rlanasse Ababanel and _]acolJ Poppen. however. reads that r\l")‘¢1lJill'll.‘.l had the right to sell a

_/‘ELUUIJ \-'t}(: share to Poppen only upon the contract’s exercise date: I Janttary I689 (‘op den eerstcn
january I689 eerstcoinendc dein dagh a.||et=t1’_‘,u. HA.-\. Notaries, il‘l\'. n |'. 41135, to. :'13.'l—=l-. The options that
were traded on the London market in the late seventcentll centttrv were .—'trncrica11-style: .\-lttrphy.
"I‘rae1ing options‘, 12 [in Footnote).
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could have immediately exercised them and he would then have made a profit of al-

n"1ostf70U.55

There were more factors that complic.ated the valuation. The seller could, for

instance, insert a penalty clause for non-compliance in the contract. This meant that

he could reduce his downward risk stemming from writing the option. On 6 October

1671, for example, Bartholomeus Roclrigues Enriques sold a put option to Michiel

Rodrigues Nunes. Rodrigues Nunes paid f78.75 for the right to deliver Rodrigues

Enriques a share of_f3[}U0 at a price of 530% on or before 1 August 1672. The co11-

tractors added a penalty clause that Rodrigues Enriques should pay 10% of the nomi-

nal value of the underlying asset §f30{]_) to Rodrigues Nunes if he refused to accept the

share.5“ Hence, if the share price dropped to 517 3/8"/ct or lower, the seller would

choose not to accept the share, but rather pay the fine. There are also examples of

contracts with a 2(}%—penalty clause. Unsurprisingly, the premium paid for these con-

tracts was higher - these contracts gave the buyers 3. profit potential off600 instead of

f30U.-'-'7

Option contracts could be used for both risk-mitigating and speculative pt1r-

poses. The speculative use of options works as follows. A trader who believes that the

share price will increase can hold a positive position in the stock, but he can also buy a

call option or short a put option.53 The option transactions allow him to get the profits

ofa larger number of shares for a relatively small amount ofmoney; he does not have

to actually buy the shares, but he. can still gain From the expected price increase. A

trader who believes that the share price will decrease, however, can short the stock,

buy a put option or write a c.all option.-35’ The available data on the use of option con-

tracts shows that this speculative use was by far the one most employed by the share

37‘ SA.-\. Detltz, in\'. nr. 237.

3'" .r’;.=.c.='ntt(z.’.=}.* I August lfiiii, .'-S.-\.-\_, Ntttaries. in\'. nr. 2235), in. 993. This pI'ocetluI'c could be compared to
the \;cr_v common (‘ally-modern Dutch practice ol‘ rnuzttlmup [:‘gric\"ing ntoncyi]: it let? to cancel a con-

tract. This was basically ‘:1 line [or not beltaving Itonorably; by paying it, a trader restoretl the honomhlc
relations: Goldgar, Tititpntrtrtfa, ‘.210.
57 t}t.tt'.rtmt£t}=.r I August 1672, S.-\.-\, Notaries, inv. nr. ‘.2239, to. 519.3, 997. The net profit o|‘thc buyer in

case the seller did not live up to his agreements did. of course, not equal the penalty payment. To calcu-
late the net profit. the option premium should be stI|Jtractc(l |i‘on1 the penalty payrncnt.

5*‘ The tlillerence between buying 21 call and writing a put is that the |)u_ve:‘ of the call has unlimited
profit potential, whereas his loss is limited to the option premium. The writer of a put, on the other
hand. gains the option premium ilithe share price is above the strike price on the exercise date. wliercas
his potential loss amounts to the total value of the underlying asset.
3'" The buyer ofa put option gains as soon the share price Falls below the strike price to an extent Lhat
it ofTsct's the option premium. The profit potential is limited to the value oi‘ the underl)-'ing asset; the loss
to the option premium paid. The writer ofa call gains the option premium ifthe share price Falls below
the strike prit?.e. He loses. and the potential loss is unlimited as soon as a sliare price increase ollsets
the option premium he l‘L‘L’(‘.i\-’t’(l.
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traders in Amsterdam. Louis Trip, for example, bought two call options for shares

with a total nominal value of‘f42,U00 on lfijanuary 1660.5" The strike price of‘ these

options was 400% and they expired on 16 April 1660. They were just out of tire niongv

on the contract date. Trip had a large long position in the \-‘(_)(: at that time: he owned

share capital with a nominal value off53_,000.“1 The combination of his long position

and the large long call indicates that he was speculating heavily on a share-pr'ice in-

crease.

Unfortunately, Trip did not systematically regster the details ofhis option con-

tracts - for the most part, he noted in his journal only the premium he paid or re-

ceived, without specifying put or a call, strike price or underlying asset - so it is not

possible to analyze whether he also used options for risk-hedging pur'poses.“9 Joseph

Deutz, liowex--er, kept his accounts more meticulously‘. He also user! options for purely

speculative purposes. On 12 '.\-'1arch l6?5, for example, when Deutz held a long posi-

tion in the \-'O(: with a nominal value ol'f36,U'00, he bought five call options. These

options all had af3,00U \"O(: share as underlying asset, a strike price of 450030 and

expiry date May 1'35‘, while the spot price on the contract date was 447°/tr. Deutz was

clearly speculating that the. share price would increase in the next few rnonths; he en-

larged his long position’s exposure to price liuctuations with call options for \-'OC:

shares with a nominal value of_fl5,000.

Deutz also used options for other investment strategies, however. On 4 May

1678, for example, he wrote a call option with af3,00{} \-'O(: share as underlying asset,

a strike price ol‘340°/n and expiry date August l. He 1‘ec:ei\-'ed a premium ol'f360 for

this call.“ At this date, his long position in the \-’(')C amounted to a nominal value of

f8,09O and the spot price was 3l9".f’o.'35 This combination of a long position and a

short out rftfrtz mr:a.~j}= call option, called a covered call, indicates that Deutz was hedging

against short—tenn lluctttations in the value of part of his portfolio. Witlr this covered

'“-‘.]nurr1al entry. I6 January loot}, H.-\_-\, l\-lerrliants’ accounts, in\'. nr. 50. The countcrparties to these
contracts were Aron G:-ibay Pharo and Nicolaes van Bambeeck. Sworn broker Hendrick van i\-'Ieyert

participated liar 50"-‘E: in the option with Gabay Pharo [underlying assctf3U.U0(}).
"'l_]otn‘nal entry, 24 December I659, S.-\.=\. 1\-'[erchants‘ accounts_. int-'. nr. 50.
‘*3 The salne goes l‘or‘]acolJ :\I'_hias and Manuel IJ[:\"y‘ Dua11t=; they traded options on the accounts of
Salvador dc Palacios and Olympe l\-Iancine, the Countess o|‘Soissons, hut Iicvt-1' registered all details of
their options. S.-\.\. Pit}, im-'. nr. 858, lb. 113. 150, 202. 216 and ‘.298.
‘*3 i:l.'\.r\. Deutz. i11\'. nr. 286. The counterparties to these contracts were Rodrigo Dias l.'it'.l]]"itIltl.t_‘S.
l\=lamrel Mcndcs Flores, Manuel Anthonio Roclrigues, Samuel Elisa :\|)ra|)anc| and _]oscph Gonsalvcs
dc .=\sse\-'edo. Detltz paid afl80 premium on three contracts andfllfifr on the remaining two contracts.
"" E-5.-\.-\, Detltz. in\-'. nr. ‘.285. The ttottntcrparty to this contract was Guilliarn \-"t‘1‘_utL1tyn.
"5 5.-\A, Deut:¢_. inv. nr. 294, lo. I55.
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call, Deutz received an option premium and he still profited from a share-price in-

crease up until the point where the market price equaled the strike price. A further

increase in the share price would accrue to the buyer of the option. If the share price

were to decrease, however, the option premium would cover part of the loss on the

long position in Deutz’ portfolio.

Deutz performed a dillerent type of hedge in May/_]une 1680, when his long

position in the \-'0C‘. amounted to a nominal value ol'fl5,000.‘35 On Nlav 8, he bought

a call option with afl2,00U \-'0C share as underlying asset, a strike price of 4-30"/o and

exercise date of August I. The premium paid for this option was_f840. So far, it seems

that Deutz leveraged his portfolio, speculating on a share-price increase. One month

later, however, on June 6, he also bought a put option. This option had afl8,000

\'()C: share as unclerlying asset, a strike price of4l5°/o and exercise date of August 1.

Deutz paid af495 premium for this put.“ Combined, these two options formed a

straddle*. Deutz obxiouslv expected a big price movement, and he wanted to profit

from it, but he was unsure in which direction the price would go. Using these option

transactions, he safeguarded his portfolio against too big a price decrease, whilst at the

same time enabling him to fully profit from a possible price increase.

Stradclles could also be bought in a single transaction. Raphael Duarte, for ex-

ample, bought one from Josep Francees on 26 October 1671. He paid Francees

fl ,2UU for the right to either receive or deliver a share ol'f3,0{}O at a price of 500%

from/to Francees on or before 1 August I{i72.”“‘ Duarte could always exercise this

option, unless the price were exactly :')0[}%, in which case the option would be worth-

less. He would make a profit if the share price were to drop under 450 or rise over

540. For any share price in between these values, he would be able to partly recover

the option premium he had paid in October. Francees, on the other hand, would

make a profit as long as the share price did not change too much. Clearly, straddles

were the perfect transaction for traders who did not want to be exposed to large

downward risks, but who at the same time wanted to benefit from possible price in-

creases. It is not surprising, then, that the premium that had to be paid {or these op-

tions was rather high.

“'3 S.'\i'\, Deutz. im-2 m. 295, lb. ‘Z0.

‘*7 S.-\.-\, Deutz, inv. nr. ‘.287. The counterpart}; to the call was_]an Haen, for the put Egbert dc Vrij.
"*5 i'H.t'int.r(.=tir' I Attgust I672, 5.-\.-\_. Notaries, inv. m". 2239, p. 952.
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To conclude, all financial techniques needed to take hedged positions on the

market were available in the second half of the seventeenth cetttury. The extent to

which they were actually used for hedging purposes seems to have been limited, how-

ever. Joseph Deutz at times certainly used options to protect his portfolio against

short-term price flttctuations, but for the most part he used options in a speculative

way; to get a larger exposure to price risk rather than to be insured against unwanted

price risk. This does not alter the fact that for each option transaction to be concluded,

a certain amount of price risk was traded. Each trader that €11-’.EI“E(l into an option

transaction had to consider how much risk was involved in the transaction and how

much he was willing to pay to transfer the risk or how much he wanted to be paid to

take on the risk.

Consequently, as I have mentioned before, the buyer of each option transac-

tion needed to have a diflerent level of risk-averscness than the seller. The sophisti-

cated options market allowed the traders to get the risk exposure they wanted for their

portfolios; they could pay for insurance against a certain amount of risk or be paid to

take on extra risks. It is clear, then, that this kind of options market could exist only if

there were a large number ol" traders active on the market who were concerned with

short-term market movements. Only these traders were suiliciently well up on the

market to be able to put a price on the risk. It is not surprising, therefore, that only the

frequent share traders participated in the options trade. The same names that are

found in the register ofjacob Athias and Manuel Levy Duarte listing their activities in

the trading clubs dominated the options trade. Indeed, options were also traded in the

meetings ofthe trading clubs.”-’

An additional advantage of trading options with participants of trading clubs

was ofcourse that they were subject to the private enforcement mechanism in force in

the clubs. Stock options were never explicitly mentioned in the bans on short-selling“,

but it is to be expected that the courts wouldjudge similarly traders who wrote options

without owning the underlying asset as they did the short-selling of forward contracts.

The fact that I have not found court cases of reneging option sellers could be an indi-

“'-' Sec, t’.g.. Si.-\;\, P10, in\'. nr. 687, lb. 21?.
?“ i\'Ioreo\'er_. option transactions were never l‘or|3idcle.n. Smith suggested that the 1593 brokers’ ordi-
nzutce might also have been a ban on the use ollstock options, but tltis concerned only options on com-
moditics [particularly grain}: Smith, Tijd—:y7izir:*.t_. 83-4. The ordinance can be lound in: Noordkcrk,
Hrrrtrfz-attevrt ll, I072. Tlie Sl'aI,es-Genera] in 1698 also issued a ban on the use of option contracts. but
again this c.oncerned only options on eomniodities: Placard [7 October I598, Catt, Grrarif fJl'm'r1et‘—br;:’rk 1\‘.
13? I-2.
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cation that the private enforcement mechanism also functioned well for the options

trade. Option buyers thus had to choose their counterparties carefully all the more

so since it was obviously tempting for exchange dealers to write options; this being an

easy way to get ready money. josep Francees, for example, who sold a straddle to

Raphael Duarte {see the example on page 143) receivedfl,200 by just signing a piece

of paper. And this was not the only option he wrote; within a month‘s time, Francees

receivedf3,285 in his bank account by writing two straddles and a put option.“ The

options market thus not only allowed investors to carefully transfer part of their port-

folio risk, it also tempted traders to take on risks they would never be able to bear.

Corrcfttsions

The development of the derivatives market enabled investors to manage and c.ontrol

their financial risks. The evolution of the various types of transactions made the. risks

involved in trading \’OC: shares ascertainable and tradable. Furthermore, the active

and speculative traders on the market were willing to trade financial risks. The risk-

management possibilities provided by the market are the best proof that the secondary

market for \-'0(; shares had become a modern securities market.

It is important to note that the traders could never have used the derivatives

market to its full potential without both the legal framework and the private enforce-

ment mechanism of the trading clubs and the resrontara being in place, for the deriva-

tives market also tempted traders to take unbearable risks. Writing options, for exam-

ple, resulted in an immediate positive cash flow. Furthermore, entering in1.o a forward

contract required no payment up front, but it did yield the prospect ofpossible profits.

The legal framework and the private enforcement mechanism ensured to a high ex-

tent that traders could not just enter into derivatives transactions and walk away if

they yielded a loss. Hence, a combination of the availability of sophisticated derivative

transactions, a suflicielitly large pool of active traders and an efficient enforcement

rneclianism were required for investors to be able to manage and control their risks

according to their needs. The secondary market for \-'()C: shares satisfied these condi-

tions in the second half of the seventeenth century and, as a result, became a modern

financial market,

it s.-\.-\. Notaries, im'. nr. 2239, p. 964. 958. 989.
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Figure -1.1 Forward and repo transactions represented in diagranl forin
These diagrams show both transactions from the perspective of the hnyeribm-rower. On the left side, the steps
to be taken to enter into either a forward or a repo are shown. The right side of these diagranas shows the see-
tlement procedures fiat both transactions and the resulting net cash pilsitinn ofthe bnyerfbarrawer. Most im-
portantly, however, the middle part shows that both transactions were similar: they separated the legal and
economic movuersllip offlie underlying share during the term of the contract.
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Size of loan as a percentage of the market value of the share pledged as

collateral, 1649-1688110
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Figure 4.2 Size of loans granted on shares pledged as collateral, 16-59-1638
The size of the loans is depicted as a percentage of the market value of the share on the contract date. Sources: SAA,
Deutz, inv. nr. 275, 235-8, 293-5. SAA, Merchants’ accounts, inv. nr. 50. 3.“, PIG, inv. nr. 853. Nunaher ofobservations: 140.
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5 INFORJWATION

Introduction

The growth in market activity of the 16305 came at a remarkable moment. In the pre-

vious decade, activist shareholders had started a corporate governance debate because

they were dissatisfied with the way the company was run. The principal subject of the

debate was information. Shareholders wanted to be informed about the financial state

of the company.‘ The VOC had skipped its intermediate liquidation in 1612 and again

did not make up its books at the end of the lirst charter. Consequently, investors re-

mained ignorant of the company’s financial situation.

The outcome of the corporate governance debate did not alter much in this

situation; the chief participants did not share the information they got access to with

the other shareholders - they merely acted in the directors’ interests? This created a

principal-agent problem: the company’s shareholders (the principals) were insuffi-

ciently able to monitor the performance of the company management (the agents).

The shareholders could have made their dissatisfaction with this situation known to

the VOC directors by selling their shares in the company. But the opposite happened;

the number of shareholders increased and trading activity skyrocketed. This chapter

seeks to find an explanation for this seeming incongruity.

The argument is structured in three sections. In the first section, I will discuss

on what kind of information the investors of the first decade of the seventeenth cen-

tury based their investment decisions. This was the time when investors still believed

that the company would be liquidated in 1512 or 1623 at the latest. I will subsequently

contrast the findings of this section with later periods; first by showing what kinds of

information the share price reacted to and then by analyzing how share traders in the

' Investors in equity have higher information requirements than investors in debt. In the case of debt

financing, investors know before they enter into a transaction what the rate of return on their invest-

ment will he, for the interest rate on the loan is fixed. They also know when they will get the principal
back, for the term is fixed as well. So, the main thing rnoneylenders typically worry about is whether the
borrower will live up to his agreements. Investing in equity, however, is different. Investors in a com-
pany’s equity provide the company with a sum ofmoney whilst there are no arrangements on when the
money will be paid back or how the investors will be recompensed for putting their money at the com-
pany’s disposal. In exchange for this, investors get unlimited upside potential (the chance, in other

words, that the return on the investment will be higher than the going interest rate). The level of uncer-
tainty is thus much higher for equity financiers than for moneylenders. Investors therefore need detailed
information to make an assessment of the expected risk and return.

3 See chapter 1, section 1522 - The relation between the company and its shareholders on p. 32 IT.
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second half of the seventeenth century obtained the information necessary for their

investment decisions.

The theme of this chapter falls into a broader literature on the relation be-

tween the availability of information and economic or linancial development. Accord-

ing to Shiller, speculative bubbles could occur only after the advent of news media;

newspapers enlarged the interest in financial speculationfi I\-'IcCusker and Gravesteijn,

on the other hand, argued that developments in the dissemination ofinformation and

more specifically the rise of commercial and financial journalism always followed eco-

nomic developmcnts."* Naturally, information is not confined to printed news media.

Neal, Neal and Quinn, and Murphy all analyzed the relationship between the devel-

opment of financial markets in London and the availability of financial information.

The general conclusion of their works is that printed information, mainly in the Form

ofpricc lists, was widely available by the end of the seventeenth century, but that in-

vestors relied on their personal networks if they needed information for more co1npli-

cated investment {lCCiSi0l1S.3

Seventeenth-century Amsterdam, meanwhile, is renowned for its status as an

information centre. It bccarne the newspaper centre of Europe, supplying For instance

the heavily censored French market with French-language newspapers.“ Lesger ar-

gued that Amsterdam bec.ame the commercial centre of the Northern Netherlands

after the Dutch Revolt because the city iitnctioned as a crossroads for information

ilows.i Finally, Smith contended that innovations in processing commercial informa-

tion in seventeenth-century Amsterdam contributed to the modernization o{‘capita.l-

ism.“ An extra research question emerges from this literature: to what extent was the

development of Amsterdam’s financial market dependent on the city’s status as an

information centre?

3 Ro|Jert_j. Shiller, Irmtiwtrrt e.\1eberar.=re [Princeton 2000] 7 I. Murphy_. The angina" qf'1§.=:_;;£ia';':_;‘irmmiat' irrarkets,
89.

*_]'ohn i\-It‘Cuskcr and Cora Graveslcijn, T718 brgirnzirrgs :.y’ronr::m':'iat" t'¢'.'.'()’j7if?(fI.'("ii1'.rlj:3I.’.?’?i'6!'[i.\‘!Ji.' {fir cr;r:inana’i§;L'

pm rmrmtr, e.\‘rfzan__c;e rate on'rmt.t. and money cttnrats ty‘}:=rI:‘§1' modem Er:-rape ("Amsterdam 199 I) 22-13.
7‘ Larry Neal, ‘The rise ofa financial press: London and Amsterdzuri. I681-1810’, Brm'nm' z'.=..='s!rJ{}> 30
{I988} I63—?B. l,arry Neal and Stephen Quinn, ‘Networks o|‘in|‘ormation, markets, and institutions in
the rise of London as a [inaucia.l centre, I660-1720’, Fimr.*.=c1'r1t" Hi.\'!m_)* Rt’!-’t"e‘E£-' 8 [200 l_J 7-‘.336. Murphy, Wit
origins .-y"Er1,.g£i'.c}1jinanriaI rriaritmx, chapters 4 and 5.
‘* F. Dab], '.-\n1sI.cr(lam: -.‘arlie.st newspaper centre ol‘ Western Etlmpcz new contrilmtions to the history
of the lirst Dutch and l7renL'l'1 t:orantos', He! Bar.-’r 25 -[1938/39‘: ltil-I97.

7 I.cs,-3,0‘, Hrmdel in A::r5tem':im. particularly chapter 6.
“ \\'o0druiT D. Smith, ‘The Function of commercial centers in the modernization of European capital-
ism: .~\msterclam as an il'lf{)l‘lTIk1li()]'l excllange in the set-'c11tce11tl1 cetitL|ty’,]-tartan? qfrrrmriniir Fti.n'u{1.' 44
{[984} 985-1005.
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Inte.r!or.r’ t'nfnm.nr‘t'rm wed: in lire‘/fer! decade tgfifte ,$'£E’€flI€€nM1 C8-‘I1lt£I_‘1-'

In hindsight, it seems odd that anyone would have taken the risk to invest money i11

the \-'(.)('.1 in 1602. The company directors did not state in any way how they would use

the money raised by the stock subscription and the shareholders did not get a say in

the management. So why would anyone subscribe to the equity stock of this newly

founded company?

Four things are ofimportanee in this regard. Firstly, the \-‘DC did not come out

of the. blue. It was a merger of earlier initiatives in the. East India trade: a total of

eighty ships had left different ports of the United Provinces between 1595 and 1602,

so these ventures were widely known amongst the Dutch. These pioneering ventures

had proved that the East-India trade could be very profitable and it had also become

clear that in order to really outrun the Portuguese and other competitors, it was neces-

sary to build fortresses, permanent trading posts, refreshment stations along the route,

etc. - in sum, more than simply going there, loading the ships and sailing back." Also,

the transition from the pioneering voyages to the \-‘DC would not be that big; share-

hoiders would get the opportunity to liquidate their investment every ten years and if

they did not want to wait this long, they could also sell their slrares to a third party on

the secondary market. Hence, from an investors" point oft-iew, the step from investing

in one of the lriiarrompagnieéir to inv=.sting in the \-'‘()C was bridgeable. And that is the

second point: shareholders expected their investment to last For only ten years. There

can be no doubt about this: the investors called the entity to which they had sub-

scribed their money ‘the first ten-year account of the chartered East India Com-

pany".'“ At the same time_, however, they knew that the company as a whole would

stay in existence for a longer period of time, For the States General had granted the

charter for 21 years.

Tlrindiy, the investors did not subscribe. to a faceless company. In Amsterdam,

for example, the capital subscription took place at the private house of company direc-

tor Direk van Os. Moreover, company directors canvassed for potential investors."

All company directors formed part of the local merchant elite: people knew who they

were and were also confident that they could entrust these highly reputable merchants

'-' Cclderblont and _]onkt'r, ‘Completing’. G4-9-53. Arnste.rr.|arrt alone. had accounted for fifty of tllesc
ships.
"‘ See. eg. notarial deeds nfsliare trarisfers in I604: s..\.-\, Notaries, inv. nr. Elli. lo. H3; inv. nr. 98, Yo.
515. Also. r}3.v.'in:rrn'ir '30 Febrtlzlry I610. .*i,\.\. l\'otarics, iny. nr. 126?. lb. I28.
" Ilzlidern. [$51. This strategy to atl1‘at't investors had been more important for the linancing of the tour‘-
I"mJ't,fll({£_{.’£ ire}: .
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with their investment.” Lastly - and this may seems odd in the particularistic Dutch

Republic and given the somewhat strange structure of the ‘l.-‘OE: wit.h six semi-

independent chambers - the subscribers of 1602 thought the company to be directly

connected to the Dutch Republic as a state. Since the highest governmental body had

granted the company charter, the investors felt that they did not simply invest in a

company, but rather in the Dutch cause.

However, the \--‘0C did not become profitable as quickly as the pre-cornpanies.

In the final years of the first decade of the seventeenth century, the first signs of dis-

content amongst the shareholders became apparent. The share price stood at a high

in 1607 (l57"./om) when bad news started to arrive from the East Indies. Cornelis Ma-

telieli, the leader of a large operation against the Portugtese in 1506, wrote a critical

report on the state ofthe \--'0(: in the East Indies on his return in 1608. At about the

same time, shareholders voiced their doubts about the profitability of the company: its

warehouses were packed with spices, while they held the market to be saturated.”

This was also the period of Isaac le. Mairt-.’s bear—trading consortium. Le Maire was

convinced that the shares were overvaluetl and there was good reason to believe his

infortnation to be correct, [or he had been a company director until I605. Finally, in

these years the Dutch Republic and Spain were negotiating a truc.e. The \-'O(: existed

only by grace of the war with Spain, for according to the treaty of Tordesillas (1/-l-9-’l_‘},

the territories outside Europe belonged to either Spain or Portugal. So the signing ofa

truce could very well have meant the end of the \’0(';. '5'

It was during this turmoil that Anthoine l’Empcreur corresponded with his

nephew Jacques de Velaenjunior about the trade in \-"'00 shares."5 This correspon-

dence gives insight into the considerations and motivations that were the basis for

share-traders’ investrnent decisions in the first decade of the seventeenth century.

l’Ernpereur lived in Leyden, some Forty kilometers from Amsterdam, and he therefore

'3 Frentrop. Cnrfirtintr gat.rerit(m:'r, 50.
'3‘ This is the highest share price I have i'ountl [10 .-\pril lt:i[l7_';: H.-\.-\, Notaries. inv. nr. 106, Io. 229.

However. in a memo datiner from August I609, probably written by Isaac le .\-Iaire, a share price oi‘
181]-200% For 160? is mentioned: V2111 Dillcn, ‘Isaac lc Maire‘, 43 (doc. nr. 4'].

” l"rentrop, tliirpriratr gotrmtrttitrr, T4. The slrarcholdcrs were also worried about the fact that the company
had become lit-_‘a\-ily indehtetl: it had taken out large loans at 8% interest.
'3 Israel, '17tt> 1)i:tr!i republic, 4{ll-5.
"3 ]’F.mpcrcur was married to the aunt ol" De \-"elaer‘s wife: Dc Velacr called l’I'lmpcrctu' ‘uncle’. They
correspoilcled anywliere between one and eight times per month from December H308 ulltiljtltie l6l l.
l'lin1peret1r had received irregular letters - also from \='(}(: director Jacques de Velaer Senior before
this period, but the l'rcq1te11cy increasetl alien" l'F.mpereur informed his nephew about his intention to
buy a \‘()t':sl1are. For unknown reasons, the ililervals between two letters increased markedly aller_]une
ltil l.
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asked De Velaer to keep him updated about news concerning the East India trade and

to perform his dealings on the Amsterdam exchange.” De Velaer lived on Oudezijds

Voorburgwal, right in the financial heart of Amsterdam; he went to the exchange on a

daily basis and was the son of one of the. directors of the Amsterdam chamber of the

\-'OC.'“ De Velaer did not provide his services for free: he charged his uncle a commis-

sion of 1% of the nominal value ofshares pttrchased and sold. '9

The primary service De Velaer provide.d to his uncle was not buying and sell-

ing shares, though, but foiwarding information. He forwarded both newsletters a11d

inte.rnational business correspondence - these letters from abroad first arrived in Am-

sterdam, so the fastest way to get them in regional cities was via an Amsterdam-based

receiver‘-’° - and informed l"Empereur about news he had heard on the exchange. The

newsletters, precursors of newspapers, often contained news about the VOC fleet. They

were generally considered to be very well informed; even the Amsterdam Chamber of

the VOC: subscribed to them.“

An example of a handwritten newsletter that has survived in the l’Empereur

papers reveals the sort of information that shareholders could get lrom this source.

This particular newsletter contained information only about the company’s activities

east of the Cape of Good Hope, which suggests that there were other information

channels available in Amsterdam for \-’OC1-related information concerning events that

had taken place closer to the Netherlands. It mainly informed its readership about

recent conquests of the \--'OC; and the fortunes of the \-‘DC lleet. It recounted, for exam-

” De \-"t-liter also llJl‘\’\-'E1.l‘(l('.'(l news from Amsterdatn to his fatlier-in~l:m' Andries van der l\-luelen in

Utrecht. See the correspondence in R.-\L', Van der Muelen, inv. nr. 47. Van dcr Muelen was less inter-
ested in information related to the share trade, l1owe\'e1'.

l'F.mperet1r, De Velacr and \-"an der .\-leulen all formed part of a few close-knir, families, predominantly

origitiatillg from Aittwerp. Tltcse families, tied together by marriages. frequently traded together. Van
Dillen, A(1mt’:v?{i:rl:tdrrn'egi.t.‘e:', 83--l. l’En1pereur was horn in 1552 in Doornik/Tournai in the province
Hainaut. Dc \-"clacr was born in |:')?8 in Antwerp. Other families that formed part ofnctwork were the

l\-'Ialapert, De Latfeur and De la Faille fEl['l‘llllL'.S.
'” His letters do not give evidence of inside information, however. In his letter dated l 1 June 15] l, for
exatnplc. he reported to his uncle that the company u:lirectnrs had received a letter from St Helena
containing extensive information about the business in East India. He did not know the contents of this

letter, l1{)Wt‘\'(‘1' - or chose not to inform his uncle about it. De Velacr to l’l~‘.mpcrcur, lljunc lot I , 151',
inv. or. 2 I 5, nr. B2/7.

”' f_'lxan1ple ofa semi-annttal bill l_l6JLl]1{’ l[iO9_], ].’.'l', i11v. nr. 215, nr. A3/6.
1”‘ By an old rule, all lettets coming from Hamburg to the Nctlierlands had to pass thmugli Amstcrdani:
Milja ran Tielho f. 7712 ‘trimmer ryfafl £r:mlvs’.‘ the Iiriftir grain trade in .r1irt.n‘rin’an:_fmrn the late 16!}: in the earfir .’.9tl:
r.‘e‘H.|'!(.fl-‘ (Leyden 2002} l65. I'I()wc'\'er, De Velaer forwarded letters from Aiitwerp and Paris too [e.g. De
Velaer to l‘l~‘.mpercur. Bjulv 1609, B1‘, inv. nr. 215, Ill‘. A3/14). De Velner charged his uncle postal
charges for this senicc: B1‘, inv. nr. 215. nr. A3/6.

'-" Annie Slolp, Dr emfc raumrtfarir in Hr:Jl'mitf.' I:_r}'di'r.'gt.’ Km‘ dr ge.\'r'ittL'rt't°r:i.t' o'er ge.t'rk3'cz'rt: ni£u:t.'.tlijdi;1gr.rr til-laarlem
l‘.-L38} 8+.
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ple, how six ships had left Bantam on 16 November 1608, of which one, named De

Grote Sonne, had had to return shortly thereafter because otleakage and another one,

named Erasmus, had had leakage problems too, but it had been able to sail on to

;\/lauritius. It also told about the conquest of the island of Makéan and how bad

weather had broken two ships, lying at anchor there, from their moorings. This in-

formation was partly correct: this incident had indeed oc.cLtrred tinjttly 1608), but in

fact both ships were wrecked. The last bit of information dated from yet earlier: July

1606. This news must have reached the Netherlands earlier on, but it concerned such

a heroic event that the compiler ofthe newsletter did not want to hold it back: the ship

named d’Eendracht had arrived at Bantam and had burnt four or five Portuguese

ships on its way there.” This news touched on the future of the company and was

therefore undoubtedly of interest to investors.

It is remarkable, however, that t.he newsletters did not contain inl'ormation

about the cargo oi‘ the return fleet, which would have been of primary importance for

the short-term profitability ofthe company. So De Velacr had to rely on other sources

for this type ofinfo1'mation. De Velaer’s reports about the approaching return fleet of

1610 allow for a reconstruction of the way this information reached the Amsterdam

exchange. Between .\'Iay 25, when the first tumors circulated, and July 26, when De

Velaer could finally check the correctness of‘ all bits of information, a number of dif-

ferent and sometimes contradictory rumors could be picked up on the exchange. It

must thus have been difficult to base investment decisions on these. bits of information.

The most interesting aspect of De Vclaer’s reports, however, is the sequence with

which the news became available in Amsterdam.

The first rumor, about which De Velaer wrote his uncle on Nlay 25, named

the ships that were about to arrive, but did not give any information about their lad-

ing. It emphasiysed the. fortunes of two Dutch admirals: Pattlus van Caerden had been

taken prisoner and Pieter W'ille1nsz. Verhoefi had been treacherottsly killed together

with some of his men after they had built a fortress in Bantam.93 This news came from

the crew of‘ the linglish ship Hector, under command ofwilliatn Keeling, which ‘nad

'33 Han(‘lwritten newsletter, undated, B‘l', lI1\'. nr. ‘.2 15, nr. .-\2/8. The publication date ol‘ this newsletter is
unknown. It can be fottnd in |‘Iimpcreur‘s correspondence 0l‘JElI1ll£lI‘}-' I609. but it was probably corn-
piled on :1 later date, for it contained news about ships that had left Bantam in Novctnber 1608. An-
other example of it handwritten newsletter in the correspondence ol'l'Empere1tr. dated 22_]une I609,
was written in French and came from Cologne. It did not contain in tortnation on the East Indian trade
l‘t0WE?\‘(‘.l‘Z H1‘, in\-'. nr. Q15. nr. .-\3/3.

33‘ Velaet‘ younger to |'E.|np('reLtr, 25 l\'Iay l6lU, B1‘, in\-'. n r. '2 15, nr. til / T. .-'-\Ct','1')l"Ci ing to this rt1m0r._ the
ships uttclemay to the Dutch Republic were called ‘(}eIder1a1nt, Bantam, Seelant, Bandzt ur Delft’.
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encountered the \‘()t: return lleet at sea on 23 December 1609. Keeling had talked to

the commander of the Dutch fleet and inlbrmed him about the. fate of the two admi-

rals - Keeling’s ship was faster than tl1e Dutch return fleet; he had left Bantam on a

later date than the Dutch, so he had more recent information.“ Keeling must have

l1ad much more information, however, for example about the cargo ofthe Dutch fleet.

He also knew about two other ships heading for the Netherlands: ten days before the

Hector had left Bantam, two Dutch ships (Banda and Patania) had left.

De Velaer sent his uncle an update onjune 15, in which he again did not give

priority to the fleet’s cargo. He reported that due to some illness, many crewmen of

the ship Gelderland had died. On its way to the Dutch Republic, this ship had called

at Mauritius, where the leaky ship Erasmus was stranded. The Gelderland did not

bring the cargo of the Erasmus, though, but it did bring 48 healthy members of its

crew - many of the crew had died during thejourney. The ship mainly carried coarse

quality pepper. De Velaer did not have any new information on the other ships of this

same fleet, but he did have extra news about the situation in East India. It was now

commonly held to be true at the Amsterdam exchange that Paulus van Caerden was

kept in prison in Ternate and that the other admiral, Pieter Willemsz. Verltoelf, had

been killed, ‘although he had been very friendly to the local population of Banda’.

B/Ioreover, De Velaer had now also learned that Keeling’s crew had reported about

the two Dutch ships [Banda and Pataniaj that had left Bantam shortly before them as

well. These ships were laden with wares from the Moluccas (cloves, mace, nutmeg)

and were to arrive soon, too?"

De Velaer did not report on the arrival of the first ships ofthe fleet in_]une and

early July. His next letter was dated July 26, when the last two ships had arrived at

Texcl. The news these two ships carried was far more recent and therefore more valu-

able than the news from the ships that had arrived earlier, for the newly arrit-‘ed ships

3" Hendrick _]ans?.. Craen wrote in the Celderlantl°s log about the informaticun William Keeling gave

them at sea on 23 December 1609: A. de Booy t’_ed._‘.u, Dr dcrde rm can rte l". 0.13’. mar Oe.rt-Indie" under fie!
I1w'r1'r1' :.rru.= admires! H:m':t.c arm C':1e:-den, rritgezeifxi in 1606 It n:__The Hague I970) 234-315. On this date, the ships

were still east of Cape of Good Hope. They accontpaniecl each other during their stay at the Cape, at
St. Helena, and during tlieir_iotIrney all the way to 48.3) degrees north latitude {according to Clraen’s
log]. The Gelderland was in great dillieulties: the ship was damaged and due to an unknown illness, :1
large part ofits crew died. The fleet (lid not get updated information at any olithe company’s t'efre.sl1—
rnent stations along the route.

2‘-" De Velaer to l’l*'.mpercur, l5Junc ltiltl. ET, in\-'. In". 2l:3, nr. Bl/8. De \-"claer did not mention the
source of the new infot‘mation. but it was probably a letter from Craen to the Hmw: .l’t'H, written in
Dartmouth on 20 May, which is published in De Bony, Derdr reir II, Appendix 24. The information in
this letter corresponds to the news De Velaer reported to his tmele.
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had left East India more than six months later. The ships reported only good news

about East India: the trade was going line, there was hope ofconquering Ternate soon

and the Dt1tcl1 had fornied an alliance with Japan, so that they could now trade with

japan as well. Details about the cargo went together with the news: the ships brought

pepper, nutmeg, cloves, mace, silk and china?“

This excerpt from the De Velaer-l’Empereur correspondence reveals two

things. Firstly, the information l’Empereur received was inadequate for a short-term

speculative trading strategy. De Velaer reported only news that he had heard on the

exchange; tllercfore, by the time it reached l"Empereur, the share price had already

adjusted to the new information.“ But this did not matter to l’Empereur; he had in-

vested in the \-“DC for long-term gains.'33 The c.orrespondence moreover suggests that

l’Emperenr was not after only linancial gain. His decision to invest in the \-'O(I: was also

motivated by his wish to support the Dutch cause in the East Indies. He for example

corresponded with De Velaer about Isaac le Maire’s attempt" at persuading the French

king to found an East India Company - a competitor for the \--’OC - rather than about

his bear-trading syndicate. They saw Le Maire as a traitor to his country rather than a

cheater who had cleceived his fellow .‘sl‘la]‘Cl't0l(:lCI‘S.29 l’E.mpereur need not be represen-

tative for all shareholders ofthe VOCJ, but the bits ofiinformation that reached the Am-

sterdam exchange give evidence that this was a more general feeling amongst the

shareholders. The investors talked about heroic deeds of the Dutch in the East Indies:

the burning of Portuguese ships and the conquest of several strongholds on islands of

great importance to the spice trade. These events obviously directly inllnenced the

future performance ofthe company. At the same time, however, shareholders thought

illness on board of one of the shi s a more im ortant subiect to talk about than theP P _l

specifics of the cargo that was about to arrive in the \-’O(: cities. The fact that petition-

3" De Velaer to Flimperetir, Qlijuly ltiltl, [2-T, inv. nr. 215, nr. Bl/10.

3? De Velaer liimselli also often received new iI1lt}l‘ltlt1[i{Jl1 too late to make profitable trades on it. On 4
:'\ugusl' 1609, I01‘ example, he wrote to his uncle about the lirst Iiews regarding the return fleet. Four
ships had been seen near England and De Velzter had heard that they would bring good news about

East India. but did not know any details yet. To his surprise, the share price had already risen in the
days lae[o1'e: some people had receivecl the infoI‘mation through a private channel and they had taken
advantage of their private infomtation. De \-"elaer to 1'1*lmperetII‘. -'-l Attgust [(309, HT, inv. nr. ‘2|5, nr.
.-\-'l/3.

'33 l’F.n1pere11r to De V-"cl.-tel‘. between 8 and l2Janttary l[i0‘.}._ l:'.'I', inv. nr. 2(i5.]I.tdging by the fact that
he bought his first share with bornowetl money on which he had to pay 8°.--'u interest, he expected the
rate of return on \-'()(.I shares to be very high: De \-"elaer to l'EmperetIr. I3 janttaty 1609. B1", inv. nr.
215, til‘. A12/9.

1”" On Le Maire‘s bear-trading syndicate: De \-"elaer to |’Empereur. I9 March 1609. B1", inv. nr. 2l5.
nr. .-\’.Z/ 15. On Le i\IaiI'e‘s deliberations with the French king: De Velaer to l'Empe.re1_n‘. 8 _]a11tIa1\_-'
16 I 0. BT, inv. nr. 2 I 5, nr. Bl / I.
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